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ABSTRACT
This research investigates the impact of poverty on stewardship in the Zambian Anglican
Church (ZAC), an interaction of arguments and agreements between geopolitical, socioeconomic and religious explanations. The aim of this research is to reinforce professional
leadership functions and facilitate equitable sharing of ZAC wealth amongst Dioceses to
develop Diocesan financial freedom and sustainable stewardship for the maintenance of
ministry, including stipends and pensions for Clergy/Laity to alleviate poverty. In this study, a
historical overview of the ZAC and the impact of poverty on stewardship is presented, followed
by Biblical perspectives on poverty and a theological discussion of poverty as sin, on the basis
of which a proposal on leadership in the ZAC is put forward. The study concludes with
recommendations to the ZAC. The war on poverty is total transformative-emancipatory building
freedom for the dignity of every human being as the creation of God in His own image.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction

The background to this study stems from the fact that much has been done at both micro and
macro level to alleviate poverty through various promulgations such as the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) and policy concepts like The Poverty Reduction Strategic Paper
(PRSP). These rationales have been applied through concretization of the soil and value
addition. The World Bank (2005:9) stated that poverty is a multi-dimensional phenomenon,
which is demands multiple solutions.
The present study focuses partially on the levels of maintenance of ministry for Clergy and Laity,
as there is a gap concerning advocacy and lobbying for abolition of poverty through legislation,
both a micro and macro socio-economical, geo-political manifestation of injustice. St. John of
The Cross stated: “There is a way, where there is a will.” The creation of God in its essence is
the source of stewardship and the decomposition of poverty by virtue of Jesus Christ’s
resurrection. “The freed slaves’ village were a by-product of abolition of slavery, so they were
necessarily of a transitory nature” (Nsanzurwimo, 2003:111). These freed slave villages can be
a proto-type of poverty free zones. From these, it can be deduced that poverty is rooted in
irresponsible stewardship, both in the Church and society at large.

1.2

Clarification of concepts

Stewardship: “Stewardship implies caring management, not selfish exploitation; it involves a
concern for both present and future” (Hunter, 2018:3). Stewardship refers to more than only
monetary management; it also encompasses “prayers, presence, gifts, and service” or “time,
talents, and treasure,” it is a way of life; synonymous with discipleship (Bell, 2014:49, 53).
Sustainable: The word “sustainability” is a popular slogan of environmentalism with a rich and
perplexing history. It can be defined as follows; according to Erik Erikson it is, “generativity,”
while John Kotre coined it as “outliving the self.” Sustainability is the continuing existence of
itself as a generation bestowed with revelatory guidance from the ancestors as confirmation of
the Christian idea of Apostolic succession (Moody & Achenbaum, 2014:155). Wogaman wrote
that sustainability is the result of guided relationships between resources with the natural
environment. Theologically and ethically, humanity is not granted dominance and authority to
annihilation, but to hold a stewardship role with the responsibility before God for inter-generation
equity and productive utilization. In the reality of theological ethics, sustainability can be
1

comprehended in terms with God as the source and meaning and sustaining basis of all that is,
and having more urgency reasons to positive inclination to the world and the future generation.
Therefore, sustainability is supposed to be humanity’s core business (Wogaman 1986:108).
Poverty: is “a state or condition in which a person or community lacks the financial resources
and essentials for a minimum standard of living. Poverty means that the income level from
employment is so low that basic human needs can't be met” (Chen, 2020). The World
Bank defines poverty in absolute terms, differentiating between different types of poverty;
extreme poverty is living on less than US$1.90 per day, while moderate poverty is viewed as
living on less than $3.10 a day (World Bank 2005:9). It has been estimated that in 2008, 1.4
billion people had consumption levels below US$1.25 a day and 2.7 billion lived on less than $2
a day. While the 2020 Annual Report is not yet available, it is expected that poverty levels have
increased worldwide as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

1.3

Background to the study

I have been working in my present Diocese for over three decades; first as Sponsor Relations
Worker in the Bwafwano Community Development Project of the Anglican Diocese of Central
Zambia in partnership with World Vision International for two years, before offering myself for
full-time ordained ministry. Since my ordination to the Diaconate in 1995 on the 9th day of July, I
have been in the Zambian Anglican Church (ZAC). Much of my pastoral ministry have been in
rural parishes, where I witnessed and experienced poverty in a way that I have not experienced
it before. This made me challenge and inspire communities to lobby for Rural Health Centres,
such as Mikumbila Community School in Lunchu Parish, so that the community could at least
send their children to school.
Zambia is a land of rich natural and human resources, with many rivers, lakes, natural springs1,
fertile soils, and numerous deposits of minerals such as copper, zinc, lead, gold, and diamonds,
to mention but a few (Asiimwe, 2005:16, 22; Oldrieve, 2009:20). With all these natural
resources, no investments have been made to the value addition of raw materials. The
harnessing of the ZAC’s human resources challenges leadership with hearts of integrity, without
discrimination in developing future leaders and the inability to retain skilled and knowledgeable

1

The Fiwila Mission Station has a spring from the Mufulwa Mountain running through its territory without
any usage to enhance horticulture, pastoral, or meaningful agricultural. My argument here is that the
Diocese of Central Zambia should have been harvesting this natural water and bottles it to contribute
to the financial sustainability of the diocese. Todate, this has not been done. It is a natural resource
waiting to be tapped.
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professionals from seeking green pastures in the Diaspora questions our Christian stewardship
(Asiimwe, 2005:18). It cannot be denied that Zambia as a nation is rich in natural resources and
therefore it would be expected that the ZAC must be a wealthy Church, yet, it has both Clergy
and Laity going without stipends and monthly pension remittances for months, or even years.
What is wrong with the ZAC when there are youthful human resource congregations and many
natural resources besides land? How can Clergy and Lay people go without pay when the
Church has invested in real estate?2 Worse still, many Clergy and Laity, both working and
retired, wallow in poverty, their house are in sub-standard situation? Their diet and frequency of
meals leave much to be desired. I am a full time priest who have gone for years without
stipends, since 2013, and last received a financial loan in 2001. How is this possible? I would
agree with Chinua Achebe, the great African novelist quoted by Robert Guest, where he argued
that ‘...the trouble with Nigeria is simply and squarely leadership ... the unwillingness or inability
of its leaders to rise to the responsibility, to the challenge of personal example which are the
hallmarks of true leadership”3 (Guest 2004:12). Poverty alleviation and eradication therefore
requires a committed leadership anywhere in the world and leadership in the ZAC must arise to
that occasion.

1.4

Background for advocating/lobbying for abolishment of poverty as equal to slavery

Advocacy/Lobbying stems from the legal fraternity and denotes “speaking or pleading on behalf
of someone” to ensure justice. Advocacy can be defined as proposing, promoting or
recommending/suggesting something to someone (Atkins & Gordon, 1999:7; Amidei, 1995:35).
Therefore, in the ZAC context, we can define advocacy as seeking with, and on behalf of
Clergy/Laity, the youths and women in pro-poor congregation to address the root causes of
stewardship impact on poverty by influencing the decisions of church leaders, governments,
companies, groups and individuals whose policies or actions affect the poor.
Lobbying can be defined as the collective responsibility of persons seeking to influence
legislators on behalf of a particular interest. It can also denote to solicit the support of an
influential person/s to influence in an enactment of Law to bring about desired change or to
prevent changes of adverse effects on those being represented (Concise Oxford Dictionary,

ZAC has throughout the years have been making real estate investments in Kubulonga in Lusaka for the
all Zambian Anglican Church to support mission work in Zambia. A lease has been entered in a
developer who has put up a mall on the Kabulonga land in Bishops Road. Some of the properties on
the land have been built from loans from Trinity Church New York.
3
Guest quoting Chinua Achebe in his book, ‘The Trouble with Nigeria, Heinemann, Oxford, 1984: 1’
2
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Ninth Edition). It can be said therefore the ZAC needs to make advocacy and lobbying part of
their mission; their voices must head by all in the nation for them to be relevant.

1.4.1 Background to the role of the Church in advocacy/lobbying
The role of The Church in advocacy and Lobbying is in the Biblical Christian mandate
emanating from the core heart of God the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, who are
passionate about justice for the poor. Jesus Christ in his transformative-emancipatory approach
played the role of an advocate to the Father, redeemed humanity from slavery of sin by
defending and recommending us. The role of The Church in advocacy and lobbying during 18th
and 19th century took the centre stage in social action, improving factory working conditions,
inhuman child labour, and education for the vulnerable in society and culminating into the
abolition of slave trade.
Although, there has been a vigorous decline in the 20th century in social and political
emancipation, missionary organizations like the UMCA continued in the provision of schools and
hospitals. Therefore, advocacy and lobbying for the abolition of poverty is the relevance
comprehension of uprooting the root causes of poverty by, with and for speaking out against
structures, policies and practices which are responsible for creating, sustaining and
perpetuating poverty (Atkins & Gordon, 1999:10).
1.4.1.1 The Biblical background role of advocacy/lobbying
The Biblical background role of advocacy and lobbying is anchored as a tapestry woven
throughout the characteristic salvation history of God and as an endowment for His people to
advocate and lobby on behalf of others and challenge those in authority.
In the Old Testament, in Genesis 18:16-33, Abraham advocated to God on behalf of the people
in Sodom and Gomorrah not to be destroyed. Moses advocated for the 600,000 Israelites to be
released from slavery due to oppressive policies and actions of Pharaoh in Egypt (Exodus 711). God is presented as speaking out for those in need, and meeting their immediate needs
(Deuteronomy 10:18). The Prophet Nehemiah also advocated and lobbied for the King to stop
sky-rocketing taxation and interests which were rendering subjects homeless and landless
(Nehemiah 5). Through the prophets (Isaiah 58:6-7), God is speaking of tackling the causes of
injustice and oppression, provision of their needs to alleviate poverty. In the New Testament,
Jesus Christ proclaimed emancipation of both spiritual and physical oppression in his mission
statement (Luke 4:18-19).
4

In advocacy and lobbying we gather information as a Church to comprehend the nature and
magnitude of the problem to request those in power micro and macro levels why it is imperative
to abolish poverty and effectively contribute to acceleration of development (Atkins & Gordon
1999:11). Hence, the ZAC must be seen to be committed to advocating or lobbying for abolition
of poverty. This will ensure the maximum benefit of resources redistribution within its jurisdiction
to overhaul long term impact on stewardship and sustainable financial freedom to alleviating
poverty amongst Church workers. The advocacy and lobbying of abolition of poverty is the truth
of serving organisms in life (soil). The very truth of our origin of God’s image.

The Church’s biblical values in advocacy and lobbying are constantly available for reflection,
mediation and radiate from Scripture, becoming relevantly valuable when contextualized. In life,
each individual has different values in setting priorities. Therefore, we should be cautious to
comprehend how and why others have prioritised values in their approach to advocacy and
lobbying. The biblical values which link advocacy and lobbying for abolition of poverty are the
wise stewardship of resources and equality of all human beings before God (Gen 1-2), love and
active responsibility to others (Matt. 22:37-40), compassion (Ex 22:22; Lev. 23:22; Ps 86:15);
social and economic justice (Lev 19:36; 25:36; 25:8-54; Mal 3:5) and participation. The Church’s
biblical values in advocacy and lobbying are to a great extent collaborative and an integral
component of development of which poverty is the emergence brakes on development (Atkins &
Gordon, 1999:3).
1.4.1.2 Historical background to abolition of slavery
The noun “slave”, according to the Concise Oxford Dictionary (eleventh edition), historically
means a person who is the legal property of another and is forced to obey them; or a person
who is excessively dependent upon or controlled by something. Furthermore, it states that it is a
device, or a part of one, directly controlled by another. As a verb, it means to work excessively
hard; the action or process of enslaving people; and subject to control. Although there is no
categorical condemnation of slavery, in both the Old and New Testaments, the incompatibility of
fraternal love and spiritual essence illustrates its vitality.
1.4.1.3 Abolition of slavery in the Old Testament
In the Old Testament, Jews were slaves in Egypt (Ex 13:3) due to poverty, which was abolished
through God’s own transformative-emancipation approach as their authentic Master and King
on whom they solely depended (2 Sam. 9:8; Ps 101:6, 134:1; Matt. 18:23; 22:3; 25:14; Lk 1:38;
2:29; Acts 2:18; Rev. 7:3; 10:7 (Léon-Dufour, 1980:377; Giordani, 1977:371-2). The personal
5

dignity of human beings at creation are formed out of “soil” or “earth” as in the Image of God. It
fosters Christian stewardship striving to maintain fraternal love for human rights to enhance
productive values as fraternal brethren (The Catechism of The Catholic Church, 1994:555).
This catholicity of fraternalism in the family of God enables equality with tones of religious
conscience in the transformation of social institutions without violence. This is the care of
families in any village. Therefore, if the world is acknowledged today as the global village, it’s
inevitable to share the resources, human and natural, as God’s gift to humanity embedded in
the soil and from the soil (Oldrieve, 2009:20; 39-41; 52; 66; 71-5). If the importance of family as
original cell society and natural society, poverty should be alleviated at all cost to grow its
privileged duties and responsibilities in the community of faith (The Catechism of The Catholic
Church, 1994:516).
1.4.1.4 Abolition of slavery in the New Testament
In the New Testament, the liberty status of the Jewish slaves is modified pertaining to masters’
power, responsibility and dependence to that of obedience and submission (Eph 6:5; Col 3:22;
1 Tim 6:1f; Ti 2:9; Phlm16;) as the supreme version of Christianity (1 Cor 7:21f), which paved
way for the abolition of slavery (Léon-Dufour, 1980:377; Giordani, 1977:127).
The Christian revolution deleted political collective designation of a person to servitude status
as Christ’s earthly mandate to circumscribe human dignity as an endowment of primordial
natural rights of creation. Thus; the ZAC should be pro-active in enhancing advocacy for the
abolition of poverty through geo-political and economic empowerment of youth and women in
pro-poor congregations as a mandate to restore human dignity in alleviating poverty amongst its
Clergy/Laity.
1.4.1.5 Jesus Christ’s Transformative-emancipatory approach to slavery
Jesus Christ’s transformative-emancipatory approach was an assumption of slavery
embodiment (Phil 2:7), self-subjection to law and curse (Rom 8:3; Gal 3:13; 4:4; Heb 2:15), to
enhance partake of his lordly dignity consecration onto Christian believers as from old (1 Cor
12:13; Gal 3:28; Col 3:11). This facilitated prelude to the abolition of slavery and designated filial
adoption of humanity (Jn 8:35; Rom 8:15; Gal 4:7). The ZAC should embody the responsibilities
for a transformative-emancipatory approach to the abolition of poverty, that the Church
Leadership subject itself to law and curse. As adopted children of God, the poverty shacks must
be eliminated.
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In this transformative-emancipatory approach, liberation from bondage from slavery of sin, law,
worldly powers, fear of death, Christ is the transposed master. In order to become his slaves,
slaves of injustice services and as servants to fraternalism must take a leaf from Jesus Christ
himself as our role model (Léon-Dufour, 1980:378). If Jesus Christ Himself became poor to
initiate and sanction the transformative-emancipatory approach to our poverty, natural
transposed our dependence onto our earthly masters to God, our creator-master as an avenue
of fraternalism equality. Thus; the ZAC should do the same to its Clergy/Laity workers in
transposing the poverty status. Transformative-emancipation approach with leadership
championing the cause is what I would like to see.
1.4.1.6 Imperial legislation following Christian sentiments to abolition of slavery
Constantine staged the imperial legislation following Christian’s sentiments paving introduction
of many mitigations; softening slavery into serfdom institution and went into oblivion at the end
of the Middle Ages. Upon the decline of Constantinople in 1453, the Turks subjected Christians
to servitude, while in America the Spanish, Portuguese, and British settlers made Indians slaves
and introduced African slaves amidst constant mounting protests from missionaries and boldly
ousted condemnation from Pope Successors.
In the 18th century, the Quakers staged the movement against slavery, and then, William
Wilberforce (1759-1833), a philanthropist who was converted to Evangelicalism and dissuaded
from Holy Orders to best serve Christianity in legislation with Bills for the abolition of Slave
Trade which became Law in 1807. In 1808, The Slave Trade was made illegal. Eventually,
abolition of Slavery was achieved in 1833 in the British Empire. A quarter of a century later
(1865), the United States of America had a constitutional amendment abolition of slavery
forever (Livingstone, 1977:478; 553).
In the ZAC, slavery among workers has been made to go on due to the concept of canonical
obedience espoused by the canons of the Church of Province of Central Africa, which was
promulgated in 1955 by missionaries. This, I argue, should have been revised by now;
canonical obedience was imposed on the local people because the missionaries did not
understand the local culture, language, values and norms. This is also a Western concept to
protect an individual bishop and to practice it in Africa and Zambia is misplaced because
Africans are a community first, and then individuals. I agree with Guest, who states and argues
that this is how “African governments have failed their people’ and many are blatantly predatory,
serving as the means by which a small elite extracts rents from everyone else” (2004:12). This
could be true for the ZAC. Lack of revision therefore after more than a hundred years of
Anglican existence in Zambia have trashed our Africanness and the concept of Ubuntu, as well
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as the concept of sharing and the philosophy of akacepa kaufwala (the only thing you cannot
share is a piece of cloth).

1.5

Problem statement and substantiation

1.5.1 Problem statement
More than a hundred years ago, The Anglican Universities’ Mission to Central Africa (UMCA)
planted the Anglican Church in The British Protectorate North of the Zambezi River called
Northern Rhodesia. At independence, Northern Rhodesia and the Church came to be known as
the Zambia Anglican Church, governed by Zambia Anglican Council (ZAC) in a direct crusade
against the slave trade, poverty and ignorance; Christianity with its education, lawful commerce,
health and agriculture (Livingstone, 1977:526). Yet, full-time clergy go for years without
stipends4 and many of the retired clergy and lay church workers have back-logged pensions.
The role of the ZAC can only be authentic and legitimate if it’s clergy and laity receive
maintenance of ministry through stipends and care in retirement by the provision of pensions to
alleviate poverty (ACO, 2008:86, Lindhorst, 1995:28). Stipends are not provided at national
level, yet pensions are, but with other corporate entities. Why not themselves? Can’t the
ZAC/Diocesean Superannuation be feasible to avoid arrears of unremitted pensions and
poverty-stricken pensioners (Russell, 19984: 247,264)?
Leadership is divinely chosen, called and strategically placed to serve by inspiring, directing and
empowering the flock of God to fulfil their different roles in gifts/talents in the world through their
financial provision, natural and spiritual gifts as stewardships role to the ordained and lay
faithful, during active ministry and retirement. Currently, and resorting to non-stipendiary
ministers may be to avoid legitimate expectation to a stipend or other remuneration perpetuates
poverty. The same goes to non-staff development at seminaries and low recruitments of
candidates deepens the Minister/Laity ration distribution (ACO 2008:86, Archbishop Robert
Selby Taylor, 1979:2; Lindhorst, 1995:28-29). It’s imperative and cardinal to employ innovative
evangelism and mission through social action for without them, this is the resultant of Deficient
Diocesean Budgets (DDB) currently being experienced in spite of the paternalistic teaching to

4

Archbishop Robert Selby Taylor in his Bishop charge of Central Diocese in 1979 wrote on The Viability
of The Diocese respond to ZAC joint commission that Finance is one of the important tests of the
viability of a Diocese. A Diocese must be able to pay its own expenses: for clergy stipend & travel,
synods & other essential meetings, contribution to a Christian social witness in community. Our
present budget is minimal.
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the ‘faithful’ whom they adopted, supported and educated (Asiimwe, 2005:11).5 Thus; not
unlocking stewardship potential in the Dioceses endowed with both abundant natural and
human resources despite concomitancy poverty impact on stewardship even after the “Decade
of Evangelism”.
1.5.2 Substantiation
The Missional character of UMCA lost its fire, lacking men of vocation to continue after the postindependence Anglican Church. Very few men were trained during this period. The planted
church had its vision overflowing with creative energy, setting off men of courage and
enthusiasm and focusing them towards a clear communicated God-given vision to eliminate the
slave trade and poverty (Oldreive, 2009:8, 9, 11). The mission statement and core values were
embroidered in their rule of life in accordance with their particular religious community. Their
mission mindedness and focus were in equilibrium due to Kerugma, Koinonia, Diakonia, and
Marturia.
The Kingdom perspectives mandate of UMCA were geared for church growth and leadership
development6 (locals), and relationships were created to maintain and develop love within
cooperation body of Christ Jesus. Thus, it cemented strategic and operational management
support accelerating missional impact focusing on staging the local church planted to be
effective transformation implementer of practical outcomes that made a difference in the new
world as per examples in the new testament and particularly the Gospels (Oldreive, 2009:8).

1.6

Paradigmatic perspective

This study seeks to provide an in depth investigation of poverty challenges and its impact on
stewardship in the planted church by the UMCA in the British protectorate of Northern
Rhodesia, now Zambia. There exists a large body of literature on poverty, but less on its impact
on stewardship (Lindhorst, 1995:13). The international bodies, governments and religious
movements have concerns towards the eradication and alleviation of poverty and enhancement
of stewardship through mitigation of political economic growth, with sophisticated approaches
besides good governance, acknowledging human rights, restructuring society and the basic

The late Lawrence Mutakasha of Fiwila Mission Station is a paternal of the Society of St. Francis (SSF)
who rose to become the Chief Executive Director of MEMACO (Minerals Exchange and Marketing
Agency Corporation in Zambia and solely built a Church building in Bauleni of Lusaka Diocese.
6
At Kakwelesa Seminary Bishop Robert Selby Taylor trained four men namely; The First Anglican
Zambian Bishop Filemom Mataka, Canon George Mulenga, Nathan Chitelela, and Njelase from each
mission station.
5
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needs inabilities of government/leadership to adequately finance them freely. The only thing we
can acknowledge as free, is God’s gift of creation (Genesis 1 & 2). Yet, the gap of advocacy for
legalization to the elimination or abolition of poverty is void and farfetched.
With such magnitude of poverty and poor stewardship among the developing world, is it feasible
to sustain these provisions? The lobbying and advocating of poverty due to its inhumane face
has heightened in recent years (UNDP, 1990; Millennium Development Goals, 2000; NEPAD,
2001; SDG, 2012; Henriot, 2002:6; Barr, 2005). With regard to the above approaches, there
exists the gap of eradicating poverty as commanded by God; “by our sweat of brow working on
the ground” as primary occupation of humanity’s ancestor Adam and truly source of authentic
stewardship. It is the soil, or earth’s, sole foundation of all natural resources; and surely an
embodiment of God’s endowed gift to His creation.
That is why poverty is ‘sin’ and as such it must be considered “modern slavery” (Tsagklis,
2017:1), which is imperative for lobbying and advocating to seeking parliament legislation or
enactment to uproot its dehumanized face imposition in rebating human peace and
development. The literature on this issue and many writers who have observed and/or
sociologically and economically researched on these issues have acknowledged it has a
“debilitating social problem”, an enigma of leadership challenge that perpetuates that which
many have dubbed as “a culture of poverty” or “the vicious circle of poverty” (Barr, 2005:18;
Asiimwe, 2005:21). But then, why is it that there is poverty and poor stewardship in the midst of
plentiful resources, both human and natural, among the religious? Are church leaders who are
of competent learning in ethics and good governance from reputable universities enacted core
values of accountability and transparency for effective execution and implementation of granted
aid? If so, then, it is done at least for the sake of signing documented conditions. Otherwise, it is
all only on paper. Therefore, this call for transformational and transactional leadership in the
Church is cardinal as the vehicles to eradicate poverty and empowers stewardship for corporate
pursuit approach redemption.

To a great extent, both Dambisa Moyo and Muhammad Yunus have a general view of the
effects of political will, manifesto and lack of implementation upon poverty in most parts of the
developing countries as artificial dubbing of what is at the periphery of human beings to the
center stage of life. It must be recognized that without political democracy acknowledging
inclusion of the economic, social and cultural rights in the Bill of Rights in The Republic
Constitutions, the majority of citizenry will wallow in poverty and continue to fight for a better life
this time tomorrow. Furthermore, democracy will enhance stewardship for better economic
policies and cronyism, conducive for sustainable economic development through thoroughly
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accountability for incumbent public officials, unscrupulous civil servants and political leaders
capriciously pockets scarce resources and wealth (Moyo, 2009:22; JCTR 2007:4). The Church
must foster participation and facilitation of developmental and good governance issues for
renewing transacting and transforming communities that human beings may be wholly dignified
human just as Jesus advocated for in His Gospel conscientious social teaching (John 10:10).
Their responses to poverty and stewardship have validity, especially in relation to the ZAC,
which has on the whole political implications and aspirations on a broader scale as part and
parcel of the process of social transformation and transaction. Dambisa Moyo puts forward the
notion of Aid aggravating and perpetuating poverty within the secret societies of transnational
multiple corporations, political economies and humanitarian Aid organizations, have disastrous
effects. Muhammad Yunus has an ethical prophecy of poverty as a remover of peace and
abuser of human rights in society. Some in the developed world’s sponsor and trigger conflicts
and wars, violence, terrorism, unjustified blockades and trade embargos to stagnate the
eradication of poverty. The possible gap complementing the elimination of poverty is
empowering for production through the soil as directed by God after the Fall, then facilitating
consumption.
All these can be analyzed under poverty and stewardship as such ideas causing social strain,
disintegration and economic deprivation of the developing world and have led to dread of value
addition to natural resources at the expense of crude exportation, accusations of siphoning
developing countries resources at will by developed countries and various methodologies of
perpetuating poverty, including HIV/AIDS (Asiimwe, 2005:21; 70-71). The value addition is the
way out of poverty and enforcement to executing valid stewardship on what is produced from
agricultural fields and consolidated Extractives Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) for
efficiency mineral loyalties tax. Hence, government’s fiscal spending is on social and economic
growth culminating into poverty eradication, which enhances core values such as integrity,
equity and delete corruption. The Church stresses special concern for the poor in that the
nation’s economic and social problems demand strong political commitment, bold decisions and
pragmatic action for democracy not to lose its salt and foster citizenry participation in its
economic governance as Light of the World (Matthew 5:13ff) (Mali 2006:1).
According to the Jesuit Center for Theological Reflection (JCTR)’s Peter Henriot and Emmanuel
Mali of Economic Justice Programme (CCJDP), if Churches are seen as the true advocate of
the expressions of Zambian peoples’ response to and solidarity against poverty and bad
stewardship, its effect upon them, we can simply concur with St. Ambrose (402-403) in this way:
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Recall then that you have received the spiritual seal,
the spirit of wisdom and understanding,
the spirit of right judgement and courage,
the spirit of knowledge and reverence,
the spirit of holy fear in God’s presence.
Guard what you have received.
God the Father has marked you with this sign;
Christ the Lord has confirmed you and has placed his pledge,
the spirit, in your Hearts (The Catechism of The Catholic Church, 1994:332).
The spiritual condition which St. Ambrose has described as a feature of the “character matrix
transformation” as part of the process of social transaction and transformation have continued
from the early Christian period to colonial evangelization and will continue as a part of the
political, economic and social development of Zambian societies. Thus, the above teaching
holds truth. If this is the case, then the causes of poverty and irresponsible stewardship stems
from Christian have not accepted or choose to ignore the soul’s indelible spiritual mark, the
“character,” which is Jesus Christ’s seal of his Spirit with power from on high for his witness
(Luke 24:48-49). Thus, innovative evangelism and mission is rooted in the character matrix of
the faithful. Character in Catholic Sacramental theology is the indelible quality which Baptism,
Confirmation and Ordination are held to imprint upon the soul (The Catechism of The Catholic
Church, 1994:332).
One thing needed to ease the impact of poverty on stewardship in ZAC community Dioceses, is
the implementation and evaluation/monitoring of Post-UMCA innovation. According to Van De
Ven, “innovation as the development and implementation of new ideas by people who overtime
engage in transactions with others within an institutional order” (1986). This definition highlights
its four/square contents essentials tool-kit discernible and applicable to the ZAC community
Dioceses namely: (i). New Ideas, (ii). People (Clergy & Laity), (iii). Transactions and (iv).
Institutional context.
The comprehension of these four underplaying essentials problems encountered by the ZAC
community Dioceses can be stated as follows;
1. A Laity problem of managing attitude towards new ideas;
2. A process problem in managing new ideas into good currency especially both amongst
the affluent and pro-poor congregations;
3. A structural problem of managing relationships; with
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4. A strategical problem of institutional leadership.
These essentials problems highlight how the zig-saw puzzles fits as hand in glove of poverty
impact on stewardship and development of Diocesan financial freedom through an interrelated
and complementary framework of organizational effectiveness when innovation is managed with
disregard of confrontational resolution stances. The essentials are further confirmed in the
words as follows; “The products or services offered must be cultivated, nurtured, analysed,
improved, removed or replaced as the situation demands” (Heap, 1989:2).
We can further conclude that the advent of the UMCA with the objectives of true religion, lawful
commerce, education, health and agriculture was pre-innovation in missions for social and
economic development for sustainable stewardship. Therefore, the comprehending and
managing of post-innovation UMCA (in the post- decade of evangelism as pre-innovation) to
ease a little the poverty impact on stewardship in ZAC community Dioceses is more apparent
than ever.
Therefore, it may be fair and closer to the nation’s social indicators concern to argue from a
micro-level that most of the poverty and poor stewardship rose from the people‘s experiences:
67% of the population live below poverty line, without three meals a day, decent housing, good
health and education services, etc; a life expectancy of 37.4 years, which considered to be the
lowest in the world; high maternal mortality rate of 730 per 100,000 live births and with national
HIV prevalence rate standing at 16.5% for 15-49 age group, but increasing to 20% to 30% in
urban areas (JCTR, 2007:3).
I will look more closely at the “local level structures” of the ZAC community Dioceses and
Archdeaconries; if/who are employing servant leadership transformation character matrix to
facilitate the eradication of poverty and harness good and faithful stewardship practices useful
for Christians through the concepts of ‘abena mumba abatanine icishiki ubwali’ (The totem clan
of the soil who refused to give food to a stump!) and ‘uwikwita ati akulanga a pali ubwali?’(S/He
who is exploiting your bread/livelihood can’t empower you?); its social disintegration and
economic deprivation for development (Asiimwe, 2005:20; Moyo, 2009:145; Wogaman,
1986:37) on its Church staff. Thus, I intend to offer an alternative through a transformativeemancipatory approach to geopolitical, socio-economic and religious analysis of poverty and
stewardship approaches by placing such within the ZAC community Dioceses life experience of
the Clergy/Laity to make profits to reverse the current state of maintenance of ministry
(Oldrieve, 2009:29).
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1.7

Central theoretical argument

The central theoretical argument of this study is that when biblical principles of stewardship with
character matrix transformation are innovatively and evangelistically implemented, poverty could
be curtailed. Its impact would be cushioned through lobbying and advocating. It would also
encourage leadership to do something to motivate decision- and law makers to abolish poverty.
The ZAC Dioceses community will be flooded with financial freedom as a result of strategic
planning, (Khoon, 2007:15). This will result in alleviating poverty through practical usage of soil
and implementation of destinations as poverty free zone(s) for value addition.

1.8

Methodological assumptions

The methodological assumptions are that once Zambia’s poverty profile in light of Zambia’s
economic growth details are captured into research data, then, the ZAC Revenue Collection
and budget allocations to individual Dioceses will determine the total accumulative resource
wealth for sharing amongst Dioceses of ZAC to alleviate poverty in the maintenance of ministry
for both Clergy and Laity.
How unequal are the Dioceses in the ZAC in terms of budgetary allocations? The Zambian
economic, social, geo-political and religious dimensions will facilitate the abridging of their
inequalities or disparities in both economic dimension and growth on rural Dioceses versus
urban Dioceses. In this view, revenue generation and budgetary allocation in individual
Dioceses should not be on equal distribution of ZAC’s wealth to Dioceses, but should be
according to deficit. Thus; extracting the bedrock of lacking financial freedom and sustainable
stewardship in poor prone Dioceses of ZAC composed of many women and youths.
In the economical dimension, 67% people live on less than K1 of which 54% are small scale
farmers and 39% are in low cost urban areas. The employment ability stands at 17% in formal
employment and 83% are found in the informal sector, where the majority are women and
youths. These are sectors of the economic prone to being infested with poverty. Do these 54%
small scale farmers have titles to their own currently farming land (soil)? The question of poverty
free zones resurfaces; what would its beautiful advocacy/lobbying strategy be?
As for the social dimension, focus will be tailored to adult literacy, including information
communication technologies. What has academic acumen contributed to poverty alleviation in
the light of stipend and pensions? What incentives are given in the light of education allowances
to Clergy’s children?
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1.9

Research aims and objectives

The purpose of this proposed research is triggered into conducting an in-depth investigation and
analysis of the main central question of the study as: What is it the impact of poverty on
stewardship in The Zambian Anglican Church? Before the Zambianization of the Anglican
Church, there were no clergy going without stipends and even vestments were distributed
according to one’s need. Library resources was available upon requests and clergy
scholarships were abundant yet, without prospective students. By and large the mission stations
were the source of bread and butter for the Dioceses and beyond, as it were the centres for
innovative evangelism and missions with new conceptual for agriculture, education and health
in The Anglican Church of the Province of Central Africa (CPCA), besides community health
matters and printing media. Have the foci shifted the paradigm of evangelism and mission in
ZAC this century?
Thus, the following specific research questions will help focus the main question:
1. Are Diocesan vision, mission statements and core values imperative for effective strategic
planning process to developing interrelated and complementary efforts of transformativeemancipatory approach to poverty impact on stewardship?
2. Does the leaderships’ acknowledgement of character matrix transformation signify their
engagement as policymaker’s ontological and epistemological participation into a poverty
free zone impacted stewardship of self-reliance innovation magnitude?
3. Can poverty’s impact on stewardship in the Dioceses be accounted for through critical
participatory involvement of the role of Clergy’s intelligentsia innovations in parishes and
attempt to do empowerment for individuals as actors for collective action in/and church
groups as actors?
4. Is it feasible to undertake personal traits of leaders as a direct proportion to poverty impact
on stewardship in ratio to stewardship activities mobilization in broad strategic framework?

1.9.1 Research aim
The aim of this research is to acknowledge reinforcement of professional leadership functions to
facilitate implementation of equitable sharing of ZAC wealth amongst Dioceses to develop
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Diocesan financial freedom and sustainable stewardship for maintenance of ministry; that is
stipends and pensions for Clergy and Laity to alleviate Poverty.
1.9.2 Research objectives
This dissertation offers four major objectives, which are:
1. To objectively consider the Diocesan vision, mission statements and core values for
effective strategic planning process that seeks to facilitate change for innovative
sustainable stewardship development through parishes engaged in interrelated and
complementary framework efforts.
2. To subject leadership to “character matrix transformation”, as policymaker’s
ontological and epistemological engagement in participation for achieving poverty
free zones and specific sustainable development stewardship goals through selfreliant innovation efforts.
3. To account for poverty’s impact on stewardship in the Dioceses through embracing
the critical principle of the role of Clergy’s intelligentsia innovations in parishes’
involvement that seeks to empower individuals as actors for collective action in/ and
church groups for action.
4. To genuinely consider individualistic traits of leaders as a direct proportion to poverty
impact on stewardship in ratio to stewardship activities mobilization in broad strategic
framework.

1.10 Study design
The majority of this study is in the form of a literature study. However, a sample of ten members
of Clergy and with ninety members of the Laity (both retired and in employment) were also
picked to meet the analytical needs of this study. For this to be implemented effectively, data
was collected through a questionnaire survey and through interactive person to person
interviews with participants in their respective Dioceses. The targeted population were Clergy
and Laity in each of the five Dioceses, based in their stations and settlements upon retirement
both in urban, rural, peri-urban and rural in Zambia. The questionnaires were administered perselected randomly from the Dioceses. The data gained were subjected to analysis employing
descriptive statistics and the qualitative correlation in the transformative-emancipatory approach
(Mertens, 2003:139).
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1.11 Research methodology
The Research employed a mixture means of data collection, through a questionnaire (Annexure
A) and interviews (Annexure B). The research further investigated through the identification of
Archdeaconries in Dioceses (Annexure A and B). For the most part, this study made use of a
literature study, examining literature relevant to the discussion.

1.11.1 Study context
Zambia as a nation is on the list of developing countries and land linked (landlocked), with the
necessity to address its specific services and production supply side constraints on financial
freedom and sustainable stewardship. As LDCs, ZAC jurisdictions Dioceses are relatively rural
positions to ensure agriculture (soil) became a competitive agricultural producer to main stemline principle of environmental, social sustainability and food security. Budgetary allocation
problem preference erodes maintenance of ministry, stipends and pensions, without responsible
investment through innovative diversifications and value addition (ACO, 2008:85).
The ZAC is facing challenges of warranting magnitude such as its ineffective engagement with
the Laity due to limited technical capacity constraints to further clarify ZAC’s position on
maintenance of ministry. The lack of financial freedom and sustainable stewardship has
conflicting demands of various church groups, and Diocesean and provincial commitments.
1.11.2 Population and sampling
In this research, seeking confirmation of poverty alleviation amongst clergy/laity in the
maintenance of ministry demand specific identification of target population and the sampling
frame work to authentic desire results.
1.11.3 Target population
The target population is a collection of elements possessing information sought by researcher
and about information to be made (Mathotra 2010:372). The target population is defined in
terms of elements, sampling units, extent and the duration (time).
In this study, the target population is households of both current and retired full-time Clergy and
Laity. Dioceses of ZAC are the sampling units; a composition and jurisdiction of ZAC in 2017
and before. The research is conducted in all household members and location, whether
congregation, parish, and Archdeaconry in a specified Diocese.
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1.11.4 Sampling frame
The sampling frame is a list of directions for identifying the target population. In this study, a list
of current or retired clergy/laity, new members of parishes are identified after the complied list. It
can also be considered as a set of directions employed in this case study, where sampling units
named (households) within and Dioceses, identified individually according to maps, in
questionnaires/ personal interviews will be done.
Where and when households’ members were not available for interviews or questionnaire/s not
returned, or where it was not possible to reach the location site, a next pre-selected household
is used.
1.11.5 Sampling technique
The research sampling technique methodologies used in this research study to selecting
sampling units are the two major categories of probability and the non-probability samples
(Coldwell & Herbot, 2004:79). The probability samples are samples with elements inclusive with
undoubted chance of selection. The population members have a likely chance of inclusion, as
samples aren’t equal, yet there is inclusive probability of being known for everyone. The nonprobability samples of population rely on mechanical procedures to select sample members.
Therefore, participants are selected in a purposeful way.
Probability samples will be employed for this research study, random sample, systemic,
stratified and cluster sampling in that, the mostly highly approved probability sampling where
every element of the population has an equal chance of selection and every combination of
population elements is a sample possibility (Coldwell & Herbot, 2004:80; Gilbert & Churchill,
1996:487; Zikmund, 2000:65).
1.11.6 Sampling size
The sampling size refers to number of elements to be included in the study (Malhotra,
2010:374). The sample maybe expanded to allow authentication of likely chance of the research
being precise (Zikmund, 2000:64). The important factors for sampling include:
a. The nature of the study according to descriptive analysis.
b. The analysis in this research of the proposed transformative-emancipatory approach,
multivariate analysis.
c. Make comparative similar studies completion rate.
d. Consideration for time and resources constraints.
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In this research study, a sample of 120 members of clergy’s households must be employed to
meet the analytical needs of the study in ZAC Dioceses Community:
1. Central
2. Eastern
3. Luapula
4. Lusaka
5. Northern
The examples of similar samples size used in studying the impact of poverty alleviation in low
income households.
1.11.7 Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion criteria in this research paper considered both the Clergy and Laity who are
currently in full-time employment and those who have retired. I further enlarged the
broadcasting of the net to include family members of Clergymen and Lay-Church person who
could shed more light on the stewardship in the foregone periods
The exclusion criteria in this research paper included ordinands, non-stipendiary priests,
volunteer lay-workers, and lay ministers.
1.11.8 Recruitment of participants
The recruitment of participants in this research proposal were done in a purposeful way, socalled ‘volunteer’ or ‘opportunity sampling’, meaning that Clergy and Laity in full-time,
supplementary, retired and terminated service were be used for data collection and analysis.
Furthermore, as Dioceses in Zambian Anglican Church may be vast and attendance
unpredictable, systematic stratification and cluster samples were employed where possible
(Neuman, 2007:213; Coldwell & Herbot, 2004:79).
1.11.9 Process of obtaining informed consent
It is unheard of to glean information data from people without their consent, understanding
statement about why such information is being collected and how it will be implemented. The
process of gaining informed consent was achieved through a combination of both; an
information sheet and a consent form (Neuman, 2007:213; Annexure C). The Information sheet
contains enough details concerning the research study and the possible data to be obtained
from the potential participants, allowing them to make an informed decision whether to
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participate or not to. The Consent form is “briefly and clearly expressed summary of conditions
of participation which has a space for both; a witness and participant signature respectively. The
consent from endorses the participant’s participation and details of comprehension on how to
withdraw and what transactions will occur with the data” (Neuman, 2007:223; Annexure C).
1.11.10 Data collection
In this research, methods of data collection as such for effective data analysis warrants
combinations: descriptive and qualitative will demand methods of data collection; (a)
Observational and (b) The interview method. These involved information and data in the form of
numbers gleaned from the questionnaire and interviews.

1.12 Ethical considerations
The ethical considerations are essentially incumbent component of design and conduct of
research data from participants in acknowledging their human dignity validity (Oates, 2003:201).
Thus; collecting data from participants demanded cautious and methodically considerate ethical
dimensions. This study has been approved by the Faculty of Theology at North-West
University’s Research Ethics Committee.
1.12.1 Anonymity
The personal protection of participants, sponsoring institution/s and researchers from harm of
any sort is not only grounded and guided by proper preparation of protocol, but also anonymity
procedures, in eliminating at the onset collection of all particulars, personal identifying
information and data. Encryption key technique shall be enacted to warrant unique single
participant recognition. Upon all data being collected, the coded key can be abandoned. Where
possible, the data is deemed sensitive; a double coded-key encryption style shall be employed
to make distinctions between different participants (Neuman, 2007:216).
1.12.2 Confidentiality
Participants in this research were voluntary as they were allowed to withdraw at will and at any
stage. They also had the assurance that if they so wished, their responses would be concealed
and remain anonymous.
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1.13 Schematic representation
Problem Statement

Aim and Objectives

Methodology

What/Why are the struggles
in The Zambian Anglican
Church Leadership in/to
sharing it’s wealth equitably
to alleviate poverty amongst
its Church Workers from
years of unpaid stipends and
back-logged pensions?

Investigate the challenges of
reinforcement
of
professional
functions
facilitate implementation of
equitable
sharing
of
Zambian Anglican Church
wealth amongst Dioceses to
develop Diocesan Financial
Freedom and sustainable
stewardship for maintenance
of ministry.

I
will
use
descriptive,
qualitative and empirical
research methods in finding
out the factors inhibiting
professional
leadership
functions
interrelated
implementation of equitable
sharing of Zambian Anglican
Church wealth, construction
of change in Financial
freedom and sustainable
stewardship for maintenance
of ministry.

To what extent are Diocesan
Vision, Mission Statement
and
Core
values
are
imperative
for
effective
strategy planning process to
developing interrelated and
Complementary efforts of
transformative-emancipatory
approach to impact of
poverty
on
stewardship
relevant to maintenance of
ministry?

To
evaluate
Diocesan
Vision, Mission Statement
and
Core
Values
are
essential
for
effective
strategy planning process
that seeks to facilitate
changing
for
innovative
sustainable
stewardship
development through parish
engagement in interrelated
and
complementary
framework
efforts
to
maintenance of ministry.

A historical and comparative
analysis of The Zambian
Anglican Church revenue
and budget allocations to
individual
Dioceses
will
determine
the
total
accumulative
wealth
for
sharing in the maintenance
of ministry will be conducted
in literature materials, case
studies, Direct and indirect
participatory
observation,
focus
group
interviews,
questionnaires.

What are the Biblical and
theological
principles
in
developing
leaderships’
“Character
Matrix
Transformation”
signifies
their engagement as policymakers’ of ontological and
epistemological participation
in/to an impact of poverty on
stewardship without selfreliance
innovation
magnitude?

Study the Biblical and
theological
principles
in
developing “Character Matrix
Transformation” leadership
of
ontological
and
epistemological participatory
policymaker engagement for
achieving
specific
development of poverty free
zones
and
innovative
sustainable
self-reliant
stewardship goals.

The study of exegetical
method
and
systematic
analysis of OT & NT
executed. The concept of
“Character
Matrix
Transformation” leadership in
Zambian Anglican Church
facilitates micro and macro
abridging
of
inequalities
disparities in both socialeconomic,
and
spiritual
growth
dimensions
for
Diocesean
revenue
generation and budgetary
allocation
for
equitable
wealth distribution, poverty
free zones and sustainable
stewardship.
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What theological principles
can
be accounted for
through critical participation
of the role of Clergy
intelligentsia innovation in
parishes for empowerment of
individuals and church
groups
for
collective
sustainable
stewardship
action?

Formulate
theological
principles which can be
applied
for
accounting
through critical participatory
role of clergy intelligentsia
innovations in parishes for
empowerment of individuals
and church groups for
collective
sustainable
stewardship development.

A model from biblical and
theological study will be
formulated in order to come
up
with an
innovative
advocacy/lobbying strategy
of empowerment of 67%
poverty line composed of
54% small scale farmers
and 83% informal sector of
youths and women to
financial
freedom
and
sustainable
stewardship
development.

To what extent is it feasible
to undertake personal traits
of Church Leaders as direct
proportional to impact of
poverty on stewardship in
ratio to stewardship activity
mobilization broad strategic
framework?

Investigate
individualistic
church leadership traits as
direct proportional to impact
of poverty on stewardship
in relationship to strategic
stewardship mobilization.

Has academic acumen of
individual church leadership
contribution
to in/direct
proportion to impact of
poverty on stewardship for
maintenance of ministry;
stipend,
pensions
and
children
education
allowances. Empirical study
; direct/indirect participatory
observation, focus group
interviews of parishioners,
case studies of clergy
working/retired,
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CHAPTER 2: THE ZAMBIAN ANGLICAN CHURCH: IMPACT OF
POVERTY ON STEWARDSHIP
2.1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of poverty and stewardship before and after the original
planting of The Anglican Church in Zambia. It also examines their social, economic, religious
and political poverty practices before the advent of Christianity, pre-history, commercial
revolution, missionaries and settlers, protectorate administrative, pre-nationalism, independence
and its aftermath, and Zambian’s physical features stewardship in the midst of poverty. It shall
be crowned with Jesus Christ the innovator of Apostolic sustainable stewardship through ethical
perspectives of vision, mission statement and core values. The overarching question of this
study, the impact of poverty on stewardship in the context of the Zambian Anglican Church
(ZAC) will be examined by looking in particular at the aspects raised in this chapter.

2.2

The socio-economic, religious and political poverty practices before Christianity

A central problem in the study of the impact of poverty on stewardship in the ZAC is the various
eradication techniques there is in spiritual poverty (Matt. 9:35-36) and physical poverty (Matt.
14:13-21), so to say. Muveng describes it as an anthropological view of poverty taking in
assorted social sciences disciplines as it attempts to find explanation connections into human
behaviours and the social environment including the connections into human beings
(Nsanzurwimo, 2003:201). This homeostatic and deprivation explanation resembles the once
poverty stricken unsustainable stewardship of the Diocese of Nakuru (ACK) traced within the
innovative Apostolic sustainable stewardship foundation strategic planning for wealth creation
and sustainable development in pre-independent Kenya (Bishop Stephen., N. Mwangi)7.
The fading colonial administration and the rise of nationalists states with their capitalistic mode
of production led to mass deprivation of peasants of their land and total maximizing of wealth by
a few landlords. This forced many peasants to migrate to industrial centres in search of wage
labour and those who remained in rural areas were compelled to sell their plots to the rising
private entrepreneurs. These social-religious and political economic inequalities in the ZAC is
seen as part of the cause of poverty. Thus; just as it was in the European social changes from

77

Bishop Stephen Mwangi is the current director of Mindolo Ecumenical Foundation in Kitwe. He came to
Kitwe after retiring from his diocese in the Anglican Church of Kenya (ACK). He did a lot of
stewardship in his diocese and he did it sustainably.
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feudalism to capitalism, so it was at the dawn of colonialism in Zambia which has transversed
from lineage of mode of production to capitalist money and market economy. These social,
economic, religious and political changes have had many effects upon the ZAC’s sustainable
stewardship on the Clergy and Laity, and any event happening in such strained political,
religious, economic and social situations is thought to lead to Satanism accusations. Is not God
the owner of all gold, dilver and precious stones (Gk. lithos timios) (Léon-Dufour, 1980:332)?
These are indeed boldly stated prepositions which have been questioned by other scholars, too.
2.2.1 The pre-history context of Zambian history
According to Stringall, evidence has been found in both the Zambezi and Kalomo river valleys
of present Zambian ancient humanoids. Migration was triggered by Iron Age metal workers from
East Africa in one hundred (100 A.D.) to the Shaba region of current countries, namely Zambia
and the Democratic Republic of Congo, culminating into kingdoms with copper mining
economies (2000).
After one thousand and four hundred years (1500s), the region was a satisfactory migration way
of Africans from north to south and vice versa, including the Bantu speaking from Congo basin
led to the emerging of the Luba Empire in northern Zambia. Consequently, there were
simultaneously penetration of Arabs, Africans and Portuguese traders from both coasts into the
marginal parts of Zambia looking for trade commodities such as slaves, ivory and copper
(Gouldsbury, 1911: 41,168,209,281). The offshoots of the Luba Empire in the Bemba as mine
workers and the Besa (Bisa) as slave-trading middlemen evolved in the 1700s. Later, the Lunda
Kingdom of the Luapula valley emerged with authority over salt deposits and a satisfactory
trade way linking both sea shores. Its empire boundary grew eastward, swallowing-up weaker
ones and holding suddenly and forcibly copper mines. Besides, the hunters and fishermen Lozi
Empire flourished along the upper Zambezi River.
The pre-history context can be addressed from the Biblical view of human nature8 as
paradoxical in character of humanity. While a theological investigation into human nature and a
Christian anthropology is not the focus of this Chapter, these notions will be picked up and
expounded on in chapter four; when the doctrine of sin is applied to the discussion of poverty.

8

The first dispensation (a dispensation is a period of time during which man is tested in respect of
obedience to some specific revelation of the will of God): Innocency. Man was created in innocency,
placed in perfect environment, subjected to an absolutely simple test, and warned of the
consequences of disobedience. The woman fell through pride; the man deliberately (I Tim. 2:14).
God restored His sinning creatures, but the dispensation of innocency ended in the judgment of the
Expulsion (Gen.3:24).
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Throughout creation and from creation on, humanity must have soil to live on, which is in total of
9% in ratio of 2.7% cultivated and 6.3% cultivated land respectively. Solidarity economy and
sustainable stewardship are ethical principles consolidating divine light of solid rock foundation
role for intergenerational equity as mutual interdependence (“The earth is the Lord’s and all that
is in it”, Ps 24:1) (Care for Country Conservation Kit, 1981:1; Oldreive. 2006:7; Moody &
Achenbaum, 2014:150).
2.2.2 The commercial revolution context
The commercial revolution triggered by natural resources of game, slaves and minerals
attracted foreigners to trade. The extractive industry has been the commercial power house in
Zambia, (Northern Rhodesia) since the early 1900s for Lead and Zinc in Kabwe (Broken Hill)
and the Copper belt deposits discovered in the 1920s. The wage earners, miners, civil servants,
and settlers engaged in commerce with the advent of money from the primitive medium of
commerce, the barter system. During the commercial revolution, stewardship and poverty in
south-central Africa were realized due to Portuguese, Swahili, and European influences
penetrating into the interior of Northern Rhodesia (Zambia). This territory became a frequent
subject of slave trader raids by Arabs from the Island of Zanzibar especially the east of Luapula
River in the 1800s.
The commercial boom was characterized by spectacular of wars; Msidi the slave trader of
Katanga attacked the Lunda people, while from the south, the Ngoni were invading as they
escape northwards from the Boers wars.
2.2.3 The missionaries and settlers’ context
The missionaries and settlers can be analogized as cell phone and sim card are in need of each
other as complementary components; just as missions is the propagation of the Christian faith
among non-Christians people was/is one of the main tasks of the Church from the start as well
as to ground, guide and guard the faithful in the word of God, pastor them and feed them as
flock with ever-green pasture and ever-flow living waters. From St. Paul and the Apostles with
their legendary missionary journeys, unattributed missionaries propagated the Gospel to the
periphery of The Roman Empire initially.
With little missionary activity in the Reformed Churches then; besides, the founding of S.P.C.K.
and S.P.G. in 1698 and 1701, respectively, prompted the formation of societies with specialized
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spheres of work, as the Universities’ Mission to Central Africa9 in 1859. Dr. David Livingstone
opened the territory to Europeans influence besides the Portuguese having been in contact with
Zambians people for many centuries, but “Mission Christianity, by deliberate plan, corroded
African Village life” (Livingstone, 1977:339-340; Fields, 1982:96). Poverty impact on
stewardship in the ZAC was set sail by replacements both as tangibles; Lancashire cotton, cash
crops, red-brick houses, Western medicine, tombstones, books and money. Intangible
transformations impacted the individuals, social-economic, political, religious and cultural
influences on the likes of formal schooling, the nuclear family, middle class values and virtues,
skilled trades, and ambition. The advent of poverty in the different disguise of ordinary villagers
compiled to grow more food supplies to satisfy cropping up demand of urban cheap labourers
for the capitalists industrial (Fields, 1982:97-100).
The formation of societies with specialized spheres of mission work empowered God’s people
through preaching, teaching, healing, and social transformation; societies of apostolic life10,
consecration and mission proclaiming through baptism. To His service and to the good of the
Church as sacrament of God’s every life, the mystery of redemption, mission is earned at
baptism either public or less public, religious, or even secret as divine institution power in
solidarity, sustainability, and stewardship for inter-generation equity as the care of souls (The
Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1994:247-248; Moody & Achenbaum, 2014:150-158).
If specialized spheres of mission work, God through the Anglican persuaded the Sultan to
abolish slavery in 1873. Can the same Anglicans not rise to the occasion and lobby/advocate
for the abolishment of poverty? Can the same Anglicans not persuade the USA to transform
arms for its army to the elimination of poverty on mother earth as a Godly stewardship mission?
The missionaries played an indirect role as foundations of poverty are discrimination between
the converted and “heathen”, culminating into upholding ambiguity of spiritual colonization
warranting endorsing the political regimes in the midst of evangelization challenge; the
“inculturation” of Christian faith (Fields, 1982:95, 97, 106; Komakoma, 2003:245)?
2.2.4 The Protectorate administrative context
The protectorate administration stewardship and poverty context were perpetuated through the
definition of African colonial borders led by King Leopold II of Belgium during the Berlin
U.M.C.A. The (Anglicans) Universities’ Mission to Central Africa founded in response to an appeal by Dr.
David Livingstone in Cambridge in 1857 to expedite Malawi afterward relocated to the Island of
Zanzibar the Center of Slavery in 1864. Consequently, the Sultan was persuaded to abolish in 1873.
In 1965, the U.M.C.A. joined with the S.P.G to form the U.S.P.G. now transformed into US.
10
Is a group of men or women within the Catholic Church who have come together for purpose and live
fraternally ...Under the 1917code of Canon Law, which preceded the current one, thismanner of life
was refered to as a society of common life, (W https://en.m.wikipedia.org).
9
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Conference from 1884-1885. British created protectorates in what is today Botswana
(Bechuanaland), Malawi (Nyasaland) and Zambia (Northern Rhodesia) in early 1890s. The
arrival of the powerful British South Africa Company led by John Cecil Rhodes administrating
from two forts, Jameson and Kalomo, compounded the situation for further raw materials
siphoning from natural resources, rerouting today’s poverty. In the 1890s, Harry Johnston,
commissioner of Nyasaland (Malawi) and Northern Rhodesia (Zambia), organized military force
to subdue the Bemba and Ngoni revolts, with help from a French Catholic Missionary who
proclaimed himself King of the Bemba tribe. “Under the circumstances they agreed to proclaim
the country a Protectorate-and … subsequently ratified by the Imperial Government”
(Gouldsbury & Sheane, 1911:38). Who could dare to such authority and splendid power of
course?
The British South African Company (BSA) had constructed the railway to the copper
belt. The prospectors (BSA) did not have an idea about the people of the land in which
they had come. All they were interested in was copper (Cardinal Adam Cardinal
Kozlowiecki, 1911)11.
The relocation of administrative capital of North-western Rhodesia form Kalomo to Livingstone
in 1907 due to ill-healthy promoted the uniting of the two regions of Northern Rhodesia in 1911
with Livingstone conclusively as the new Protectorate administration Capital, “the people were
still not being treated rightly” (Stringall, 2000). By 1924, Zambia (Northern Rhodesia) was
declared a British protectorate with British Settlers making up the legislative council compiling
African customary rules into the service of the Empire without legitimate authority equal to what
that customary rulers welded hence the “indirect rule” (Field, 1982:95-96; Komakoma, 2003:vi).
The demography of white population by 1931 was 14,000, composed of missionaries,
government officials, traders, mining employees and farmers whose concentration where in
strategic areas and cities. Half were living on the copper mining towns, and while others were in
Livingstone, Lusaka and along the rail lines. Their actualization of the supremacy egos contexts
abrogated all, as confirmed in his 12th September, 1911 statement of note by Sir Alfred Sharpe
in, the great Plateau of Northern Rhodesia; “it is a charming land, cut off … from all that we
understand as ‘civilization,’ where everything is peaceful, the native kindly and willing, the
climate delightful and fairly healthy. How long will this remain so?”
Indirect rule is indirect governance of natural resources especially minerals like copper deposits
discovered in 1920s and Lead and Zinc mined at Kabwe (Broken Hill) as early as the 1900s.

11

Gouldsbury, C. & Sheane, H. 1911:38.
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How has stewardship been exhibited in eliminating poverty in the compounds where mine
workers live today such as Mukulu compound in the mining town of Kabwe (Broken Hill)?
Whose solidarity and sustainability stewardship has the mining minerals benefited in intergenerational equality concept? The natives, or the settlers? Of course it is the later. The native
is in the shacks of poverty as a slave. ‘Nomusha alafwa nolushaba mukanwe’ meaning ‘Even a
slave dies with a groundnut (crumbs) in his mouth). God had laws and regulations to safeguard
the poor and eradicate poverty in Israel; interest free loans, release of debt-slave after seventh
year, fallow land the seventh year for self-growing crops to harvested by the poor and needy
and not oppress hired servants (Lev. 25:35-38; Dt. 15:12-18; Ex 23:10-11; Dt. 24:15) (Kakwata,
2015:6).
2.2.5 The pre-nationalism context
The pre-nationalism context of stewardship and poverty, not surprisingly, triggered time for selfdetermination of African population to engage in the affairs of their mother land. The Federation
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland was only for or against settlers’ issues, excluding Africans. The
colonial Government had some of its bad laws and policies, meaning exclusivist concept does
not distribute resources equitably. The colonial era from 1924-1964 (40 years) was a period of
conflict between white settlers and black African majority! “Sir John Waddington a staunch
Anglican Governor invited Bishop Robert Selby Taylor as one of the two unofficial
representatives of “Native Interests” on the Legislative Council (Lindhorst, 1995:33). Only
settlers had the political right to make decisions.
Showing contempt was the order of the pre-nationalism of misapplying the stewardship moral
and ethical principles on co-existence, thereby concretizing the inferiority complex of the poorer
ranks. Christians ought to reflect on their “same inexhaustible patience and loving sympathy as
Christ displayed towards His apostles and is still displaying towards us” (Komakoma, 2003:46).
2.2.5.1 The missionaries’ practical stewardship role in poverty during pre-nationalism
The missionaries’ practical stewardship role in poverty during the period prior to nationalism,
focused on the Christian faith as taught by Christ and His Church. Although not all missionaries
always taught ethical race relations, they laid the basis for a recognition of the need of human
rights. The need of human rights in society on his dignity as a human being and a creature of
God’s own image, humanity have certain rights endowed which no anybody can’t take away.
The era of “Colour-bar” met to disadvantage Africans with its emphasis on inequality and
separate development where for instance the Christian charity was challenged by separate
churches for Africans and for Europeans. Hence, the call for solidarity by the opposed educated
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Africans demanding for prudent stewardship; respecting and sharing the resources of the earth
(Ps 24:1). We are all one humanity global community family of creation and co-creators of
sustainable inter-generation equity earth development irrespective of national boundaries
(Komakoma, 2003:32, 43).
The pre-nationalism experiences of stewardship and poverty further highlight difficulties found
amongst some Europeans, copied and pasted on some educated Africans an attitude of
unconscious degrading those poorer than them in terms of social status despite the working
conditions made so by them (Jas .2:1-9).
2.2.5.2 Practical stewardship role in poverty in pre-national era: Education
The stewardship roles of missionaries in fighting poverty were practical applications; the
process of promotion of the African Society, education as the cardinal and focused
circumstance debarring “from rising progressively to the same educational standards as the
Europeans.
The missionaries’ societies actualized 90% of African schools long before government with
equal opportunities to all African gender intelligentsia based on academic equality (Lindhorst,
1995:32, 34). The Anglican Church in Northern Rhodesia had schools such as Chipili Mission
school for The Blind, Fiwila Mission School, St. Mark’s Mapanza Teacher/Home craft Training
College/ School and the Msoro Mission School, and St. Francis Hospital and Nursing Training
School for professional human resource development.
At independence, in 1964, Zambia had only 109 university graduates and 1,200 secondary
school certificate holders. This insignificant number of educated elites met lacking human
capital which has haunted our nation with brain drain of technically trained people; teachers,
lawyers, engineers, scientists, economists due to poverty.
2.2.5.3 Practical stewardship role in poverty in pre-national era: Industrialprofessionalism colour bar
Secondly, it dealt with the term of industrial colour bar by enhancing African skilled technical
education first agency in the territory, for true integral part of the special training, willing
performing what is right and capable of being trusted workers.
“…attain the same skilful and professional competence as Europeans; these Africans
should not be debarred from the opportunities of rising, on foundation to professional
equality, to the same high levels in industry and commerce as European wage-earners”
(Komakoma, 2003:54-55).
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The demand for professional ladder notching triggered the justice for just wages sufficient to
support the worker and his family, irrespective of race, life essentials and decent living. The
wealthy mining corporations with African labour employees paid no attention to the poor working
conditions of these African professionals’ abilities possibly in their country with gigantic marginal
differentiating wages scales between Europeans and Africans in the same industry. Christian
solidarity, sustainability and stewardship exigencies of strict integrity character through
adherence to biblical moral values and ethical principles were fundamental to both employers
and employees equally then as today (Komakoma, 2003: 59; Fields, 2003:100).
2.2.5.4 Maintenance of ministry: Stipends and pensions
The just wages or salary which missions in maintenance of ministry to clergy and lay workers,
such as catechists, artisans or domestic servants, cannot be compared with vast resources of
many government ministerial services, mining conglomerations, or commercial trading
companies. The mission from poverty poor means of resources at its disposal from alms and
overseas donations for maintenance of ministry as stipends, as mission activities are not for
profits, but furtherance of the spiritual and social transformation for the African population
(Komakoma, 2003:25, 57; ACO, 2008:86).
According to the rule of life in the oratory, authentic Christian stewardship is not required to
renounce worldly possessions or surrender positions of influence or moderate comfort as gifts to
be consecrated to God with rendering an account of one’s stewardship. There were European
rectory and congregations; they were persuaded to support their own priests and lay workers
(Lindhorst, 1995:18, 31).
Provision should be made by the law of a church for use of church funds to support the
clergy and their families through stipends, provision of housing, and medical, disability,
and retirement plans12.
Although, ecumenical relationships were not cordial by the 1930s, until an explosive situation on
the copper belt striking white miners ushered in the United Mission to the Copper belt became
responsible for all black education at both primary and secondary respectively in Northern
Rhodesia (Zambia). Finance is one important tests of the viability of a Diocese for it must pay its
own expenses including stipends for full-time ordained ministry.
“…unless we have priests who are academically as well as equipped as those who are
becoming doctors, accountants, lawyers and other professional men, we shall not capture
12

The Principles of Canon Law Common to the Churches of The Anglican Communion; Part vii Church
Property-Principle 91 on page 86
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the minds and loyalty of the generation which is growing in Zambia...we must be prepared
to stipends which will make it possible for men to offer themselves for ordination (The
Bishop’s Charge-Synod 1979; Asiimwe, 2005:167)13
God is the Author and Giver of human life; His-dignity is disgraced when working conditions
merely treat persons as just instruments of gain in spite of the subhuman living conditions
(Komakoma, 2003:17). Is it possible for a bishop who has received a stipend himself not to feel
guilty when his clergy in the Diocese has not received theirs? Does such a bishop have a
conscience, knowing that the children of a particular member of clergy will go without food,
especially those in the rural area?
2.2.5.5 Nationalism as sustainable stewardship and solidarity amongst poverty stricken?
Nationalism as a belief is a resultant of sustainable stewardship and solidarity among the
poverty subjects of colonial rule exhibited by natives African graduates of Livingstonia Mission
in Nyasaland (Malawi) and Chinsali Mission in Northern Rhodesia (Zambia) by David Kaunda14
in1906 who facilitated the formation of thee Mwenzo African Welfare Association in 1912.
By 1923 until 1931, African Welfare Societies became focus protesting group against colonial
rule in Northern Rhodesia through the 1930s rampart riots and strike action over working
conditions and demanding the revival of tradition religions. The most outstanding are the
Mucapi cult and the Watch Tower movement (Jehovah Witnesses) who prophesied world doom
when Africans shall subjugate the whites.
Although at snail pace, in 1946, Dauti Yaumba a Bemba School Teacher, and George Kaluwa
organized the native welfare associations transformed into the Federation of African Societies,
culminating into political party – the African National Congress led by Harry Nkumbula a Tonga
in 1951. The African Unions led by Lawrence Katilungu rallied behind Nationalism. The white
supremacy misapplied sustainable stewardship and solidarity by allowing Africans elect one
European to the Legislative Council to represent their interests and not one of themselves.
Why? Few Africans featured in urban administration prompting the government to establish
African Councils in rural areas (Stringall, 2000).
Poverty is mainly caused by social exclusion through reduction of real wages and the
economies unable to produce employment in global economic arrangement call for social

13
14

The Bishop’s Charge-Synod 1979; Asiimwe. R., P.2005:167
The father to the future president Kenneth David Kaunda was an African Student of Livingstonia
Mission in Nyasaland who came into Northern Rhodesia to teach at Chinsali Mission by the
beginning of 1900s.
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inclusion solidarity economy as national patriotism (Swart, I. 2008:114) advocating for
emancipation politically.
2.2.6 The independence and post-independence context
In 1958, the Benson Constitution allowed and provided African franchise, the formation of
Zambian African Congress (ZANC) and consequently the collapse of the Federation and
ushering struggles for independence. The advent of Nationalism was perceived as the prompt
transformation of wide ripples of poverty from White Colonial government rule/administration
disrespecting the rights of Africans (Komakoma, 2003:76). But alas! Did the great expectations
of the new born nation yield its new independence as an end in itself for development minus
solidarity and hard work? No, independence was not a magic medicine to cure all ills but a
catalytic and sermon for consolidate efforts and service above self as transformational leaders.
The post-independence of the freed slave in Old Testament did not manifest fruition of “the land
of milk and honey” suddenly to eradicate poverty. It demanded cooperation, hard work, and
team work like the ants or bees. Team spirit fosters peace and unity as the ingredient disarming
xenophobia and discrimination acknowledging the Bible as the rule and standard of moral
values and ethical principles.
Furthermore, the aftermath of multi-party democrat politics advent, and consequently President
Chiluba’s unilateral declaration of Zambia as a Christian nation has not fostered stewardship
and its poverty impact on The Zambian Anglican Church (Komakoma, 2003:265).
2.2.7 The Zambian physical features in stewardship and poverty?
The Zambian physical features with regard to stewardship and poverty are highly questionable.
As it is located in the central of sub-Saharan Africa which has from medium potential to prime
land on the second largest continent on earth with 30% of world’s richest natural resources yet
with poorest communities in the world (Oldreive, 2006:20; Asiimwe, 2005:22, 24) is a mammoth
paradox of sustainable stewardship and Christian solidarity on poverty? Surely, not sharing the
physical features of our country –Zambia we become/are “the totem clan of the soil who refused
to give food to the stump?”
The Zambian physical geography is a plateau of 1000 meters mean height as earlier stated
above with savaanna woodlands, a dry southwest and enormous marshes and lakes. Zambia’s
rivers are cut into the plateau by the African rift valley with water heads of the Congo and
Zambezi Rivers respectively. Hence, the north receives heavy rainfall than the western side with
Kalahari sands of the Baroste plains. The rainy season starts from November to April; from May
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to September the weather is cool and dry; and September and October are hot with scattered
thunderstorm. The dry fertile plateau is comprised of the Tonga Plateau, the Kafue Flats, and
Lukanga Swamp.
The economy of Zambia is mining, agriculture and tourism. The copper belt region is the pivotal
part of the mineral band stretching from DRC to RSA, making it to be one of the African most
copper producing country standing tall at 90% as the major export earner besides; zinc, lead,
coal, emeralds, cobalt, gold and uranium (Draft Policy on Uranium Mining in Zambia-CCZ,
2011:1, 5,7,11, 13). Other manufactured products are; textiles, food processing, chemicals, lime
and cement.
The advocacy for WNA Principles of Uranium Stewardship mining in Zambia must be support by
The ZAC as a mean to Making Poverty History; through contributing to national GDP, and
sustainable livelihood (Draft Policy on Uranium Mining in Zambia- CCZ, 2011:13, 14). This is the
noble gesture for serving Humanity than annihilating life as in the atomic bomb of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki of Japan.
Agriculture is one of a major socio-economic issue embracing poverty impact on the ZAC. To
ease poverty, the ZAC should fully participate and lobby government for appropriate budget
support and investment. The ZAC’s most rural membership depends on agriculture as source of
their livelihood. As it social witnessing mandate, the church must assist the peasant farmers to
improve their farming methods (Bishop’s Charge, 1981:3).
Agriculture is taking centre stage after copper’s diminishing higher grade as the second most
important industry with common crops such as; maize, tea, coffee, sugar cane, tobacco,
peanuts, coffee and animal husbandry-cattle (dairy products and beef production), poultry and
fish farming (Mumyak, 1990:1-5). Soya beans, wheat, honey and mushroom processing,
sunflower and cotton (seed) is also taking centre stage once again (CUTS, 2007:19).
The poverty impact on stewardship in the ZAC in agriculture has an obscure strategy of being
economic power house demanding investment in direct bearing infrastructure to accelerate
agricultural development, revisit the fertilizer input support programme (FISP), enhance prompt
distributing of the same and agriculture financing, revitalize agricultural training institutions and
appropriate agro research, and facilitating poverty where people participate in out-grower’s
schemes (Mail, 2006:6-8).
Value additional is done to some natural resources like copper and wood crafts; drums,
jewellery and woven mats and baskets. Most significant is the Agro-process component in
Zambia whose indigenous production uses primary raw agricultural products contributing to the
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Gross Domestic Product, family income and sustainable livelihood. The creation of small-scale
industrial cottages with minimum investment is henceforth, a vehicle transporting for the
transformation of poverty impact in a sustainable stewardship and solidarity economy. The
favourable climate, good soils, plenteous water and vast arable land have not been taken
advantage off. Instead the textile industry with its sub-sector has been annihilated paving way to
importation of second hand clothes (salaula) and scaling down employment levels from robust
25,000 Zambians to merely 2,500 (CUTS 2007:19, 21-22).
Zambia is blessed with natural resources which, if appropriately enhanced, can be a bread
winner for poverty reduction. Surely, if Zambia is blessed with abundant natural resources, it
follows suit to state that, the ZAC is blessed indeed with awesome natural resources. As a
potential stakeholder impacted with poverty, it is encumbered upon its stewardship role to invest
in tourism, sites development, marketing it in its worldwide communion and empowering its rural
parish with employment opportunities as the case study of Anglican Diocese of Zanzibar
corporate responsibility to protecting minority indigenous Christian’s dependence on tourism as
a vital source of livelihood (Mail, 2006:8; Sallanya, 2007:13).
The tourism industry is authentic stewardship and poverty impact is an enigma compromise by
the ZAC. The Anglican Diocese of Zanzibar is financially sustainable through the tourism of its
historical Slave Trade Market Cathedral of Christ The King (George, 2017). Equally, true it is
that in every Zambian Anglican Diocese have a National Game Parks and Natural Wonders
dotted in every one of them as a confirmation of divine providence of sustainable chain of
economic potential, yet not exploration done as measures to authentic prudent stewardship and
poverty transformative-emancipators vital and available component to all Zambian Diocese.
An aerial view can be tabulated as per following table:
NATIONAL WONDERS
S.NO NAME

1.

OF

ZAMBIAN NATIONAL

HERTIAGE

ANGLICAN DIOCESES

GAME PARKS

CENTRAL

Kafue, Kasanka, Moshi
Lavushi Manda,

WATER FALLS

SITES
& Kundalila,

Loongola-Hot
Springs,
Slave

Old
Trees,

Lake Chilengwa,
Big tree, Broken
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Hill

Man

Site,

Nsalu

&

Nachikufu
Caves,
Livingstone
Mulungushi
Rock, Memorial,
Mukuku

Bridge,

Fiwila

Mission

Station
2.

LUSAKA

Kafue,

Liuwa Lake

Plains,

Blue World

Kariba Victoria

Falls,

ranked Ngonye

Falls,

Lagoon,

reservoirs,

Fort and

several

Lochinvar,

Monze, Bilili Hot Rapids

namely;

Sioma, Mosi-Oa- Springs, Annual Manta,

Lusu,

Tunya, Zambezi Ku-omboka

Ngambwe,

Park

Kasanga,

and pageant,

Zambezi

River, Chilenje House, Manyekanga and

Lower Zambezi.

Anglican

Kachekabwe

Cathedral,
Gravesites

of

National

Team

Soccer

-1993,

Political
Museum.,
National
Assembly
Buildings,
Mapanza
Mission Station
3.

NORTHERN

West Lunga

Kalene

Hills

Kapishi

, Chavuma

Hot Nyamboma

Springs,
NchangaChingola: World
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Rapids,

Falls,

largest

Copper

mines
4.

EASTERN

North & South Fort

Jameson,

Luangwa,

Msoro

Luambe,

Station,

Mission

Lukusuzi
5.

LUAPULA

Isangano,
Lusenga

Moto-Moto
Plain, museum,

Mweru Wantipa, Chila,

Kalambo,
Lake Lunzua,

Mbala, Chishimba,

Sumbu, Kasaba Niamkolo

Chipoma,

Bay Reserve

Lupupa,

Church,

Nachikufu Cave Yangumwila,
Museum,

Von Kabweluma,

Lettow-Vorbeck

Lumangwe,

Memorial, Lakes: Ntumbachushi,
Bangweulu,

Mambilima,

Mweru & Mweru- Mbulumotuta,
Wantipa,

Chisimbe, Safwa

Tanganyika,

Rapids.

Chipili

Mission

Station.

2.2.7.1 Zambia stewardship and poverty profile
The Zambian physical features are a “booming” with enhanced stewardship in its “dooming”
poverty profile. It is a sleeping agricultural giant, endowments with one of best land and water in
Africa, besides a plus mean human resource platform of the Informal sector and the solid rock
foundation of poverty reducing growth (Economic Justice Programme, 2007:17). Zambia
Poverty Profile stood at 65 percent of the Zambian people still living in abject poverty in spite of
stability occurring on the macroeconomic front in the year 2006.
2.2.7.1.1 Economic stewardship and poverty profile
A close look at the state of dimensions from economic and social in both urban and rural areas
reveals a grey picture hovering as Socio-economic situation in Zambia. At the core of economic
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problem dimension; 67% people live on less than a K1.00 of which 54% are Small scale
farmers; rain fed, exacerbated by inadequate collateral and lack insurance mechanisms,
consolidated with non-implementation of the Maputo protocol and 39% are in low cost urban
areas with the overall Gross Domestic Product ZMK 38, 586 billion, at 5% Growth rate of Retail
Trade: 17%, Agricultural, Forestry and Fisheries 13.8% and mining at 9.1%.

The formal

employment statistics represented 17% while its counterpart informal employment has sky
rocketed to 83% with majority figure of women. This Informal economy contributes 49.9% Gross
Domestic Product from 618, 877 enterprises from various economic sector of gross added value
estimated at ZMK 210, billion (CSO 2006, 8 and 24).
Besides, value addition to natural resources of course exportation of copper and articles at
56.7% in comparison of imports from the EU such as: machinery, vehicles and mechanical
appliances at 18.7% to 14.4 % mean exports to The EU. Besides, value addition to natural
resources of course exportation of copper and articles at 56.7% in comparison of imports from
the EU such as: machinery, vehicles and mechanical appliances at 18.7% to 14.4 % mean
exports to The EU (Asiimwe, 2005:18, 21, 25).
2.2.7.1.2 Social stewardship and poverty profile
The Social dimension has inadequacies such as: Adult literacy indicators are at 55%; maternal
mortality rate of 649 deaths per 100,000 live births compounded with 110 per 1000 births Infant
mortality rate. Of these children, their stunted growth lingered at 59% (Miambo, 2007:1 Debt
and Trade Policy Project Coordinator-JCTR; Economic Justice Programme, 2007:10). Besides,
at the pinnacle prevailing social economy sector are: lack of equality education: teacher/child
ratios, classroom space, lack of quality health care, inadequate staff for both aforementioned
ministries, lack of essential drugs, impact of diseases such as; cholera, malaria, HIV and AIDS,
dilapidated infrastructure, and obsolete equipment.
With these nose diving social indicators confirms how widespread the ripples of poverty are.
Does religious and cultural contexts avoid discussion of the politics of poverty or power and
powerlessness and presents development as straight forward, liner and predictable (Kate &
Beardon, 2011:14-15)? In the Zambian Anglican Church avoiding discussion on the politics of
poverty is as a result of canonical obedience.
2.2.7.1.3 Political stewardship and poverty profile
The political developmental implications are formulation and implementation of the national
budget: the major policy instrument for economic growth (EJP 2007:1; Mali, 2006:1; Liyalii,
2006:1). The Finance Challenge in terms of Interest rates comparison between Zambia’s 1737

19% base rates down from 30-50% with UK in interest rates of 5.5%. Can political stewardship
implement be speaking indicators of priority afforded to elimination of poverty?
Infrastructure Challenges of: poor quality and limited availability of infrastructure services,
electricity, telecommunication, information, communication technology, roads, and water. Only
23% of Zambians have access to electricity. Furthermore, Transport costs are due to bad road
networks account for 60-70% of product costs (UNCTAD 2005: 57-59; 24; THE POST,
Wednesday June 11, 2014).
There are also transportation Challenges from: lacking mechanization transport, dependant on
ox-carts as poverty publically depiction together with its lacking massive load capacity,
agricultural mechanization can increase agricultural output, improve productivity and expand
under-utilized land (Spore, 2003:13).
What about the challenges of quality and modernization technology issues?

Agreements

imposed with unequal partnership with far inter-generational equity impact on some policy
instruments developing countries require for fighting poverty. These are core causes of poverty
by humans and social relationships; ignorance, error and inattention majoring causes also
account for oppression, economic exploitation and injustice (Kakwata, 2015:3-4, 6; CUTS
2007:15-17). Does the collective consumption sin of spending on military supplies can make
poverty history?15

2.3

Jesus Christ the Innovator of apostolic sustainable stewardship

Adam and Eve, Man and Woman (related to: “earth” ‘out of the dust of the ground’) ‘but a little
lower the God’; crowned with glory and honour and hailed steward (divine lordship) under being
dependent on God with the dominium over human resources and natural resources (Ps.8:4-8);
yet is ‘like unto the beasts that perish’ (Ps.49:12, 20; cf. Ps. 144:3f.); the mortality of Adam is
outward and visible sign of inner corruption confirmed through death.
“Adam was the man (Gk. anthropos) the image of God, a social being, the very expression of
himself in love encounter with a neighbour manifestation relationship to building society in
whom every man had to recognize himself as called to intimacy with God in spite of sin”
(Richardson, 1985:14, 70; Léon-Dufour, 1980: 84,279).

15

For example, one modern M-1 tank at $2.8million could buy and equip one clinic in third world, still
7,071 in production pipeline. 524 Apache helicopters at $14million apiece, could finance 10,000
school classrooms in India.
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The accurate and true to life biblical work ethics (Oldreive, 2006:8) are in piercing notions with
naturalistic humanism and Marxist ‘economic man’. All humanity dies: all humanity is sinful;
death a direct consequence of sin in creation (cf. I Cor. 15:56). The Bible communicates
humanity’s redemption from sin (slavery) (Kakwata, 2016) and through the death of Jesus
Christ, poverty notion as sin or slavery to human natural was transposed into a salvation
obtained of humanity upon abandoning responsibility in human resources only (cf. Jer. 17:5).
The resurrection from the dead of Our Lord Jesus Christ is the true testimonial innovation of
Judaism concepts of resurrection is the true Church an Apostolic, sustainable stewardship
according to divine will of God. Everything belongs to God (Sign, 2016:10). We are just to be
stewards in the true sense of the word to eliminate poverty in the ZAC without be drowned in it
is our money, we are the givers, and so we can do as we wish attitude with it. The ascending to
the dead by Our Lord Jesus Christ is the true supplanting of the curse of Adam (The Soil)
through the triumphantly and gloriously resurrection from the dead as a liberation from mental
and spiritual slavery (poverty)

2.4

Innovation apostolic sustainable stewardship

2.4.1 Definitions of the terms: Innovation, apostolic, sustainable and stewardship
2.4.1.1 Innovation
According to Van De Ven: “Innovation as the development and implementation of new ideas by
people who over time engages in transactions with others within an institutional order” (1986).
The definition has a four/square essential tool kits namely; (1) new ideas, (2) people, (3)
transactions, and (4) institutional context.
Furthermore, it is also defined as, creating a novel product or novel feature of an existing
product. It can be the minimizing of effects of competition by creating a ‘unique selling
proposition,’ be it in the service sector like ZAC, the non-profit Faith Based Organization?
Innovation is not constrained by ripples of technology; it is wider than that encompassing all
departments of an organization at all ranks (Heap, 1989:7-9).
We shall discuss these essentials problems above and conclude by highlighting how the gigsaw puzzle fits as hand in glove of poverty impact on stewardship and the ZAC financial
freedom from interrelated and complementary frame work of organizational effectiveness when
innovation is managed with disregard of confronted resolution stances in can the role of clergy’s
intelligentsia innovations in parishes’ collective action empowerment.
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Jesus Christ‘s profound transformative impact on Judaism is evidently classic innovation of all
times.
2.4.1.2 Apostolic
The definition of Apostolic as an adjective; it simply meaning to be a disciple of Jesus. It can
also be defined as; belong or relate to the early followers of Jesus Christ and to their teaching.
Furthermore, it is that which is relating to, deriving from, or contemporary with the Apostles, of
or relating to the teachings or practice of the Apostles, of or related to the Pope regarded as
chief successor of the Apostles (Livingstone, 1977:29).
If definition will be drawn from Apostle Paul’s teaching in Ephesians 4:11 with some apostles,
some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors and teacher (These fivefold spiritual gifts
empowerment is for the equipping of saints for the work of ministry and for the edification of the
body of Christ (The Church, ZAC) (https://www.jonasclark.com/aposltic-dfiniation-effectiveministry/).
2.4.1.3 Sustainable
The word “sustainability” is a popular slogan of environmentalism with a rich and perplexing
history. It can be defined as follows; according to Erikson it is, “generativity,” while Kotre coined
it as “outliving the self.” Sustainability is the continuing existence of itself as a generation
bestowed with revelatory guidance from the ancestors as confirmation of the Christian idea of
Apostolic succession (Moody & Achenbaum, 2014:155).
Wogaman wrote that sustainability is the result of guided relationships between resources with
the natural environment. Theologically and ethically, humanity is not granted dominance and
authority to annihilation, but to stewardship role with the responsibility before God for intergeneration equity and productive utilization. In the reality of theological ethics, sustainability can
be comprehended in terms with God as the source and meaning and sustaining basis of all that
is, and having more urgency reasons to positive inclination to the world and the future
generation. Therefore, sustainability is supposed to be humanity’s core business (Wogaman,
1986:108).
2.4.1.4 Stewardship
Stewardship today means money; God’s cut besides, “prayers, presence, gifts, and service” or
“time, talents, and treasure,” it is a way of life; synonymous with discipleship (Bell, 2014:49,53).
“Stewardship implies caring management, not selfish exploitation; it involves a concern for both
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present and future” (Hunter, 2018:3). This is a lesson that the Zambian Anglican Church must
learn if poverty among the clergy and the laity is to be eliminated.
The innovation apostolic sustainable stewardship runs through in all of ages of the church, great
with this fundamental biblical intuitive understanding and insight of humanity is saved by the
Head of the Church; Jesus Christ’s annihilation of poverty as slavery equal as sin. This
innovation apostolic sustainable stewardship is made possible through the; seed on good soil
and produce a crop (Luke 8:15), (yet Zambia’s hungry) and the church’s full role in development
participation as facilitated in a miracle of Matthew 14:13-21 by Jesus Christ the innovator of
sustainable stewardship through lobbying and advocacy (Neh. 1:1-4 & Ex. 2:11-15; Matt. 5:9,
22:37-40; Lev. 19:36, 25:36, 25:8-54; Mal. 3:5). The Church (ZAC) is called to be
compassionate to the poor and hungry too (Ex.22:22; Lev. 23:22)! It should utilize locally
available resources like the fish; the natural resources and bread; an agricultural product
resulting from value addition (Oldrieve, 2009:200; Aboloyo, 2000:43; Robinson, 2000:45; CCZ
Advocacy Workshop, 2011 Handout). What do we see and hear in the ZAC about stewardship?
A situation whereby the laity are bold in claiming that their money is theirs and asserting the
freedom to do with it what they want is called “the backlash against tithing” (Bell, 2014:48). This
is a very good comment from Bell and an eye openner to the church leadership.
It is prudent to state that; Innovation, Stewardship, Apostolic, and Sustainability are ethical
principles underpinning the inter-generational equity. The earth is the Lords and all that is in it
(Ps 24:1).

2.5

The ethical purpose of vision

The ethical purpose of vision stems from the ultimate life of humanity as the Vision of God. It is
the gracious sustainability of stewardship, social and solidarity economy of the heart and mind is
increased faith, confirmation of His will and open revelation to the sleeping eyes of the soul to
dare transmit deserving good beyond generations. Blackman defines vision as, “an ecstatic
experience in which new knowledge is revealed through something seen” (Dugarova, 2015:6,
Richardson, 1957:277). The vision is the reception medium of divine communication; the
declaration of God’s will without which community civilization is unattainable. Where there is no
vision, the ZAC will perish (Prov. 29:18).
The ethical and moral obligation of vision oscillate between effective leader developers inspire a
shared challenging process; seek opportunities, experimentation as risk takers while
envisioning the future and enlisting others. There is facilitation of others as actors, fostering
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working together and instill determination by pace setting, illustrating and gaining minimum
success. Thus; the heart and mind is zealous enflamed, acknowledged personal inputs and in
solidarity merriment achievements (Asiimwe, 2005:146). With the compass needle pointing
north, it is possible to follow the remaining compass points.
2.5.1 The Zambian Anglican Council’s vision
To carry out holistic ministry, so that each person may have positive development, and have it
abundantly (Zambia Anglican Council-Outreach Programmes Brochure). Is it in recognition of
fundamental Human Rights contributions to social and economic development of open trade,
honest, integrity and transparent communication operating ethically with sound corporate
governance?
Vision, hence, is the constrained medium of reception for a/the goal as implementation of God’s
will for ultimate community development in solidarity and sustainable stewardship to
circumrotate poverty trends towards God’s divine intend purpose (Liyalii, 2006:1). Vision death
must not be allowed through persistence and focus come may it be through genetic, psychic or
environmental determinism. It furthermore, consolidates justification and concentrates rationality
(Draft Policy on Uranium Mining in Zambia- CCZ, 2011:15).

2.6

The ethical perspective of mission statement

2.6.1 Definition of mission statement
Within the ethical perspective of mission statement, it can be defined as; a concise explanation
statement of the organization’s reason of existence, its purpose and overall intention. It is a
solid foundation stone-rock bed `of vision, good strategy, a logical vantage and platform bay for
communicating its purpose, and paves directions for; employees, clients, stakeholders, culture,
values and ethics. The Mission Statement values determining what is right or wrong and doing
what is right or wrong is what we mean by ethical perspective of Mission Statement (Asiimwe,
2005:145).
2.6.2 Role of a mission statement
The ethical perspective of mission statement is to direct, focus and consolidate the enlistment of
common mission participates to share and sharpen the deepening mission of the ZAC. It directs
movements with precisely purpose and focus. The ethical mission statements are light houses
or compass needle navigating through the ZAC’s life.
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It critically hovers around these three roles;
i.

communication of purpose of the ZAC to its stakeholders;

ii.

inform strategy development; and

iii.

develop the measurable goals and objectives to gauge the success of the ZAC
strategy.

2.6.3 Importance for organization mission statement
The importance for organization mission statement is;
i.

it functions as essentially as statement of purpose

ii.

useful as compass guide for all the organization decision making

iii.

Consolidates workers within The ZAC to best align decisions and task performers
with the mission of the organization.

Thus; the ethical perspective of the mission statement in management provides clarity and
directs a sense of purpose by defining the organization that you are and how you will live.
Furthermore, it incites one’s head and warms one’s heart as, “one’s raison d’être” by defining
the purpose for having personnel contributors, philosophy or creed, competence and passion to
deliver.
If the ZAC‘s mission, is to “join with partners at every level; committed to increasing our
capacities to answer His call; be the voice of the voiceless across our communities; empower
the most vulnerable to find their own voice through training, education, health, information and
services, and economic empowerment (ZAC-Outreach Programmes Brochure)”, can workers
working in an organization with such a mission statement go for years without stipends and not
certain of their pension as the current retired workers are visible subjects continue wallow in
poverty due to unpaid monthly pensions? What is this training in stewardship for lessening
poverty within its Parishes committed to increasing capacities to answer His call? Can a father
who does get paid after years look after his children’s health and education? Certainly getting
paid is economic empowerment.
Poverty is an excellent ethical concern both for and against its abolition advocacy by the ZAC
for its destructive socio-economic effects; on the maintenance of ministry is an area of
meaningful contribution of Christian theological ethics. Poverty is collective sin, a mutual
circumstance which we must share in advocacy for its abolition and that true stewardship must
ensure sharing collective resources of the ZAC equally. Advocacy for abolition of poverty is
confirmation of what is denoted as the, “world of interdependence, and of individuals as
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interrelated social beings.” Poverty creates barriers of interrelation; socially, politically,
economically and of course, spiritually because of “monopoly over production and
understanding power as ‘power over’ and domination” (Kotze, 2016:1).
In the Season of Creation, Rev Canon Dr. Hunter on stewardship calls it the, “stewardship
Guardians of the Earth (Gen.1:26-31; Ps 24, Acts 17:24-28; Matthew 21: 33-46). Poverty and
power are ethically expressed in the parable God as the Landowner lets us His vineyard- will we
be (are we) like the tenants who want to grab the harvest and keep it all for ourselves?” The
transformative-emancipatory applied to colonialism and rampant capitalism are ethically
interrelated and complementary acceleration of poverty in The ZAC? Certainly, because The
ZAC leadership employ the outdate Canons enshrined by UMCA Missionaries who were
Colonialists indirectly or rather merely colonial agents. We are called to be keepers and healers
of the Earth. “For evil to flourish, it simply takes good people to do nothing.” Hence, advocacy
for poverty abolition is the true Stewardship of Rediscovering the community of all creation”
(Hunter, 2018:2, 3, 4, 5).

2.7

The ethical perspective of core values

2.7.1 The definition of core values
The ethical definition of core values is fundamental beliefs of a person or organization. The
good core values are; Accountability, diligence, perseverance, discipline, justice, integrity,
truthfulness, dependability, decency, reliability, loyalty, commitment, open-mindedness,
consistency, honesty and efficiency.
Core values are mainly fundamental set-principles of ethics that are used to guide the individual
or organization standards of what are valuable or important decisions, programmes and
policies. These guiding principles triggers constrained character to conduct and facilitates
comprehension of what is right or wrong.
2.7.2 The role of core values
The ethical perspective of Core Values in an individual or organization/s is to discern
conscience specificity authoritative and prudent intentions are on the correct avenue
accomplishing their intended objectives by moulding a misgivings focus.
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2.7.3 The importance of core values for an individual or organization
The ethicality of core values can be seen from the Christian virtues perceptive manifesting from
the fruits of the Spirit. The fruit of the Holy Spirit16 depart humanity from egocentricity tendencies
to; good, productive, difficult to ignite, easy to stifle, self-giving, liberating and nurturing, uplifting,
Holy and abundant life which is solidarity and sustainable stewardship. The ethically wrong core
values intentions breed; evil, destruction, easy to ignite, difficult to stifle, self-centred, oppressive
and possessive, decadent, sinful and deadly (Bible, 2005:1995). Humanity allows evil to grow; it
simply confirms that the righteous are passive.
2.7.4 Core values expectation by employers
As core values propel organizational specificity accomplishment of its objectives by moulded
focus in employees, employers too, expectations of core values are high on the agenda.
The top ten (10) ethical core values looked for by employers are;
1. Strong work ethic- by understanding and possessing a willingness to work hard.
2. Dependability and responsibility
3. Possessing a positive attitude
4. Adaptability
5. Honesty and Integrity
6. Self-motivation
7. Motivation to Grow and Learn
8. Strong Self-confidence
9. Professionalism exhibited professional behaviour
10. Loyalty.

Does the ZAC have ethical core values to expect from its Clergy and Lay workers? One
Zambian Bishop lamented, what is core values from a Clergyman for me is only loyalty. Can
one over ten make a whole? Perhaps that is why there is no professionalism exhibiting

16

Galatians 6:22
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professional behaviour warranting haphazardly appointment to positions of responsibilities as
long as one has blind loyalty of a blue eyed boy?

2.8

The Zambian Anglican Church’s role in poverty and stewardship context

The ZAC’s role in sustainable stewardship and the poverty context were well thought of by the
second Bishop Robert Selby Taylor when he set up Diocesan administration as his
predecessor, “Bishop May kept his office in his head.” when in 1943 he had bought for the
diocese a ten-acre site at a cost of 2,000 British sterling pounds and later another ten acres
across the road. “This wise choice and use of property was unusual in UMCA history.” Perhaps
it runs in Anglican veins to buying Land17 for Evangelism and Mission is true God manliness
hailed as sustainable stewardship (Stradling, 1995:31). Land is the real asset and it is where the
Egine Petrol Service, Shopping Mall and Blocks of flats are standing today. Can’t the Church
leadership learn a leaf from instead of just consuming seeds, there must be planted to bear
fruits and grant a bountiful harvest? Thus; the ZAC’s role in poverty and stewardship context is
always the action now for the better future.
2.8.1 The role of mission and stewardship in a poverty context
Poverty is the resultant ugly forces of evil people. In the Zambian Post (Wednesday July 2,
2014), The First among the equals, His Grace visiting Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby
on front page entitled; “Poverty being used by Evil people to advance Political, tribal conflicts18…
always remember the poor Welby, in his wake-up call for the ZAC to take up its responsibilities
(Moody & Achenbaum, 2014:157) to continue charging evil-minded people not to misuse
religion for personal gratification acknowledges that human being must be accorded respect
and dignity.
These evil people are dual manifestation contributors of poverty as personal and social sin
characterized as; missing the mark, ungodliness or lawlessness, transgression, iniquity or lack
of integrity, rebellion and treachery. Poverty is a social sin manifesting the transgression of the
greatest commandments of God; “You must love The Lord your God with all your heart, all your
soul, and all your mind.’ This is the greatest commandment. A second is equally important:
The site of the former slave market was bought on September 5th 1873, by an English Missionary of
The UMCA, Rev’d Arthur Nugent West and a part of it given by Mr. Jairam Senji a Hindu Merchant.
Bishop Edward Steere constructed a Christ Church Cathedral, Zanzibar where I did preach on
December 5th 2017.
18
Abusing of religion conflicts (extremist elements, like Al-Shabaab) has a double tragedy of refugees and
food insecurity deepening poverty. Where Christian are a minority group like in Zanzibar they face
strong opposition from the majority Muslim community.
17
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‘Love your neighbor as yourself’ (Matt. 22:37-39). The “neighbourness of inter-generational
equity” is rock bed principle for ethics beyond widening ripples of humanity and other not human
species (Kakwata, 2015: 1-2; Moody & Achenbaum, 2014:153-154).
This calls for teamwork in togetherness with commitment and involvement to achieving more
success by embracing the concept of ‘Power of The Many’ or “Umucinshi wanseba …” This is
how poverty within the ZAC can be attend to, making itself solidarity for sustainable stewardship
while enlisting others as agent of evangelization before (ACK Diocese of Nakuru, 2013:2; Tenai,
2016:4; Moody & Achenbaum, 2014:158; Nsanzurwimo, 2003:210).
Why does the ZAC like Missions Department as an essential Anglican component for
community development projects for fighting Rural and Urban poverty? The ZAC faces the
battle of making certain sustainable economic development through policy statements,
strategies and terms of references to align itself onto solid rock bed ethical principles for intergenerational equity. Mission is the true “Midwife of Theology” igniting theological reflection from
missional experiences such as global poverty. (Doe, 2008:1; Tenai, 2016:2; Moody &
Achenbaum, 2014:154; Sugden, 1991:9).
Clergy and Lay workers to display characteristics of embodying core values, that should not
earn them labels such as; a rebel, warranting isolation and posted to a remotest rural station as
“ministering to country districts is strenuous” contrarily to; “we shall always need a nucleus of
priests who can give their undivided attention to proclaiming, by work and deed, the richness of
Christ’s gospel” (The Bishop’ Charge 1981:5; 1979:2). Furthermore, the leadership of divide and
rule is employed. Can the poverty impact on stewardship in the ZAC be overcomed with such
retrogressive tendencies of not Zambianization of our finances? It is imperative that “more and
more financial support of the Church’s work rests upon the Zambian Church” (The Bishop’
Charge 1981:6). Are we not substituting the ZAC to the totem of the soil that refused to give a
stump food?
2.8.2 Theological education as discipleship for sustainable stewardship and solidarity
Theological education is the foundational footing of discipleship, evangelism and mission. The
village seminary was opened in Kakwe-Lesa (God’s little place) in 1940 by Father Robert Selby
Taylor upon request by Bishop May. There were ten student representing five different tribal
dialectics of which nine God fulfilled their ordination making them “the veterans” of the diocese
for many years until mid of the 1990s. The nine Ordinaned were ordinate Deacons at a full
multiracial church service whose low salaries to be differentiated by educational qualification
plan were dropped by Bishop Robert Selby Taylor.
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For Bishop Robert Selby Taylor, developments in theological training were a priority in
Episcopal acts. Again in 1946 at Lusaka, the seminary was opened at Bishop Robert Selby
Tarloy’s residence training clergy, catechists and refresher courses for them. It was later
proclaimed a provincial college which was consequently sold now it is the head office for
Council of Churches in Zambia (CCZ).
Yet, again the person now as Archbishop Emeritus Robert Selby Tarloy, in January 1982 yet
another Theological Training College was opened in Kitwe by Fr. Charles Henry Helms-OGS
(Bishop’s Charge 1981:3). It too has potential for upgrade as a University College and it has no
human resources development strategy?
2.8.3 Theological education as tool for the Church’s social witness
The ZAC should be in the frontline for social transformation. In its quest to respond fighting
poverty by enhancing resources for various works among the poor and the vulnerable in remote
and poor in line with early Christians. Chris Wright wrote that; … ‘academic theology’ is a double
-barrelled turn-off for any committed person with activist tendencies renowned for its integration
with practical realities…’ (Faull, 2007:15 Tenai, 2016:1; Wright, 1991:3).
This confirms the true priority in the theological education as discipleship for sustainable
stewardship and poverty solidarity among the opposed. Just analogy, as the seeds are on fertile
grounds for the sustenance of their kindred fruits, hence; inter-generational equity concept in
solidarity to companion cause for the poverty stricken is drawn from theology know-how of
ethics and morals of justice. Academic theological mastering is discipleship formation has the
practical ministry of servant-leaders (Wright, 1991:3).
2.8.4 Gender justice and the ZAC’s social witness call
The call for Gender Justice is rationalized by the numerous women in many of the ZAC
congregations and Church groups19. In short women are the majority, yet they are poverty
stricken; more than 60% of males are the main source of income in their household, although
only 38% women contribute to sustain the family economically. Women levels of education are
significantly lower than men’s. At all costs, these genders’ lives are below the absolute poverty
line with 40% of men and 42% of women have only one meal per day. Unemployment is high
among women who are the majority of congregations in The ZAC. They are mainly in the
agricultural-based activities and informal selling with the effects of poverty ceiling up to 40%

19

Mother’s Union, St. Veronica’s Guild, Girls Friendly Society, Girls Brigade, Ifimbusa in comparison to
Men who have only Anglicans Men’s Union (AMU) in remain Dioceses while Northern Diocese has
the (Mens’ Anglican Fellowship) and Boys Brigade.
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(International Men and Gender Equality Survey (IMAGES)). However, due to the maternal love
imprint of God they are the more generous when it comes to contributions in the congregations.

2.9

Conclusion

Social inclusion and solidarity economy is a Christian virtue eminently and practically shared
Spiritual goods than material ones which are temporal humanity jurisdictions of excessive social
and economic inequalities for sustainable stewardship development as its equivalency to ethical
responsibility (Dugarova, 2015:1; Moody & Achenbaum, 2014:155, 158). The life of
Humanity/Man is the vision of God. The divine gift of salvation economy through baptism
waters, we are enabled to live life as a donation to life. St. Paul seals it in this question; “What
do you have that you did not receive?” (Bell, 2014:56; 1 Cor 4:7).
Poverty can be equivalent to slavery. If Anglicans took a centre stage in buying off the Zanzibar
Slave Market from Sultan why can’t modern slavery –Poverty be abolished to History and
Poverty Stricken Compound be economy earnings through Tourism as the case is with/of
Anglican Cathedral Standing on the slave market grounds (Anglican-Episcopal, 2007:13-14). In
its vigorous attempts to poverty elimination, it can be proposed that the ZAC engages in the fore
mentioned.
The ZAC must maintain Public Theology as Pro-Poor by serving the poor and the vulnerable
through opening Church spaces for community services, programs and events as its own to
effectively conquer causes and effects of the impact of poverty on stewardship. The rational
participation will position the ZAC to and for social transform and contextualize its responses
against the impact of poverty on sustainable stewardship.
Advocacy and lobbying Multi-Transnational Corporations to fund the process of poverty
eliminations through exploitation penalties to enhance the stewardship guardianship of the land
(soil) as in Psalm 24:1; “The earth (soil) is the Lord’s and everything in it, the world and all who
live in it.” Anglican Christians to demonstrate their faith and doctrinal beliefs in actions
responding to God gave mandate as stewards of his creation. Only when the soil wears or is
dressed into green can poverty be annihilated; for it is said that, “where there‘s muck, there‘s
money.” These Transnational Corporations must be seen to stimulating development through
various international trading processes than eroding globally Trade preferences in order to fight
poverty (Gordon, 1999:1; Spore, 2003:1; Komakoma, 2007:1).
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The Social Message of Gender Based Violence ought to be the foundation stone of
development, which the ZAC must engage to uplifting the lives of the down trodden, facilitating
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Public Private Partnership (PPP) as compound to
poverty elimination as demonstrated by Our Lord Jesus Christ when He fed 5,000 Men besides
Women and Children (Matt. 14:13-21; Aboloyo, 2000:13).
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CHAPTER 3: BIBLICAL PERSEPCTIVES ON POVERTY
3.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, the situation in the Zambian Anglican Church regarding poverty and
stewardship was set out. In order to respond to this context, in this chapter, I will examine what
both the Old Testament and the New Testament states on poverty. I will do this by looking at
specific Scriptures of both the Old and the New Testament and do a biblical analysis and
exegesis of poverty from the biblical perspective. Although I will do some exegesis on specific
Scriptures, I must hasten to say that I will not aim to produce a detailed exegesis of any
particular verse per se. I will, however, use these texts from an ethical and theological
perspective and not as a biblical scholar, and make use of the grammatical-historical method of
exegesis.
As far as possible, I will use these texts from an ethical and theological perspective and not as a
biblical scholar. Simply put, I will not be making use of historical or redactional criticism, even
though I may use some Hebrew or Greek words that will clarify the biblical perspectives on
poverty so that the reader today may understand what the term ‘poverty’ meant in either the
Hebrew Bible or the New Testament. Consequently; this said, there is need to shed more light
on the important points of departure for Biblical hermeneutics in the Reformed tradition. The
Bible is the Word of God; the Bible is the communicated treasure Word of God. It was written by
human beings who were inspired by the Holy Spirit. Thus, consecrating the Bible as the eternal
and always valid Word of God to contemporaries. Additionally, proving that the Holy Spirit is the
actual Exegete (Jordaan, Janse van Rensburg & Breed, 2011:228-233; D’Souza, 2021:3). The
grammatical-historical method is a basic proven skill in the Reformed traditional as the quote
below shows:
“In this hermeneutical model, what is written in the Bible serves as a basis for exegesis.
Here the grammatical aspect is included, including the language, style, idiom and literary
genre. Finally, what is written in the Bible must be accounted for. Based on the organic
inspiration of the Bible and its consequent timeliness, the method strives to understand
what is written in the Bible within the historical situation and social / cultural
circumstances on which it is directed. Particular account is taken of the fact that that
which is written in the Bible is part of God's revelation” (Jordaan, Janse van Rensburg &
Breed, 2011:234).
The basic hermeneutical point of departure of the model is that the Old and New Testament are
both equally the Word of God and that the two testaments form a union. Since God's Word is
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also directed to the living and time circumstances of today's readers, it necessarily follows that
the result of the whole exegesis process (which has been determined to be that which God
reveals in the relevant passage) to the readers / hearers today. This process is known as
hermeneutics; hence, the transfer of the results of exegesis to contemporary readers' living
conditions, is part of the prophetic task. Hermeneutics therefore takes place under the guidance
of the Holy Spirit. At the same time, it places the responsibility of valid and appropriate
hermeneutics on the exegetes. Ultimately, it is the task of the exegete with a view to the
hermeneutic of Scripture, to penetrate to the intent of Scripture to feed, nurture, enlighten and
build up Christian life. The Bible is brand new and life rekindling; changing the lives of
readers/hearers contextually (Jordaan, Janse van Rensburg & Breed, 2011:240, 244 & 253;
Kandathil, 2021:2).

3.2

Old Testament perspectives on poverty

According to Vorster, in the Old Testament era, during the early biblical society of Israel’s
lavishing good standard of living, there were no destructive discrimination between social
classes to house the poor without dignity (Vorster, 2004:166). My examination of poverty in the
Old Testament in order to provide a biblical meaning of poverty, is from the perspective that
poverty is a scandalous situation and inimical to human beings. Israel knew “no sharp or rigid
distinction between rich and poor” until after the conquest (Vorster, 2004:166). Writing as an
African student and one who was brought up in the village were communal life was the order of
the day; I want to agree with Prof. Mercy Amba Oduyoye when she addressed the 7th assembly
of All Africa Council of Churches (AACC) in Addis Ababa Ethiopia in 1997 and asked the
pertinent questions: “What has happened to us? Africa is not poor”.20 These questions are valid,
because as a people, we should not lose sight of the Old Testament biblical worldview of
poverty that it is a scandalous situation as I will indicate later in this chapter. Only the word
“poor” is frequently noteworthy in the Old Testament, being used up to 245 times (Mwaura,
2002:200).
The Hebrew words for poverty are quite revealing. Take, for instance, the word ebyon; this
word denotes one who desires e.g., a beggar or simply one who lacks something and one who
wants it from the other (Ex 23:6, 10:11; Isa. 32:6-7):
Kakwata, citing Alexander and Baker (2003:884), does not say anything to the contrary on the
issue or meaning of poverty in the Old Testament. He provides some insights and common
20

Key note address of the 7th Assembly of All Africa Council of Churches, p. 44.
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terms for the poor as those who do not have the means for survival, are in a desperate situation
of destitution. The cardinal phrase that allows for care and concern to those who are in dire
need, it that they are slaves (no musha a alafwa nolushaba mukananwa21).
Another Hebrew word for poverty is dal; these are considered the weak ones, the frail ones, the
poor of the land or the rural proletariat such as peasant farmers who experience economic
hardships, yet they are not totally deposed (Lev. 14:21). They experience hardships in order to
produce farm produces. There are words such as ras, misken, and the Aramaic word ‘nwana,’
a composition of ani and anaw, the configuration of the poor in the person of Jesus Christ’s
face who is “gentle and humble of heart” (Léon-Dufour, 1980:328).
A further word from Hebrew designating poverty is ani, which means to be afflicted, to be poor,
and to be needy. It describes the bent over ones, the humiliated ones and those who are
oppressed in a society. According to Mwaura, it implies a “weak” status of inferiority complex,
besides unhappy (Mwaura, 2002:200). The ZAC clergy and laity experience and endurance are
best described here as weak vessels of inferiority complex status.
In additon, the poor person in Hebrew is also known as an anaw, meaning someone who is
humble before God. This convenes a more religious connotation. The Old Testament discloses
a variety causes of poverty, ranging from oppression, economic exploitation and injustice
(Kakwata, 2016:6). This resonates well with the causes of poverty in The ZAC.
In order to rectify the undesired situation of poverty, Scripture provide texts to regulate, guide,
guard and protect the gathered poor to benefit from these texts.
3.2.1 Leviticus 25:35-38
In Leviticus 25:35-38 God regulates, and guides how to disburse free interest loans in order to
safeguard the poor, the orphans, widows, physically challenged and needy from exploitation.
The Old Testament, Tinkasiimire states that poverty is acknowledged as a misfortune and a
degrading circumstance of God’s punishment; thus contradicting within The Bible, where, “God
said that neglecting the poor was a sin” (Tinkasiimire, 2002:101; Bible NLT 2007:194). It
resonates very well with God’s disapproval of perpetual poverty in Israel. Meaning, God does

21

Translated to mean that; “even a slave dies with crumbs in his mouth.” No matter how poor you maybe,
one should not die of hunger.
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not condone poverty; He directs its financial stability and securing hospitality for the poor of the
land as there were no government aid by then.
I am at pains to note that Zambia shall be saved as no such Scripture to drive home the wedge
to eliminate the poverty privileging in the Christian Nation. Many born-again Christians neglect
their own families wallowing in poverty (Bana Kulubantu22). At the most, they are only hospitable
to their fellow born-again. If anything, the three scriptural texts Haynes considers in “Zambia
Shall be Saved” (Ephesians 6:12; Genesis 12:3; Luke 6:38) and the root cause of the
declaration of Zambia as Christian Nation (2 Chronicles 7:14), has not healed and prospered
the land of its poverty in spite of the covenantal declaration (Haynes, 2015:12).
This cardinal text of Leviticus must have featured in the climate course of “Saving Zambia” from
poverty, as spiritual poverty is only saved by Jesus Christ (John 3:16). We must not be
surprised; it is a personal political agenda, rhetorical and not practical. Jesus Christ challenges
the ZAC when he fed the poverty stricken followers to do the same (Matthew 14:13-21). There
are other texts that echo and denounce poverty to a higher degree. Notably are the following:
3.2.2 Exodus 22:24
The Biblical ethical instructions of social responsibilities to the general citizenry not to exploit the
poor are condemned by God. God’s Law depicts justice and stewardship towards the vulnerable
and poor is an imperative ministry. We are exhorted to lift up those less fortunate than
ourselves.
If God does not allow exploitation of fellow general citizenry, will He allow the exploitation of His
watchmen or shepherds? Does the ZAC not have a relationship within the Anglican Communion
who are less fortunate than them (ZAC)? Are there no bequeaths credited to the ZAC in the
Communion? If there are, could this not be viewed as borderline exploitation by fellow brothers
and sisters within the body of Christ?
3.2.3 Exodus 23:6
God is against the injustice against the poor in courts. This is because justice is one of the
cardinal virtues that affirm attitudes, firmly fixed dispositions, regularly perfects the intellect and
guides our actions by ordering our desires and conduct to reason and faith. Therefore, justice is
the fruit and seed of moral good manifesting to disposing all human beings’ powers of
communion with the divine will and love for God and the neighbour (The Catholic Catechism of
Catholic Church, 1994:439-440).
22

The Queen Mother of the clan, in a given tribe. Not her real name.
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The rich are favoured by the twisting of the Law at the expense of the guiltless poor person.
Justice towards humanity reveals and consolidates respect of human rights and forges human
relationships that are harmonious and equitable to all. According to the Bible, a just person is
depicted as a distinguished regular right thinker and honest in behaviour towards the
neighbourhood. “You shall not be partial to the poor or defer to the great, but in righteousness
shall you judge your neighbour.” “Masters treat your slaves justly and fairly, knowing that you
also have a master in heaven” (Lev.19:15; Col.4:1). These are common occurrences in the
ZAC, where some clergy are punished while innocent and the guilty ones are either promoted or
sent aboard on mission.
Therefore, a corrupt judicial system can strain human cooperation, freedom of speech, lose
human dignity and integrity, accountability and transparency. Hence, justice should be impartial,
treating rich and poor alike without special privileges allowing God’s treatment of his creation
equally direct our judgments (Bible NLT, 2007:132). Can the ZAC not learn from the justice of
death, whether born rich or poor, all alike die (Ecclesiastes 3:2a).
3.2.4 Exodus 23:11
In the sabbatical year, the producer of the land was designated for the poor and wild animals.
The sabbatical year was a special privileged period during which, while abstaining from labour,
the slaves, strangers and the poor as destined receivers of social benefits of divine law. The
double portion of God’s divine empowerment of the ecosystem and humanity in submission to
the will of God is acknowledgement of His love and care of the underprivileged of society (Igino,
1943:310; Mwaura, 2002:202).
In the sabbatical years, there is no consideration for government aid in the nations. The ZAC
Dioceses too, does not roll out help for the designated beneficences. The Clergymen and Lay
Church workers are considered as “passive victims, lacking agency, without views of their own
and able only to testify to the impact of poverty in their lives” (Van der Merwe, 2006:2). So then,
who is fending for the poor in the Christian Nation and religious fraternity?
3.2.5 Job 24:2-12 (cf. Amos 2:6-7)
The Clergy continue to question their suffering as a result of poverty; why are they, who have
and are serving God, the ones to suffer? If poverty was sin, they would not hesitate to repent!
Perhaps it is. Yes, poverty can be said to be a collective sin, which we participate in and
facilitate (Kotze, 2016:1). This thought will be examined further in the following chapter. The
poverty that has engulfed the ZAC is created by the greed and selfishness of human beings and
not being African generous leaders. One day, God shall reveal why He allowed His servants to
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be subjected to poverty. The concept of “Ubuntu” has been dragged through the mud, soiling
the very denomination of the mainline Churches, proving the unethical attitudes of leaders to the
fraternity and choosing to watch and look while their workers wallow in poverty. The Clergy and
Lay workers are the key drivers of the ZAC’s future success (Agg, no date).
Land ownership is crucial, but without money, it is like looking for a dog with a horn. The retired
Clergy are unable to build decent housing if their children can’t afford to come to their aid. Some
of the widows, widowers and orphans have left the ZAC for their safety. Safety is where their
status is recognized with gifts such as 50 kgs Meal-Mealie, 2.5 liters of cooking oil, washing and
bathing detergents and K100.00 on a monthly basis (BanaMagilase). At least they can afford
putting some food on the table for a while. Food is cardinal for human existence. Freidenreich
indicates that “food is located at an essential position in human life …” (Kotze, 2016:1). It must
be acknowledged that eating energizes human beings to perform duties for sustenance and
growth. Therefore, it is imperative to note these wisdom sayings of the Kaonde and Bembas
that; “musungu wabula kajo kumusabesalane23” while that of the Bembas states that,
“akamboba kabyi, kamunde.24” The Clergy work to bless others, while they are not blessed
themselves (1 Cor. 9:4-18; 2 Cor. 6:10)? How wise can it be if the shepherd goes to milk the
cow from the neighbouring farm, when theirs are full of milk?
Clothing is also important for human health. Are the poor able to buy clothes? How can you buy
if you are not paid for years? That is why I do not agree with the followers of the prosperity
gospel’s notion of “positive confession” (Haynes, 2015:10), that one has to work for them to eat
in order to live (2 Thess 3:10). It is not speaking but working. Perhaps, it is a figurative
expression of biblical actualization, faith in action? Thus, God is all-knowing and omnipotent; He
cannot be compelled, and dictated to as claimed by positive confessions of paradigmatically
enhanced prosperity gospel. In an article by Nehemiah Nyaundi on Christian teachings and the
concept of poverty, he states that, wealth and prosperity are signs of God’s approved blessings
of material blessings (Nyaundi, 2002:121). That is why the Clergy contribute their human
resources for the ZAC to be what it is, yet the sweet that comes from their sweat is deemed too
bitter for them to be allowed to take a bite. Is it not true that the pot does not request for a pinch
of salt, but the one cooking tastes the salt (Inongo tailombela mucela)? This is exploitation at its
best. Marring the image of God in humanity, reducing it to a merely commodity for merchandize.
God did condemn these sinful acts and certain even today He is the same God as He was
yesterday and forever condemns the trade policies perpetuating poverty in the world today
(Heb.13:8; Wogaman, 1986:117).

23
24

Literally meaning a boss who has no food do not work for him period.
Which also literally means to say that the working partner is the stomach (food).
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The rich must not be greedy and unjust by exploiting the poor; they are to be faithful and
faithfully fulfil their God-given obligation in responding to the needy. It is not rhetoric
enhancement to fight poverty, but proactive performance action. The priorities and vital role of
market jeopardizes the upholding of human rights and human dignity. Wogaman states that, “it
is a mistake to trust the free market by itself to attend to this need adequately (Gichure,
2002:162; Wogaman, 1986:105). The rich ought not to be as greedy. Lacking enough food for
family is a source of shame and it is also unAfrican to see others go without food. It is the duty
of the strong to protect the weak, frail and feeble, and not vice versa.
3.2.6 Isaiah 10:1-2
The poor are subjected to injustice by unfair laws and unjust judges. Bishops have founded
Dioceses based on oppressive canons, which they have failed lamentably to update in order to
stop nagging their responsibilities on the ZAC. They have become blind to their accountability to
God for whatever they do for the poor, including their own Clergy and Lay Church Workers.
Many of the current crop of Bishops do not differ from the coiner of “Zambia Shall be Saved!”
political proclaimed prosperity gospel of an individual political agenda purporting to be an allinclusive objective, but alas (Haynes, 2015:5)! Their self-centeredness is root cause for evil
practices of self-aggrandizement and playing the blame game for the poverty stricken Clergy
and Lay Workers.
Good governance and rule of Law are essential to fighting poverty among the Clergy as pivotal
Church Workers to enhance their rights. These two facets are the presence of power equipping
for dignity and solidarity among the oppressed (Houle, 2002:184).
3.2.7 Isaiah 61:1
The gospel for the oppressed is with favour and will be fulfilled when God shall rekindle His
wrath upon His enemies. When economic and social transformation in Israel impacted the
interpretation and concept of poverty due to rural drifting into urban settlements, it gave birth to
social problems. The exploitation of the poor, orphans, and widows evidently became at the
order of the day, triggering prophets like Amos, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel to take centre
stage as voices of the voiceless (Mwaura, 2002:201).
Poverty depicted a status of curse from God, which was gradually realized not to be the case,
according to Wisdom literature that a poor man must not be considered as a sinner, and in the
same vein, the rich person as righteous. The rich often display the emotional air of self-
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importance, pride and injustice, while the poor are envisaged in the virtues of humility, patience,
faithfulness and righteousness as they “suffer away the suffering” (Lim, 1996:171).
Poverty is a conduit of constant painful reality, revelation of dependence, humiliation and
oppression. During tribal confederation, God commanded Israelites by an act of covenant code
to fend for the poor (Mwaura, 2002:201). Does The ZAC acknowledge this God given mandate?
3.2.8 Ezekiel 22:29
In Ezekiel, he continues to discuss the sins of Israel leaders are also found among the ordinary
citizenry. The negative attitudes of leaders who are rich can be found among the ordinary
citizenry in that what is unethical and immoral does not earn and change it negative
prospective. The oppression, robbing, and deprivation of justice to the poor and foreigners is the
same, whether inflicted by the leader or ordinary citizenry. One can’t do wrong doing what is
right; therefore, what is right will never be wrong and what is wrong will never be right, whether
done by the leader or ordinary people.
The leaders’ actions of oppression, robbing the needy and deprivation of justice are roots of
facilitating and strengthening the dependency theory, which Wogaman acknowledges as a
“strake reality in global terms”, triggering the poor to be resentful of the wealthy nations who
exploit and underpin them to underdevelopment. Leaders in the ZAC, despite their Gospel of
grace, are subjects of guilt, shame and embarrassment due to the poverty of their Clergy and
Lay Workers as their “predicament of the prosperous” (Wogaman, 1986:118). The poverty in the
ZAC has resulted in resentment and negative responses to some calls by Bishops,
Sin is sin, irrespective of the status of the practitioner. Therefore, there is no need for a
dimensional gauge for sin. All that is unethical and immoral are serious flaws of development as
attitudes matters only when poverty is experienced can there be a shift of attitude. In the
wisdom saying of the Lala, “Usandale umucela, eumfwa ukufina25” Only the poverty stricken of
the ZAC comprehends the degree and gravity of poverty.
3.2.9 Amos 8:5
In Amos 8:5; poverty is enhanced through trading frauds by using false measuring instruments.
It is not only in Israel; today in Zambia with the advent of the free market economy, traders often
calibrate weighing scales to read less than the actual weigh.

25

Literally meaning the one carrying the salt understands it weight.
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The poor of Yahweh is a way of life exhibited in Zephaniah 3:12-13. Are not the Clergy in the
ZAC also the poor of Yahweh? If God is for us, who will be against us? Many in the leadership
of the ZAC have lost the Ubuntu corporate living, rather copying the foreign individualist living.
As Nasimiga testifies, in traditional Africa, material poverty was foreign. Material wealth was
owned by the clan or the whole ethnic community as wealth is acknowledged as an ancestral
gift to be shared by all (Tinkasiimire, 2002:110). This is possible for the ZAC as Africans building
on what is in-born practical living as their brothers’ keeper. Therefore, are not the Clergy of the
ZAC also truly the Poor of Yahweh?
3.2.10 Nehemiah 5:1-13
The enslavement of little ones to perpetual poverty is read about in Nehemiah 5:1-13. Children
are totally dependent on their parents to fend for them. Alas! If the parents are not paid for
years, their children are subjected to slavery; is not enslavement at its best indirectly? If leaders
struggle to send their children to better schools, how will the Clergy who have gone for years
without stipends manage? It impossible to imagine what goes on in their office. Can the
elephant draw blood from the mosquito? The impact of oppression of hired labour goes far
beyond the individual worker being afflicted. Surely, innocent children are victims of
circumstances, whose rights to food, education, health care and decent housing are reckless
and abusively overlooked (Burgess, 2015:189).
God does not condone power without love, which is reckless and abusive to workers. In the
Pentateuch, God forbids the Israelites to refuse due payments to their workers and that should
they cry out to Him, He will hear and that oppressor/s will be deemed guilty of sin (Deut. 24:15).
This is a common occurrence in African Governments and private companies, not forgetting the
Zambian Anglican Church, which allows its Clergy and Lay Workers to go for years without
stipend-remunerations. The reason could be the lack of will to share what is there rather than
lack of finances; but for incomes coming out from the properties, surely those properties were
meant to cater for all clergy in Zambia so that what is earned in Dioceses can only
supplemented? It seems, however, that resources earnings from ZAC properties have only
benefited Bishops and not the entire church in Zambia. According to Nehemiah, Nyaundi argues
that the purpose of working was for maintenance and not profit-making (Kakwata, 2016:16;
Nyaundi, 2002:129). Is this concept of Thomas Aquinas in the hearts, souls and minds of these
Church leaders’ hospitality in the Zambian Anglican Church?
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3.2.11 Deuteronomy 10:18
God ensures that the vulnerable, orphans and widows are showered with love and justice. This
love is the stream of healing in the provision of essentials such as food, shelter and clothing. If
workers or retirees are going on without stipends or pension payments for years, will they be
able to execute the parental responsibility of providing their families with food, shelter and
decent clothing? My indebtedness goes to Pope Leo XIII, who considered a just wage (stipend)
as the total of sustainable human needs in accordance with their income: “The dignity of labour
resides in its power to assure a man his sustenance” (Wogaman, 1986:85; Giordani, 1894:330).
When a person’s heart is morally good in the eyes of God, their relationships with others will be
justifiable. This purified and reconciled heart to God can then perceive positive attitudes of
treating other. The common good needed to live a faithful and fruitful human life are food,
clothing, health, work, education and culture, sound information, and privilege to create a family
(The Catechism of The Catholic Church, 1994:457). However, the case may be not. The
quotation below highlights the actual transaction of the exalted individuals as such;
“Those who are highest on the scale of wealth and income usually regard their
privileged position as a matter of right, and they tend to view any closing gap between
themselves and the less privileged as an injustice in the light of their own superior
contributions to society” (Wogaman, 1986:84).
Perhaps this is how some Bishops perceive their own positions of authority as superior even
though they were once merely priests? The question is can they be Bishops without priests in
their parishes26? The analogy of the Church as the body of Christ comes to the fore to seek
justice. The rings of the ladder propel us to go on top. Then, when you get there, why make
rings around the injustice you once fought when you were a mere parish priest too? Surely, you
cannot be without the others; the garbage collectors, street sweepers, servants, maids, etc. No
small job is small! It follows suit to accept that every job is valuable in its own aspect.
3.2.12 Deuteronomy 15:1-4
The biblical ethical system supported the organizing of responsibility of the poor. The poor
should be released of the debt burden in order to empower them to graduate from poverty and
become economically viable. There is unethical conditionality that enhance poverty and create
employment for being a corps the advance poverty? Are they right to be sceptical of their

26

A Parish is a definite community of the Christian faithful established on a stable basis within a particular
church; the pastoral care of the parish is entrusted to a pastor as its own shepherd under the
authority of the diocesan bishop.
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poverty when God declares and decrees the totally opposite course? The stewardship God
accords us, is to eliminate poverty, especially amongst the Christians as a cancer that is
annihilating the body of Christ with many root causes. The possibility is true as stated by
Wogaman: “It is in everyone’s interest that there not be poor people”, for poverty is a social
pathology depraving moral and self-confidence (1986:87).
Lacking of money does warrant bankruptcy; meaning one has become insolvent, impoverished.
Money is the fuel of the community; one has to possess some of it to be a viable consumer and
producer. That is why money, according to Wogaman, whom I agree with, concepts of just price
and just wage are merely alarms of economic equity posing danger on ethical investigations
and community resolutions (Wogaman. 1986:85).
3.2.13 Deuteronomy 15:11
God commanded the Israelites to take care of the poor who will be in their midst upon arrival in
the Promised Land, for it was an integral component to consolidate the ownership of the land.
The poor are present in every generation to manifest the love and care of God to the needy
practically with open hearts and hands (John 12:8).
The ZAC needs to implement the stewardship ministry of not devising a blame game such as
laziness, ignorance or a fault of their own doing. That is what many Pentecostal comgregations
have innovatively claimed and what the mainline Churches did during their advent of massive
evangelism, Church planting and personal discipleship. They planted schools such as Fiwila
Mission School, St. Luke’s School at Msoro, St. Mark’s School at Mapanza, and The School for
The Blind at St. Michaels and All Angels at Chipili-Mansa. In addition, they also founded
hospitals and Home Craft Training Centers like Maurice Katowa and many primary schools like
Boma, Nkolonga, to mention but a few (Osmers, 2010:18).
Just has God the Father and God the Son, Jesus Christ, identified themselves with the poor, it
is inevitable and imperative for the ZAC to propose such programmes be implemented at
congregational level to arrest the massive exodus to the prosperity gospel to receive the needy
(Haynes, 2015:5, 8). Is this not constraining and perpetuating of poverty among the poor in
congregations? Empowering them with seeds, tools and technical know-how and sustainable
methods they will be sure of eating every day. How can you give fish to people living on the
banks of a huge lake? They should be empowered, taught, and animated with nets, boats and
fishing rods; then, they will be able to eat fish at will, continually. The surplus will earn them
cash (Melot, 1992: 24; Green, 1992:19).
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The economic sense confirms here that the poor in the world’s ordinary condition experience
social conditions in which almsgiving was God’s promulgated social responsibility. Almsgiving,
according to economic productivity in the contemporary society, will be distracted in the efforts
of eliminating poverty (Wogaman, 1986:87). The divine protection of human dignity as the
created image of God shows exclusive defence for the excluded of society under His wings.
3.2.14 Deuteronomy 28:15-46
Poverty in the ZAC is often as a result of self-inflicted curses of disobedience in neglecting the
command of honouring God, His creation and the loving of one another. According to verses
16-19, whatever produce of the land will be cursed if disobedience reigns among the children of
God. These are causes of poverty, as stated by Van der Merwe: Genetic and psychological
cycles of deprivations, structural in forms of dynamic social forces, policy making and
implementation at both national and international economic forces. Besides, Hayes enlists
immorality, witchcraft and corruption for healing and prosperity to reign in the Christian Nation
(Van der Merwe, 2006:2; Haynes, 2015:12). The results of disobedience towards creation as
affecting the rain patterns due to climatic changes is also mentioned (v.24). How can we
produce anything without water? Water is life! The sustenance commodity on which the Spirit of
God was hovering upon signifies the mothering care and protection is not passive (Gen.1:2).
Water is not a questioned decisive developmental resolution key to life, livelihoods, employment
and income, food, health, and economic development in the natural world and eco-systems
(Green, no date:1).
In families, some elders curse their children or relatives with veils of wallowing in poverty (The
wisdom saying of; “ishamo talishala konse ukalola ukayanalyo27.” They are cursed, but not out of
disobedience, merely sharing the hardness of heart. This is understood as Satanism in the
Christian Nation in comparison to Christian ethics and the power of the tongue. The declaration
of Zambia as a Christian Nation is merely rhetorical democratic formality of self-styled
dictatorship (Haynes, 2015:17-18; Komakoma, 2003:433). The causes of ill-health in many
poverty-stricken people include diarrhoea, typhoid, dysentery, and cholera. The affluent, the
prosperous of the Christian Nation suffer from; diabetes, high blood pressure, atherosclerosis,
and arthritis, to name but a few. What about HIV/AIDS? South African Past President Thabo
Mbeki labelled it as the disease of bio-engineering targeting the poor. While this has not been
proven, it does affect the poor more severely.

27

Literally translated as; the cursed are you, wherever you are to go or maybe where you are, you re
cursed, you a curse.
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3.2.15 1 Samuel 2:7-8
In Samuel, the accepted model of God’s ultimate destiny of His creatures is indicated as that
some are made poor and yet, others rich as His principal control over all the affairs of life. God
further oscillates our destiny by allowing us to experience His presence, hope and will never fail
at whatever level. One’s background is no big deal, whether rich or poor, God has ordered His
time for our success; which Lim states as: “life has its moments of drought and its moments of
flood (Lim, 1999:169; Job 1:20-22).
However, the call for consistent formulation of policy can eliminate poverty through areas of
financial and economic support in upholding legitimate social and political aims which are
practically tailored for ownership and participation. The wealth concentrations must be ‘undone,’
as the ZAC into acquiring “Title Deeds” for ownership of land (soil) by Leaders. These are key
issues and opportunities yhe ZAC must use its power to mobilize members on behalf of the poor
and marginalized to oppose injustice (Evans, no date:18, 23).
How can the ZAC understand the greater chances of raising public concern and initiate action
when it’s embroidered in the poverty generation scandal of the day?
3.2.16 Conclusion: Old Testament perspectives on poverty
Poverty was known as a scandalous situation in the Old Testament. It calls for sacrifice, as in 1
Kings 17:8-24, to eliminate poverty through the manifestation of God’s providence sustenance.
This is eminent at the advent of sin as everything God had created was “good” and it became
extravagant during the monarchy. Poverty is painful experiences, which traumatized poor
members of Clergy and Lay workers in the redemptive act of God’s love within the communal
bond, which is overlooked and a blind eye turned to the noble responsibility. The covenant code
declared permission for the helping hand to the poor.
The call for consistency formulation of policy will eliminate poverty areas with financial and
economic support, in upholding legitimate social and political aims in tuned communication of
ownership and participation when practical tailored.

3.3

New Testament perspectives on poverty

The New Testament perspectives on Poverty are not elaborate and precise. I shall envisage
navigating the course of devotional texts especially about the poor and needy who are divinely
obliged to receive alms. In the New Testament, the poor are regarded as absolute honorary
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beneficiaries having the “Good News” of the kingdom of God. The poor are considered as those
needing our help, be it economically, socially and religiously, like in Mark. 10:21. Luke. 19:21,
and 18:22 (Mwaura, 2002:202).
The New Testament word for “poor” in Greek is Ptochos (from ptesso: “to squat”), normally
translated in many Hebrew words, as stated in the Old Testament discussion above. The poor
man was considered as the one without survival essentials, especially in economic and religious
status. The poor (slaves) are the world’s condition of turning the wheels of the economy. Yet,
God prefers the poor as his protégés to the wealthy. Since the vigorous first Christians
witnessed oppression of the poor by the rich, the ZAC must strive to consider the poor like the
Clergy whose conditions are intolerable. Poverty is the exactly equivalent of humility as the
“poor at heart” of which riches cannot ‘undo’ is death returning to soil (humility comes from
humus which is soil). Jesus was rich and become poor so as to grant humanity a share of his
eminent dignity (Léon-Dufour, 1980:328).
The ZAC must evade taking stock of social conditions ceaselessly experienced by the Clergy
and Lay Workers to manifest Christ is identification of the poor as the “gentle and humble of
heart” (which in Aramaic is nwana, a compound of ani and anaw).
3.3.1 Matthew 14:13-21
In this Bible story according to Matthew; the intertwining of stewardship in a miracle for poverty
elimination by Jesus gives lessons on stewardship, advocacy and lobbying for elimination of
poverty amongst the poor and needy to his Church through a miracle (Footsteps. No.45,
2000:1). As an innovative facilitator, Jesus left the cities and went into rural areas and his
network bore fruits. He migrated from the developed to the underdeveloped communities to
undo oppression and visual injustice on behalf of the poor using advocacy for the need and
opportunities (Evans, 2000: 23).
The poor can get in a situation where it will be too embarrassing to do what is right. They cannot
even disclose the amount of ration in their possession. Only a small boy obeys the prophetic
call due to his humility, innocence of heart and because his mind is endowed with the core
values of accountability and transparency. This is what Asiimwe exalts for leadership positioned
to results of work (Asiimwe, 2005:162). Jesus is determined to do what is right, no matter what
the society might say or how embarrassing or painful it may be just after grieving the death of
his cousin John the Baptist. Promptly, not engulfing himself in grief, Jesus returned to the core
purpose of his mission. This performance of a miracle communicates to the ZAC vital aspects of
stewardship ministry. The mission statement in advocacy and lobby, and its’ objectivity to
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transform attitudes, such as core values of truths, compassion, loving, caring and being
considerate of a person. Jesus multiplied five loaves and two fish to feed five (5,000) men
besides women and children, totalling about 10,000 to 15,000 (Bible NTL, 2007:1572). The
attitude such as that of the clan of the soil refusing to give food to a stump is an expectation
among the disciples of Jesus. The deep sitting of human heart’s negative attitudes confirms the
need for character matrix transformation. Poverty elimination is cardinal as long as we do not
feel whatever we contribute is meagre, but believing Jesus will double portion the resources;
talents, time, or treasurers.
When evening came, the disciples asked Jesus to send the people away to fend for
themselves. Jesus challenged them to feed them themselves. Within the ZAC there is no
ministry to take up the noble responsibility of taking the challenging and mammoth task of
feeding the poor and needy. This is what Gerald West states as thus, “…our task is also to
enable the Church in Africa to sustain its ministry in liberating the Poor and marginalized” (West,
2002:96). Is the hurdle always financial resources? Perhaps, in sincerity, they knew their
Purchasing Power Parity (PPP). That is correct. Jesus uses what is available from the natural
resources (fish: Gk. ichthys28) and value added (Bread: Gk. artos) essential for prudent
stewardship (Leon-Dufour, 1980:121; 196). He is illustrating to his church that development is
not a gift; local people need to contribute shares of their own resources according to what God
has given them; their time, talents and treasurers. Bread is the agricultural product from the
processed cereal. The soil sustains agriculture and supports both the manufacturing and
hospitality service industry. The land (soil) and water are key factors in development of the living
standard of humanity (Evans, 2000: 28).
Jesus prayed before acting. Prayer is a cardinal element for advocacy and lobbying in all
development for the living standards activities to be undertaken. Jesus did not simply work his
miracle with bread, but with fish as well. The ZAC should fight both hunger and malnutrition. The
struggle for poverty, hunger and malnutrition are intertwined. The ZAC should be the voice of
the voiceless in advocacy and lobbying for food security and good health for all through mass
food production with surpluses.
Although food was obtained through a miracle, what was left over was not discarded at will;
highly efficient solid waste management was employed and actualized in twelve (12) baskets.
Meaning each disciple was taking up the solid waste management responsibility promptly. In
agricultural cardinal work should be producing more food, coupled with good management and

28

A common foodstuff of economic value. The early Christians represented Christ with the emblem of the
fish, whose letters stood for Iesous Christos Theou Yios soter (Jesus Christ, God’s son, Saviour)
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conservation policies of the natural resources. The ZAC need of solid waste management is the
sure hope of booming re-cycling industry, a dual economy reduction of poverty in solid waste
management and empowerment of human resources. The massive food production using
GMOs has some unethical connotation. In accordance with the notion of GMOs, it endangers
socio-economic systems by empowering multi-corporations, almost promoting poverty by
directing the already improvised peasant farmers to be dependent on these Trans-Atlantic
Corporations the patent holders of agricultural production (Kotze, 2016:5). In this way, the
GMOs are not warranted in this era going by what Jesus illustrates the ZAC to do.
However, Kotze notes a critical notion and cites Wirbin, who also acknowledges that African
countries are compiled to employ GMO seeds for cereal crops besides environmental
contaminations and compromising of local traditional varieties to paralyze it in order to be
dependent on multinationals corporation’s patents of agricultural production which facilitates
spontaneous seed growth (Kotze, 2016:5). The safe guarding of community public health is
imperative in the midst of biotechnology engineering advent. The world was fed without GMOs
by Jesus using bread and fish. We can acknowledge the lessons of stewardship that there was
no economic, social, political and cultural discrimination. The cooperation and caring of others is
a clear value of sacrifice of one who has been blessed. With self-help, self-responsibility,
democracy, equality and solidarity among the oppressed are vehicles for mass food production
to eliminate poverty and enhance development and stable equality. The settlers of 10,000 – 20,
000 communities are a paradigm of transitory nature set free from shackles of poverty are/can
be a typical blueprint of Poverty Free Zones (Nsanzurwimo, 2003:111). Perhaps the designation
of Poverty Free Zones may arrest the abuse of donations and crab corruption in the interim
before abolishment of poverty.
3.3.2 Luke 15:11-32
The arrogant disregard of the younger son for fatherly authority was the fuel for the
aggrandizement of stewardship by giving birth to poverty. Poverty can be a source of shame,
embarrassment, abuse and humiliation. One sinks to the depth of hard rock due to poverty. Due
to his cultural and religious context, coming into contact with the pigs was defilement and
humiliation of the highest degree. The degree of poverty is pictured in lacking food and
irresistibly famine, he partakes the pigs’ leftovers (Bible NLT, 2007:1720).
Immaturity, rebellion and the self-extravagated aggrandizement of stewardship in free-style
living lands one into a check mate. It has taken decades for the ZAC’s sorrows and tragedy to
seek Jesus’ inversion. The visual attitudes of freelance living are often born of greed and
selfishness in the sheer spite of denying oneself responsibility and commitment. In prudent
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stewardship the following are cardinal; vision, mission statement, core values and strategic
planning and budgeting. The poor-rich younger man knew the importance and security of his
father’s hired servant were assured of pay and food, not words (v.19).
In the midst of agony and want, a poverty stricken individual loses balance of reasoning. God’s
love is waiting patiently for us in opportunities to respond. When poverty strikes, God provides
the way out of the situation at hand if we can believe and trust in him. The extravagant
aggrandizement of resources is born of selfishness. It is truly exceptional to accept one who has
squandered all the money in reckless behaviour. The ZAC’s intentional discipleship should
accept such notorious wasters by encouragement and support and be willing to empower them
further to build trust and prudent stewardship for Christ’ seek (v. 31-32).
In the midst of poverty, love is the whole hearted healer, while resentment brews hurt or conflict,
which is in turn a root cause of poverty (Evans, 2000:1). Poverty is to experience the desire to
overcome one’s needs and the joy and healing by receiving from others. In Jesus’ story, the
making use of the parable, one could say that elder brother in this case represents some of the
Bishops, who are angry and resentful when their Clergymen and some Lay Workers are being
ushered into prosperity. This is because they have contributed more than their subordinates.
How easy it is to resent God’s gracious favour to prosper when others consider the poor to be
rich?
Real estate is the results of prudent stewardship of inter-generational equity and a foretaste of
prosperity. It is the greedy accumulations of wealth in the hands of a few where ownership of
land by small elite is generating poverty all the more (Evans, 2000:23). Wealth in the midst of
non-positive character matrix transformation, coupled with living a rich life on others’ terms
obstruct and distort the right intentions of earning an interest or rather profits. Hence, it is such
extravagant aggrandizement of stewardship that plays a role in poverty in the ZAC.
3.3.3 Luke 4:16-21
The performance of ministry is driven from Church building/s as the focus of community life of
believers. Just as the synagogues were in Israel, so are the Churches today. They must be
used for both teaching and worship to enlighten and liberate the hearers. This is only possible if
one does not miss regular Church Services as a cardinal component of believers’ existence
(Heb.10:25).
Jesus draws the Scripture of deliverance quoted from Isaiah 61:1-2 on debt cancellation,
property retention by original owners, and slavery. However, release from oppression and
conquering poverty must be a daily pilgrimage. The Good News we hear and proclaim in our
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congregations are met to empower the hearers in the congregations, to liberate the poor, and
marginalized. The Good News core mission mandate is overlooked and failed to actualize
ending their suffering as weak, and infirm (Mwaura, 2002:193).
There are those who are poor because of economic and social conditions, besides the humble
that are considered poor in spirit, “anawin.” Therefore, there are those who are rich, yet poor in
spirit; what can we call them?
3.3.4 Luke 6:34-65
The generous stewardship of the believer is never constrained by helping the poor only when
and if it is convenient. No! It is to give without any strings attached and evaluating the cost. The
poor Clergy and Laity of the ZAC cannot access any loans from banks because they have no
valid pay slip of the past three consecutive months. The poverty brackets are mostly considered
to be enemies of the rich. Here, they are the beneficiaries of the transfigured loan, which is
transformed into one of love obligation and lose expected gain or profit. Therefore, it can be
translated into almsgiving, especially if the borrower failed to pay. The perception of considering
the workers of the Church as non-profit resonates well with a Christian moral view on this matter
rather than seeking financial gain (Igino, 1943:288).
In the Gospel precept, almsgiving and lending are considered similar. The almsgiving requested
in an expectation of economic empowerment and uplifting social status by meeting needs does
reduce a great difference between the “haves” and the “haves not”, to a point where poverty can
be eliminated in the ZAC. As long as the Clergy or Laity who request loans or help deserve
what they request, Bishops should give when they are able to, according to authoritative
exegetes such as Chrysostom and Augustine, because the excellence in almsgiving lies in the
act of giving, and not in the deployment and application of the gift by the receiver. Therefore,
lending must be treated different from almsgiving in that the lender will receive back the equal
amount of the loan given. The Gospel ethical teaching in this matter underlines; not being
selfish, being objective, and giving a prior right to receiving, without involving a high risk of loss
(Igino, 1943:286).
Therefore, we must make the ethical distinction with limits that a small loan given out of charity
to meet an essential need cannot attract interest. It is part of the Christian ethics of rendering a
service to the neighbour, and one must be joyous for helping the neighbour overcome the
difficulties. Here, the financial concerns of economic, political, and social factors are constrained
by its ethics rather than refusing to give food to a stump!
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3.3.5 Luke 18:22-23
The stewardship of possessions without Jesus and helping the poor gives vague security and
identity. The wealth one possesses makes one’s life comfortable, powerful and awards prestige
status in society. In African culture you cannot be communal if you do not share your
possessions. Building our security and identity with Jesus by letting our possessions be shared
with the poor is good enough to possess everything (Psalm 24:1). The character matrix of
greediness must be transformed into generosity, which helps get rid of blockages in our life for
God. Possessions have made some Bishops not want to share with their Clergy and Laity
Workers; they can’t end poverty in that wealth is not generously redistributed. Thus, the roles of
Bishops and Clergy alike are similar to those of the King and Lazarus; merely roles in a brief
play, at the end of which the actors leave the stage and they are all ordinary (Igino, 1943:298).
Jesus does not denounce the possession of wealth. In fact, Jesus Christ is preaching universal
generosity, against egocentrism, revolting against poverty, by initiating cure and concern for the
poor. He advocates for their equal share with food, restoring their improvised dignity and
integrity, wealth accumulated be investing in the poor, and empowering them through
education. Jesus Christ narrowed the gap between the rich and the poor (Igino, 1943:301).
Thus; we must acknowledge the co-existence of the rich and the poor, barricaded through
money, rhetoric or pride rather than actualizing soul and neighbourhood and according to
respect and dignity. This affirms the true duty of wealth from corruption and injustice to be
rendered as a means of justification of human solidarity and dignity.
3.3.6 Luke 19:12-27
The faithlessness and fruitfulessness of the stewardship of some Bishops cultivates poverty and
the hope for political leadership is evident in the people of the ZAC. In this story, Jesus points
out that His kingdom transforms and formation will not be immediate.
In the interim, the disciples are charged with super performance profiles of faithfulness and
fruitfulness during the King’s temporary departure (Léon-Dufour, 1980:190, 203). It further
depicts that Jesus’ disciples must be performers during the intervals of Ascension and Paroursia
(second coming) (Léon-Dufour, 1980:313; Bible NLT, 2007:1727). Since we are in this era, it
stares us right in the face. Ultimately, the ZAC is bestowed with excellent resources to share,
build and advance the Kingdom of God (Chapter Two). Jesus trusts believers in the ZAC as
faithful and fruitful stewards (of gifts; (Gk. doron, dorea and dorean) and talents; (Gk. talenton)
to invest them for profits and consequently, the advancement of God’s Kingdom on earth. We
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are called to exhibit the ethical core values of accountability and transparency in our usage of
gifts and talents by performing Christ’s work in the interval (Léon-Dufour, 1980:208-209; 392).
Why are some Bishops so hard on Clergy and Lay Workers who do not increase money like the
King in the story? The Bishops know too well that the laity are the financiers. The decide
whether to give big or small notes, or even coins. Just like the King, punishment awaits if we do
not: (1) share in the mission statement, vision, objectives and core values as Kingdom priorities,
(2) trust in the Master’s intentions, and (3) not have egocentrism as our major consideration.
How often has the ZAC done nothing to use the money (Bible NLT, 2007:1728)?
As it befits the King in the story, God has given the ZAC both its Clergy and Laity; talents and
gifts to use to the achievement of the advancement of His Kingdom. What Bishop wants the
ZAC to grow in the midst of faithlessness and fruitfulessness? Do we trust God in the good
governance of our Dioceses fairly? Are we as concerned with other people’s welfare as we are
with our own? Are we willing to faithfully and fruitfully use what God has entrusted us with in our
jurisdictions? One can be tempted to rain such torrential questions.
Why was the Master not trusted? Perhaps he was sending signals of lacking core values? One
of the dominant virtues of trust has surfaced as a concept that it is about knowing that we can
tap into the energy of the universe to greatly propel us to goals that are best for everyone. The
energy that was surrounding the servant’s desire was often equivalent to what kept him from
getting there at the onset. He was not a self-driving car, since the obligation to release the
steering wheel of life and trust the universe to deliver for/in him was lacking. If you want to win,
you need to help others win (Sharma Robin). Therefore, the ZAC must never conform, but
always transform through innovation to advance God’s Kingdom.
Can it be said that some Bishops lack, “butterfly effects of personal excellence?” If the Clergy
and Lay workers are not learning to seize the day, and exercise their willpower and unfold their
greatness, they will never be super performers and poverty will be their daily bread.
3.3.7 Matthew 5:3
The poor’s faithful obedience in stewardship emanates from a pure heart and bears blessings
more than position, authority and money are assumed to do of course. This surpasses the
enshrined Old Testament legalistic observance taught by Prophets prefiguring Jesus Christ.
Jesus’ teaching words depict contradictions between God’s ways and that of the world. When
Clergy and Lay Workers live for God, they are often estranged from their Lord Bishops. Meaning
the opposite can also be true; always give for others to take, love is heal while hate is to hurt,
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and do a good turn when others abuse. In sacrificing personal rights for strangers’ hospitality,
one is earmarked for God’s eternal reward.
These statements of faithfulness and fruitfulness are ethical codes for disciples and believers’
standards of conduct, in respect of yard sticking the eternal and temporary values. It further
reveals the authentic faith of Christ and the false Pharisaic faith. Therefore, it is the best
description of Christian believers (Komakoma, 2003:15). These blessings for the poor far
surpass happiness, destining them to experience hope and joy, and independent of worldly
circumstances.
3.3.8 Matthew 13:55
The stewardship ministry of acquainting perpetual poverty can be seen in Jesus Christ’s
hometown that could not believe, uphold and sustain his ministry for poverty liberation.
Many within the current crops of ZAC Bishops are too close to the situation. Yet, there are
pockets of rejections with preferences of racial discriminations as roots causes to accountability
and transparency for financial freedom (Komakoma, 2003:7). What about the Bemba wisdom
saying of; “akaicila akambushi akasungula apokakale29. The denial envisages that these wisdom
saying are merely considered rhetoric and not practical in today’s millennium age. These
Bishops are not afforded the opportunity of responsible leadership to envision and challenge the
ZAC people (Clergy and Laity) to respond innovatively to their spiritual truth. The fundamental
role of the laity is “to infuse a Christian spirit into the mentality, customs, laws and structures” of
their communities and nations (Komakoma, 2003:14).
Therefore, the revealed truths and its impact fall on hearts of stones that are full of hatred and
the presence before them hurts. They have no love to heal and comfort in them to see beyond
personal excellence.
3.3.9 Matthew 8:20
The discipleship investment generates eternal and extraordinary rewards in the light of many
sufferings befitting the poor. The poor are like Jesus who did not have any shelter; he was a
vagabond, homeless, and equal to those who live in paper homes or temporary shelter such as
shacks. These are structures designated as unfit for human habitation as self-made informal
housing (Vorster, 2007:158).

29

Literally meaning that the tail of a goat must clean where it is (the local leadership must sustain and
utilize it is local resources too!)
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Jesus didn’t have a place to call home. However, should this also be the case for Clergy and
Lay Workers upon retirement? What about their posterity? Bishops must do something, as not
to do so would consent to homelessness among the ZAC human resources. Are those in top
leadership positions included in the homeless scene of Jesus or they have already built homes
for retirement?
The passion being a disciple of Jesus Christ is acknowledged by the many that it is the
bottomless investment on earth. There is no easy or comfort to write home about, calls for great
cost and sacrifice in the absence of security and benefits. The disciple of Jesus Christ loses
friendship, popularity, leisure time, or treasured habits. However, even if the cost is high in being
a disciple of Jesus Christ, the value is overall higher (Bible NTL, 2007:1555). Thus, being the
best version of a disciple is just a fraction of the equation to earn eternity and extraordinary
rewards.
3.3.10 Matthew 19:212-22 (cf. Mark 10:21-23)
The personal perfection of stewardship with possession in the midst of the poor is challenging to
true intentional discipleship; “sell everything and give the money to the poor” (v.21). Should
being a true believer reflect in disposing of all our possessions and give them to the poor? Our
ZAC Bishops don’t do so. White or Black Bishops has never disposed of their possessions in
history of the ZAC.
The care and concern of the poor of the world is the strength and visible anchor of wealth in
God. If Clergy and Lay Workers go for years without stipends, can they have possessions to sell
and fend for the needy and their families (Komakoma, 2003:14-15)? In these statuses, are they
not an embracement of embarrassment, a shame and burden to others? We should be
discerning our poverty in the ZAC to be anything God is asking us to do. This poverty comes
between the Clergy, Lay Workers and God, permitting the employment of our God-given wealth
selflessly. By our work we are co-creators in the continuing development of the earth
(Komakoma, 2003:24).
It is not possible to serve God with all our heart and love while declaring perfection stewardship
with wealth being used only for a certain cluster of individuals. Loving personal perfection
stewardship means employing our wealth in ways that make God and those who serve Him
happy. If one does not give up directed possessions, it replaces God as an idol (Bible NTL,
2007:1583).
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3.3.11 Matthew 25:34-40
This parable has merciful inspirational practical acts of stewardship in daily life. This personal
excellence beautiful image illustrates the capacity to live life like a legend if one is aware of daily
human good deeds to the needy. These good deeds are not determined by wealth, ability or
intelligence; simply conscious and prompt response in freely giving (no strings attached) and
freely receiving (without conditions). Strings attached and conditions breed the cancerous cell of
corruption, nepotism, racialism and xenophobia occupying ethical, political and sociological
reflection of our days (Vorster, 2007:158). The ZAC has no room to shy away from the matter of
those who have deep needs, but to acknowledge and take them on board. Jesus burdens our
hearts individually for the personal performing of stewardship. He has surely implanted practical
acts into the mind, and rekindles the light and fire in a soul and pushing individuals to go
forward and make a difference in the world (Isaiah 58:7).
The inclination to discuss personal identification of gender matters renders these all ethical acts
as rhetorical if it is ‘who’ rather than ‘what.’ Part of that is doing all an individual can do to
perform high stewardship within the ZAC and the world. If in the ZAC, everyone will understand
how excellent they can become practically in unleashing the greatness in the poor who have
never imagined the greatness within themselves. The parable indicates that there is a great
need for transformation from collective effort to personal practical acts of stewardship that
inspires others, who will in turn help others to do the same. Can prisoners be vehicles to
achieving these? Who all the more in some ways help others again, and in due course
reciprocate practically and not rhetorical (Chepkwony, 2002:18). It may be imperative for the
ZAC to embark on words and deeds for inspirational stewardship.
3.3.12 Mark 12:41-44 (cf. Luke 21:1-4)
The true stewardship of freewill offering is generous and sacrificial as demonstrated by the
poor-rich widow (Gk. Chera: “empty, deprived of). She took a bold and faithful action to help
others in dire need since she gave all she had in comparison with many who had more money
(Léon-Dufour, 1980:428; Houle, 2002:182).
Therefore, true stewardship of freewill offering is not about how much you have, but a heart full
of “a theological trajectory in which liberation and ‘the embrace of pain’ is foundational and
fundamental” (West, 2002:92). In the ZAC, true stewardship must be born to implant “African
Ubuntu” that has ever sustained its commitment to the poor. Jesus knows our intentions and
possessions from our hearts. If the widows are generous under sacrificial oppressive practices,
can’t we depart from the inherited dominant theological trajectory of the missionary and
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colonialists? Believers must consider increasing the Faith Promise Offering (FPO) to sustain
operations for the legitimacy contextual theologies compatible with the ZAC theologies of
development and coherence (West, 2002:90).
The temple system oppressed and exploited the widow, thus making her empty or deprived of
resources. However, this unique widow advocates and lobby for true empowerment of women
to facilitate they participation in decision making process in the ZAC and society (Komakoma,
2003:20). We no longer need to leave crops in the fields for them, but can provide them with
land to work on (Deuteronomy 24:15-17). She transforms depravation to improve her
serendipity and intuition. This has promoted the dignity, equality and development of women in
fighting injustice being done to widows. In her unity of consciousness, she clears herself of all
anger, regret, bitterness, doubt, pain and darker parts of the soul. Therefore, this widow is the
power house of total freedom from human culture (Komakoma, 2003:19, 320, 365; Vishen
Lakhiani).
3.3.13 Philippians 2:6-8
The discipleship calling is neither an impoverishment nor destitution since the biblical
instructions pertaining to the treatment of slaves are ethical directives for Christians today who
are destined for God’s Kingdom. Indeed, slaves share in the master’s inheritance (Pr 17:2), and
can succeed him if there were no heirs (Gen. 15:3). Hence, equality since the consul and slave
became brothers of the transformed society bonded in solidarity (Igino, 1943:371-372).
In the ZAC, there is no equality in discipleship calling as Clergy and Lay workers are called for
impoverishment or destitution and Bishops are not usually viewed as servants. They could even
bind their Clergy like slaves in ever tighter chains of unpaid stipends for years. Vorster, citing De
Vaux, states that “the slave was a chattel, belonging to his master by right of conquest,
purchase or inheritance” (2007:168-169). Are Bishops and Clergy alike not all disciples of the
same God? Why not employ servant leadership rather than Master/Slave leadership? Perhaps,
only in their sanctity in the social order of living in luxury beside hungry Clergy in the duty of love
can they realize the issues by making servant and master on the same moral plane for a
fraternal relationship.
It is rational to believe that the ZAC Bishops will forge a new society and through it reaffirm the
fraternal universal solidarity and equality in line with Jesus’ word as disciples who know that
truth will set them free (John 8:31-32). God as the author of life and giver of dignity does not
tolerate sub-human living conditions and disgraceful working conditions, where people are
considered as mere tools of gain rather than as freehand responsible humans. These infamies
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contaminate the body of Christ, especially those who perpetual them than the subjects of their
oppressiveness (Komakoma, 2003:18-17).
3.3.14 2 Corinthians 9:8-9
The God we serve is able to meet our needs, even if the laity are resistant to give generously to
God, sometimes because they themselves do not having enough money to also meet their own
needs. The laity in the ZAC, especially our parishes, give too little to sustain the Parish
Operations. Thus, they are at the same level with very little in return.
Clergy, on the other hand, are not haunted with care and torment, as they believe in the
Omnipotent Father’s help from above without limitation rather than below where needs cluster
thick and are many (Igino, 1943:22). Faith in God disperses despair since God provides for
humanity, wild animals and nature. The Clergy are subjected to dual obsession; that of the
difficulties of living in the world due to unpaid stipends and competition from others, yet working
for a highest profile office in the world (Komakoma, 2003:166).
Individual members of Clergy have security under God’s wings, that He moves and acts under
the protection of divine providence and although pursued by difficulties could resort to prayer for
God’s intervention. The daily essentials of life involve the questions of what shall we eat, drink,
and wear? The father’s provision of food to eat and clothes to wear, coupled with education fees
and tuitions plus being worn down daily by personal struggles for existence by oppression.
Greed for wealth has no relation at all to God or His worship (Igino, 1943:280). If God is able to
meet our needs, certainly the ZAC can do more than that at present, if only we set our priorities
in an accountable and transparency manner for the benefit of the all.
3.3.15 James 5:1-6
The sharing of wealth with the poor without partiality or prejudice in stewardship confirms that
wealth not stored in God’s treasurers for authentic services, fades away. The ZAC must uphold
the core values of accountability and transparency in the usage of wealth to be shared without
partiality or prejudice.
A reminder from Scripture; “Masters treat your slaves justly and fairly, knowing that you also
have a master in heaven” (Col.4:1). This firm and constant will to give God and neighbour their
due underlines the human and theological virtues respectively. Therefore, disciples of Jesus
Christ must only live faith works through love by professing it, witnessing it and proclaiming it
(Rom.1:17; Gal. 5:6).
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All people, also Clergymen, need money to live and fend for their families (Komakoma, 2003:62;
Matt. 10:6, 9-10); The ZAC needs money to do their work better. It is the love of money that
propels one to evil (1Tim. 6:10) and compels some leaders to oppress others in order to obtain
more. A just stipend is the legitimate fruit of work to a Clergy and Lay Worker. To deny or
withhold it can be a grave injustice (James 5:4).
3.3.16 Revelations 3:17
The circumstances of poverty in the ZAC can be said to be, among other reasons, due to its
being lukewarm. The faithful are indifferent to Bishops’ call for Church Support and has coined
them into “idleness givers.” Thereby, being irresponsible for Christ’s body, in its transgenerational hardenedness and self-centeredness, it plunges into the annihilation of
stewardship. The ZAC’s faith and action must be fired up by Christ (Bible NTL, 2007:2175).
If Zambia is rich in abundant natural resources, so is the ZAC. The booming wealth, luxury, and
ease in country has necessitated the arousal of self-assurance and smugly complacent and
uncritical attitudes in the ZAC as well. The positive confession of material possessions and
money without authentic stewardship embedded in Christ is sterile. Hence, Christ is the
authentic riches and not dishonesty wealthy of Satanism practices of human sacrifice for wealth.
The enigmatic ZAC stewardship of material possessions attributes poverty to mismanagement
and laziness (Haynes, 2015:11, 15, 17).
The ethical principles of Jesus Christ conform to prove his proactive inclination to restore
humanity to divinity, from a while to forever, and both as a social organism and as a social
influence. Christ does not disapprove of material possessions; but its abuse in greediness for
exploitation (Igino, 1943:67, 277; Luke 17:21, Luke 12:15). Some of the ZAC Bishops can be
likened to the rich man in the parable who caressed his soul while observing the abundant
harvest produced by his ragged church workers with chains around their ankles and without
food in the scorching heat. By Jesus becoming a carpenter, He added value and ennobles
labourers in God’s eyes.

3.4

Conclusion

According to The Old Testament, poverty is a scandalous situation, inviting those on board to
help the needy. As for The New Testament, it is the gateway to benefit from almsgiving and
destined into the Kingdom of God through the empowerment of the Good News.
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In the world today, the poor are turning the wheels of the economy with meagre wages. They
are neglected and isolated in circumstances where it becomes embarrassing to do what is right.
Through the birth of Jesus Christ, his death, and resurrection, Christianity eliminated poverty for
communal fraternity and generous wealth sharing. Without the option of the poor in deeds,
rhetorical pronouncements of Christianizing the Nation are merely political agitation. The poor
are the economically disadvantaged due to their status, are prevented and suffer at the hands
of oppressors. They lack earthly daily bread.
The ZAC Bishops should acknowledge that all property has a “social mortgage.” Hence, we
should respect and share the ZAC resources with their human resources as a community of
creation. Since we are One Communion, One Body of Christ, mandated to promote and
denounce the violation of Human Rights for the development of all personnel in the ZAC,
irrespective of language, tribe and social status. To crown it all, rich Dioceses have
responsibilities towards poor Dioceses to reflect justice. Although Clergy are in a vocation, it is
professional works. They serve humanity with passion and dignity in sacrificial fulfilment of
God’s mandate upon them. Therefore, they have a right to a just stipend and a right to
fraternalism organization, as the ZAC has a mandate to liberate the oppressed; socially,
economically, politically and religiously. It must be holistically to enhance development of
sustainable stewardship.
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CHAPTER 4: POVERTY AS SIN
4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, biblical perspectives on poverty was presented. This chapter attempts
to establish the fact that the biblical perspectives on poverty are due to sin. Before the Fall,
poverty did not exist. It appears only when Adam and Eve disobeyed God’s command. It should
be envisaged that the origin of sin is truly equally the origin of poverty according to the biblical
narrative perspective in the book of Genesis. Sin and poverty are universal and stem from our
pedigree. Sin was present in the world before the Fall (Kakwata, 2016:1, 4; Gen. 3:1f; cf. John
8:44; 2 Pet. 2:4; 1 Jn. 3:8; Jude 6; Murray, 1980:1117). Thus, the centre of interest of this
chapter is rather to construct on this presupposition and discuss Christian theological ethics of
poverty in relation to the fundamental issue of poverty as a social evil in the ZAC30. The
provoking question states: How can it be accounted for that inciting the impact of poverty on
stewardship in the ZAC as a critical role of Clergy’s intelligentsia innovation in parishes for
collective action empowerment? In other words, which factors can adequately explain the
relationship between poverty and Clergy’s intelligentsia innovation as collective sin?
In comprehending this, I will dwell on the practical approach as opposed to a rhetorical one
presented by Naomi Haynes’ “Zambia Shall be Saved!” Prosperity Gospel Politics in a SelfProclaimed Christian Nation (Haynes, 2015:1). Does this concept have bearing on a mainline
Church like the ZAC? Could it be true that the advocator of this rhetorical concept had a
personal political agenda to propel? Will biblical paradigm of divine utterance go without texts to
confirm the biblical perspectives on poverty as sin? It would examine by commencing
examination of biblical perspective of poverty on the nature of sin and poverty implications for
the ZAC today (Tinkasiimire, 2002:101). This will be followed by a bird’s eye view of the reality
of poverty in the ZAC, before discussing the ethical and moral relational understanding of
poverty. Finally, the nature of the Clergy (Church Workers) as humans in the image of God will
be explored and its social implications analysed in the light of which would further clarify the
relationship between sin and poverty in the light of conditions of employment. Sin is
disobedience to the will of God (O’Donovan, 2000:91).

30

In this chapter, the focus will be on the Church and poverty in Zambia. While it would have been
possible to sketch a much broader picture, including the testimony of the Church regarding economic
policies, planning, the role of business and the civil society, the limitations of a Masters dissertation
does not allow me to expand on all of these aspects.
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4.2

Biblical understanding of the origin of poverty as sin

As a Christian priest, I acknowledge and consent to the fundamental declarations of doctrinal
teaching of The Anglican Communion of the Province of Central Africa that the Bible is the Word
of God, the totally trustworthy authority in all matters pertaining to faith, ethical and moral
conduct (Moody & Achenbaum, 2014:1). Poverty in the midst of creator’s stewards places the
ZAC’s faith in some inner castle, invulnerable to external criticism. The ZAC counters this with a
need for a public manifestation of its calling, the importance of being a sign of the Church, to
help the Church itself, and a question about the place of stewardship in the biblical perspectives
on poverty is a critical and cardinal concerned.
The principles which underpin its teaching are never superseded with passage of time, nor
rendered non-contextually to another cultural and traditions. Thus; we shall therefore trace
these biblical perspectives on poverty from the essential social-economic framework
organization of Israel as God’s authentic blueprint for the life of a people restored to fellowship
with the Creator as His stewards. What guidelines did God give Israel as stewards and
guardians for the management and care of poverty? This society was built on/ kinship clusters,
which were too considered as well as economic units, and each kindred was given enough
resources for its own support-land (Evans, 1999:2-3; Deut. 14:29; 18:1). What would occur if
there was a poor harvest, or a widowed woman with young children? Is the ZAC playing it like
the clan of the soil who refused to give food to a stump?
The biblical understanding of the origin of poverty in the Old Testament is really an
ecclesiological concern. The romantic appealing to the ZAC which is no elsewhere finds in The
Early Church has a richly and highest potential dimension stewardship towards the poor and
poverty is acknowledged as collective responsibility. It is rich in symbols and suggestion
propelled by its encountering fierce evangelization, its emphasis on Scripture and justification.
The presence of poverty in the midst of mandated stewards and guardians of the land, the ZAC
must become increasingly impatient with its tendency to look over its shoulders to other places
or at times for embodiment of the true Church; either the Church we belong to is a valid
expression of the Una Sancta, or we have no right to belong due to poverty. Furthermore, what
about the notions that relegate stewardship with Human Rights and poverty in God’s creation to
sustain his creatures (Ps 24:1; Bell, 2014:50)?
4.2.1 Sin of poverty through power
In his article, entitled; “On Human selfishness” – selfishness in humans: A Christian perspective
states that, “many of the ethical teachings of the bible implicitly recognize these are attested in
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the summed commandments and golden rule of ‘You shall love your neighbour as yourself’.
Just as Scripture confirms that righteousness is cardinal, the ZAC must go beyond the
characteristic matrix of Godly conferred in advance by that of kin selection and reproachable
selfless concern for the well-being of others. Are we enjoined to be selfish in the midst of the
ZAC’s Zambian Bishops with African blood running through their veins and great minds that
knows very well the ethical teachings of sharing? The full conception and humanness of the
“Ubuntu” concept should be rooted in Christian ethics, especially in Zambian theologies. “A
spiritual gift is given to each of us so that we may help each other” (Reiss, 1992:28; 1 Cor.
12:7).
This can only be done by the Divine grace that makes this inner character matrix transformation
possible. It calls for practical participation as wealth sharing for mentorship and intentional
discipleship in leadership for trans-generational equality in a digitalized community. These
powers must be applied in the war against poverty among its human resource to be eliminated.
Thus; advocating and lobbying with/for in powering ethical trade31 into elimination of poverty
among the Clergy and Lay Worker in the ZAC. When complemented with fair trade, which is a
resultant of value addition, ethical trade aims to ensure that internationally recognized labour
standards such as policy implementation are in all departments of production, including those of
service and environmental concerns (Gordon, no date:12). There is power to alleviate poverty in
rural areas, which is the largest in the ZAC; through the value addition to soil products such as
chilli and garlic, profits for an enterprise can be gained of over four hundred and twenty
thousand Euros (420,000 Euros) in Zambia. Can’t the ZAC do something to earn these sums of
money to subsidy the payment of stipends?
These powers have consented to evil and consolidated social stratification in which the Clergy
and Lay workers receive disproportional amounts of the ZAC’s wealth, power, and prestige and
are socially ranked accordingly (Vorster, 2004:144). The Christian ethical perspective of power
is the mammoth core conditions for sustainable, peaceful and prosperous Dioceses where
sharing of wealth ensures financial freedom for all. Poverty is a systematic paradigm of both
human right abuse and human right violations by power abusers.

31

The promotion of ethical trade requires compliance with the following conditions: employment is freely
chosen; no forced or bonded labour; freedom of association and collective bargaining; safe and
hygienic working conditions; no child labour; living wages are paid; working hours are not excessive;
no discrimination allowed; regular employment through formal contracts; no harassment or inhumane
treatment allowed i.e. no sexual, physical or verbal abuse and the adherence to codes of conduct
backed by monitoring and verification.
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4.2.2 Sin of poverty through exploitation
The exploitation of one’s control over resources bears corruption in total disobedience to the
Biblical ethical teachings that those in positions of authority and prosperity are not to consider
themselves in terms of control and ownership, but of stewardship. The King, Priest or Judge are
positions of trust. They should not pursue and exhibit wealth, fleece God’s sheep pasture, or
consents to be purchased, will be evaluated and penalized (Deut. 16:16-17; Ezekiel 34; Isa.
5:23; Evans, no date:24). In the parable, the unjust steward was condoned because he applied
the mismanaged wealth to be shared with neighbours as bridges of fraternal solidarity. Does
human and fraternal solidarity exist in the ZAC in the distribution of goods and remuneration for
work? (Luke 16:1-8; The Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1994:462)
Exploitative money lending (e.g. lundalunda32, kaloba) are inhuman, immoral and unchristian
(Komakoma, 2003:148). Poverty is lundalunda equitant to diminishing returns of farmland.
Politicians have facilitated the exploitation of their own people by foreigners through depositing
enormous funds in foreign banks like those of Switzerland. On priority two, Equity and Security,
Wogaman states: “In a strict sense, the more one person has, the less another can have”
(1986”73). This reality has led to social status definitions, and consumption of positional goods.
The social and economic justice and accountable governance is far from reached amongst
exploiters attributing blame to the poor on the character perception of poverty (Evans, no
date:15; Wogaman, 1986:73, 38; Asiimwe, 2005:163). In Christian theology, “concupiscence” is
an intense movement of human desired appetite opposite to the human reason of obedience.
The exploitive effects of oppressive governance, as well as the hatred of stewardship practices,
suspicion and lacking accountability and transparency, and violation of human rights by being
subjected to poverty demand Christian ethical directives in restorative justice (Vorster,
2004:272). How can the servant leader park all the cars of his Diocese at his lodge when some
of his parish priests with Diocese responsibilities are walking? Worse still, selling off many
vehicles without considering many parishes without transport is not higher potential faithful
stewardship?
4.2.3 Sin of poverty as abuse of God’s image of creation
Creation assures our utter dependence upon God. We are His creatures, who are sociality
recognized and as the world of nature. Creation and redemption are acts of God’s free grace
and eternal love (Milne, 1982:63, 120-121). Life is a task as in the image of God; humanity is
endowed with free will to make decisions. This mysterious gift from God to think and decide
32

Borrowing moneyfor double the interest of the principal which continues to double each passing month.
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what to do is the freedom that constrains humanity to be responsible and accountable for our
behaviour. God had a typical wonderful actualization purpose for creating humanity out of love
with desire of like-minded and like-hearted allocations in His life … all that He is and all that He
is involved with … who would govern the heavens and the earth with Him like children (Gen. 1:
26-27).
At the Fall, the human dignity and likeness of humanity was tarnished, but not destroyed, as
stated both by Augustine and Calvin. This is the anthropology of human dignity that God gave.
An analogy of a car can be used to explain humanity’s Fall; when a car crashes, the name and
make does not change, in spite of the crash. It is this likeness that gives humanity dignity,
dignity that gives humanity duty and responsibility as entailed human rights of correlate
concepts for right to life. Vorster, citing Ferguson, concludes that the theological foundation of
the image of God in Christian theology’s comprehension of and reaction to is ecological,
humanitarian, sexual, evangelistic, apologetic, and eschatological. This stewardship is a gift of
God in His likeness and being (Vorster, 2004:93-94, 95). Performing charity deeds to others is
considered a vital role of personal holiness as this decree and confirms the holy character of
God.
The strategic plan of God for humanity was stewardship of His creation on earth in submission
to God’s Kingship. Hence, with His trust of being in His image, humanity was intended to reflect
His holiness and goodness. Humanity is destined to reflect God’s character and characteristics
of holiness and goodness, which are contrary and constantly defiled and distorted by the sin of
poverty. The biblical teachings that all human beings are created in the image of God, equal
and valuable in God’s eyes, mandates the ZAC to draw attention to its fundamental basis of
biblical principles of human dignity (O’Donovan, 2000:88; Council of Churches in Zambia
2010:1). Nobody is nobody! Everybody is somebody due to our dignity as members of a human
family and then as members of the family of God through baptism, His Church. This human
dignity has been, and still is, restraining force in African society and mainline churches in
Zambia, including the ZAC. But, poverty has dehumanized the Clergy and Laity of God’s Church
(The Catholic Catechism – KEC, 2008:203).
The poverty of ZAC is due to the impairment of human dignity through sin by our first ancestors,
Adam and Eve, as witnessed in the Scriptures. Hence, God urges the ZAC to preserve our
human dignity through prayer, the Mass and sacraments, which translates it to the condition of
grace. This grace transforms human dignity into godly (cf. Ps 8:6).
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4.2.4 Sin of poverty as injustice
God’s justice is His holy will in operation, which vindicates the needy and penitent through His
justice as universal governance and distributive justice manifested in apportionments of rewards
and punishments (Milne, 1982:69). Therefore, injustice is the devil’s evil will, which oppresses
the poverty stricken, abrogates the universal governance and veils the consequences of lacking
faith and deeds. The theological principle of the abolition of injustice as a true root cause of
poverty is the ideal of social life (Igino, 1943:21). The offer to abolition of poverty is answered in
the statement: “When I was a stranger and you welcomed me”. What about the one you are
born with, one with the same Father, can we not welcome them? Just as much as we share the
air we breathe, there is the great justice that we must run to alleviate poverty in the stewardship
of church property and additional value. Sharing wealth in the ZAC is cardinal to bring justice
amongst the Clergy and Lay workers. The groaning of injustice in the ZAC is due to sinful
inclinations such as selfishness, corruption and evil words in decisions that ultimately disturb
human resources emotions and warrants physical behaviour (O’Donovan, 2000:104).
The sin of poverty as injustice is exhibited by the taking advantage of and refusing the rights of
defenceless Church workers. Although they are subjected to such humiliation because of their
feeble status, they have mandated hope in God’s care and providence of justice. In the same
breath, it is a call to the ZAC, the disciples of Jesus Christ, to emulate God through advocating,
implementing and requiring justice for the vulnerable, exploited and oppressed (Nyabera,
2007:59; Luke 18:1-8).
The key to eliminate injustice in the ZAC, is that leaders’ absolute jurisdiction power is not to be
used for oppressing those under them, but to empower them. This is the positive employment of
power for service and advocacy. To the Clergy and Lay workers of the ZAC, they must trust
God to reveal justice for they are the chosen ones, sending their cries to Him day and night.
Solidarity and persistence among the oppressed must translate into their own empowerment to
prevail in determination for what is right and lawful. The poverty of Clergy and Laity in the ZAC
must keep bothering its leadership, otherwise if not granted justice, it will wear them out: “Grant
me justice against my opponent” (Nyabera, 2007:61).
4.2.5 Sin of poverty as greed
Greed is a compound Greek word of (from pleon, “in addition,” echo, “I hold”). The power of the
ZAC Bishops is enhanced by canonical obedience as I have said earlier and I hasten to say that
this obedience has at times been used as a tool of oppression. I say so because in the name of
this obedience some Bishops have taken advantage of the Clergy, using the statement “I am
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because you are and because you are therefore I am” (Ubuntu). Putting it another way, this is
an African. Covetousness is associated with impurity and above all, money. Being greedy is the
proof of a life without God and so could be called idolatry (Léon-Dufour, 1980:216). In African
culture, one would be described as lacking Ubuntu.
It is expected of religious leaders, especially the Episcopal, to be vested with generosity and not
greed. Is it not the same greediness of abena mumba abatanine icishiki ubwali? Poverty is a
stump in the soil. The tree that has been brutishly axed to terminate its fruitfulness; is it not the
same greediness which has resulted in negative climate change? Greediness is the equivalent
of Satan, the coiner of poverty (O’Donovan, 2000:199). Whoever is greedy is equivalent to the
grave and the promoter of poverty is comparable to death in that it is never satisfied, the
perpetual ties, gathered Clergy and Laity in the nation and are enslaved. This is due to the selffocus of leaders who have not been transformed into servant leaders. In the parable of the rich
fool, we are cautioned that good life is not measured by accumulative wealthy, hence be on
guard of greed (Luke 12:13-21, cf. Luke 6:38). Advertisements and propaganda are greedy
enticements of consumers for vacuumed life of unhappiness, discomfort, and is unfaithful and
unfruitful. This can be same to self-focused leaders; religious leaders are a powerful deposited
wealth in the quest to promote transformative masculinity (Njoroge, 2012:1). Only a Christcentred and ethical life in relationship with God and performing His duties can be fulfilling. The
corrupt mental metabolism on stewardship is confirmed by its faithlessness and the fruitfulness
of selfish proclamations. Strategically planning for life is wise stewardship in that there is intergeneration equity, however, overlooking life after death is suicidal (Bible NLT, 2007:1713).
The character transformation of greed in Zacchaeus’ salvation bears fruits in helping the poor
and returning fraud money from inside the heart to outside; positive action (Luke 19:8). Can the
ZAC help its Clergy and Lay workers with the money due to them? Is this wrong? Greed (the
love of money) is the great evil and sin in God’s eyes. We are challenged not to apply
sentimental values in judging them in faithfulness to change for the better actions (Bible NTL,
2007:1727). The ZAC is challenged with the obstacle to both personal growth and development;
how can we deal with greediness? How can Clergy and Lay workers benefit from this negative
and fruitless seed of greed? Has the canon of the Church blindfolded the Episcopal? Too often
we would have to answer: Yes! All of the present leaders in the ZAC are children of the soil,
who know very well the mandate of “Ubuntu”. The soil is true to what it is, even in the mist of
pollution; its intentions do not waver. The traditional Christian African perspective are against
greed as pollution to a holy life (O’Donovan, 2000:205, 36).
Greediness is denying the rightful ownership and ultimate stewardship control of everything God
has created (Ps. 24:1; Wogaman, 1986:37). It is total denial of God’s power over our lives,
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cares and needs (Matt. 6:25-33). The host cannot be the guest in their own home. How possible
is it then for the Clergy and Laity to escape poverty when they have no prospects of land
ownership? The corrupt values of pride, selfishness and greed are economic troubles of the
present ZAC (O’Donovan, 2000:191, 202; 1 John 2:15). These negative traits in leaders is
hypocrisy. Greediness is a sin of hatred of the other enjoying the same luxury as oneself. God
created humanity not to live for selfish aggrandizement, but for His glorification and for serving
God and others.
4.2.6 Sin of poverty as hatred
The sin of poverty as hatred (misos) is a feeling of extreme enmity towards one’s own brother,
or to have a strong aversion or dislike (Léon-Dufour, 1980:221; Gen. 4:2-8). Hatred is the fruit of
sin and it has satanic origins. Hatred should rekindle love that makes for peace to hate evil and
not the sinner. Hatred is brewed in the heart and covered with pleasant words and revealed in
actions. Hatred is one of the fruits of the flesh (Gal. 5:20). Hatred of the Clergy and Lay workers
is revealed in the number of years they go without stipend; it is a grave sin to deliberately desire
such grave harm upon them. Clergy hears Jesus’ command as they do daily intercessions:
“Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, so that you may be children of your
Father who is in heaven” (Matthew 5:44-45; The Catechism of the Catholic Church. 1994:535;
Eucharist 1975:6).
The fearful anticipation of evil results in hatred. The unethical attitudes of tribalism, nepotism
and favouritism aggravate strained relationship into hatred of stony hearts warrant rights to kill.
Like Joseph and his brothers’ poverty of wants, hatred is instigated by perspective boastfulness
and braggart’s wisdom; talents and knowledge are God’s gifts (O’Donovan, 2000:63; Bible NLT,
2007:70-71). Hatred is difficult to detect in that our perceptive reasons are substantial and
rational. Hatred when left unchecked brews into serious sins that are not easy to uproot the
roots of poverty as such. The ZAC experiences hatred in the score sheet of disliked Clergy or
Lay workers of not recognizing, awarding responsibilities, and achievements. Sometimes, the
ZAC Bishops find solutions because it is the lesser of two evils, but still is not the right action to
take. When proposing a possible working solution for policy implementation, it should be
reflected on by asking, “Is it right?”
The sin of poverty as hatred consolidated poverty in the scene in which the elder brother, Cain,
kills the younger brother, Abel, due to authentic and prude tide stewardship (Gen. 4:8). Even at
the breath of his life, Abel vowed to be true to ethical and moral of humanity to uphold core
values in stewardship. Furthermore, Jesus Christ’s denouncing of the Pharisaic leadership and
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the wrath kindled against the greedy money changers out of the temple manifests the ‘faultless’
and hatred for sin of poverty resulting from their exploitation.
Hatred is humanity’s social life and part of inter-generational existence. The ZAC is in tumult
and groans with hatred due to humanity’s sin. Poverty due to hatred in the Church of God is
extremely painful to the children who become bitter and negative about Church and angry at
leadership. Poverty among the Clergy and Lay workers results in broken relationships, divorces,
resentment against others, bitterness, jealousy, fuels hatred and crushes the human spirit of
fraternity and solidarity among the oppressed (The Catechism of the Catholic Church,
1994:462).
4.2.7 Sin of poverty as conflict of unity and interests
Since the Fall, the earthly home is the zone of conflict and warfare for Christians. Sin is an act of
rebellion against the Creator, sin cannot but have the most serious character. There is no
correlation between personal suffering and personal sin although the primal sin of Adam bonds
us prospectively and retrospectively to decay, wickedness, suffering and tragedy. It is an
infringement on the moral law, a sum proportion assault on God (Milne, 1982:83). The conflict of
interests revealed itself in “maternal-foetal” conflict. This can entail conflict that arises between
the rights of the ZAC Bishops and the interest of unpaid Clergy and Lay workers. Here is a
moral difficult choice to make over a demanding task of Christian ethics as in conflict of unity
and interests in light of privacy not to pay and rights to be paid (Vorster, 2004.230). Put
differently, anyone who has worked deserves to be paid and any employer has an obligation to
do so.
Unity is a fundamental outcome of Christian peace, drawing from free of conflict Christian souls
embedded in ethical principles that are embodying in Christ. The Christian peace is drawn from
the three balance heads of monotheism (Igino, 1943:348). Poverty is disunity, an essential
result of violent hearts grounded in moral decay and unethical deeds. The ZAC is balanced in
the threefold Ministry of “Episcopal,” “Presbyterian,” and “Diakoina”, but why is there poverty
amongst its workers? If there is unity of purpose and interaction among these offices, it must
take the full panoptic of ZAC, including its standard operating procedures of wealth sharing in
Dioceses. The conflict of interest is assumed in places where professional judgment concerning
a primary interest, such as planning elimination of poverty by wealth sharing, is influenced by a
secondary interest, such as financial gain or a Bishop’s personal extravagant glorification
(Evans, no date:23). However, this is different from personal emoluments, which is their right.
Surely Clergy and Laity need theirs to be met as well, especially in the Anglican Church were
both can marry and have children to look at.
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As a theologian and ethicist, I do not entertain the “conspiracy theories”, which favour to
invalidate questions about poverty amongst Clergy and Lay workers in the ZAC. I am keen to
examine the deeper questions of life and death principles of regulating wealth sharing and value
addition systems which intertwine and expose the need for the explanation of the social status
of poverty in the ZAC today. This regulating expectation evokes reinforcement for wealth
sharing through value addition from the soil.
In the wider lens of research into the normative regime of a Bishop, the poverty decisions are
linked to a larger historical pattern of each Diocese and Episcopate. Thus, poverty among the
Clergy and Lay workers in the ZAC is an overlooked moral syntax. The ZAC must declare war
on poverty and the consequences impacting on the Clergy and Lay workers. Financing conflict
from national budget confirms the applying of brakes on accelerating development and Church
growth with prudent stewardship (Gordon, no date:11). Christian ethics demand that moral
directives in conflict of interest must be Christ like because the ethics of the New Testament is
an ethics of the imitation of Christ in association with others (Vorster, 2004:273).
4.2.8 Sin of poverty as godlessness
The sin of poverty as godlessness (noun) is the true denial of stewardship in the midst of God’s
divine bestowed creation to humanity. The absolute denial of Ubuntu of African souls is the true
confirmation of poverty as drought, the consequences of sin (Mahoney, 1993:29; Concise
Oxford English Dictionary). Godliness (Gk. Eusebeia) in pagan literature basically means the
right respect due to men or gods, but in Scripture, this word (theosebeia, found only in 1 Tim.
2:10) refers exclusively to reverence towards God (except 1 Tim. 5:4, where it means proper
regard for one’s own household) (Mahoney, 1993:29; Concise Oxford English Dictionary;
Douglas, 1962:431).
Why have we been made less than God (Ps 8:6) but, into His likeness and image? God created
humanity that we may procreate (Gen. 2:26-27). Godlessness is a good description of the gods
who were worshipped in the land of Canaan, as mentioned by the Book of Judges (10.6f:cf. 1
Sam. 7:4): “And the children of Israel did what was evil in the sight of the Lord [i.e.Jahweh], and
served the Baalim, and the Ashtaroth, and the gods of the Syria, and the gods of Zidon, and the
gods of Moab, and the gods of the children of Ammon, and the gods of Philistines”. The words
El (god), Elohim (god or gods) and Baal (lord, possessor) are general titles that are applied to
various deities (Richardson, 1957:97). Some Bishops enjoy the title of Lord Bishop more than
Right Reverend. Some also do not share what they possess with their spiritual family, but only
with their biological family.
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Nonetheless, the New Testament also is aware of the metaphorical use of these terms, which
are found in the Old Testament: thus, the Kings and Judges are like gods in the sense that they
are lords over their subjects and in that they enter people’s hearts. In addition, the powers of the
earth, the demons, can be called “gods”: “there are many gods”; “the gods of this world” exists;
the powers from which on breaks away, such as the belly or dietary laws, can be reckoned
“gods” (Léon-Dufour, 1980:213; 2 Sam. 14:17; Ps. 45:7; Jn. 10:34f; 1 Cor. 8:5; 2 Cor 4:4; Phil.
3:19). The Bishops and Church leaders have powers on earth to rule as Kings and surely too;
as Judges in matter of pastoral deliberations.

4.3

The Early Church’s stewardship response to poverty

The final dispensation of grace ushered by the resurrection of Our Lord Jesus Christ is
mysterious sustained by the zealous disciples of Christ who were set ablaze by the power of the
Holy Spirit at Pentecost as established into assisting the poor (Mwaura, 2002:203). There are
seasons, phases through which the early church underwent. “The appearance of the Messiah in
His Kingdom, there shall occur blessed rest and refreshment for the people of God”, as Heinrich
A. W. Meyer stated (Kanyandago, 2005:5). The appeal was met for the national repentance of
the Jewish multitudes as opposite to individuals in accordance with Peter’s first sermon (Acts
2:38-39 cf. 4:13ff). There are those who distance themselves from the unprosperous or under a
cloud of the nation; advocating and lobbying everyone to be on board with revealing the
promise of national repentance culminating into national deliverance (Kanyandago, 2002:5).
The aftermath of the first persecution manifested community action of serving the charitable
needs of widows, for example, otherwise the church would have lost its saltiness and lightness.
This triggered the ministry of stewardship among the apostles and deacons (Acts 4:6:1-7).
Thus; the Apostles changed the frequency to change the reality of truthful stewardship that is
faithful and fruitfulness. Only when the tree is in the right soil can it be fruitful. If a stump is dead,
why give it food? Give food to those that are alive, for they have use of it (akamboba kabyi
akamunda33).
4.3.1 The Early Church and first Christians’ practical stewardship
The Early Church and the first Christians were practical and innovative in their stewardship of
obedience to God’s will and not through Church Politics as is usually the case with modern

33

One to be able to perform work or work out any given task they must eat something hence the saying
she/he who does not work must not eat. Equally to say that he/she that works must be paid to put
food on the table.
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Christians. The Early Church considered the coming of Jesus Christ as the liberator of the poor
and therefore, it must be implied that Christianity and its Gospel are against poverty. False
exegeses on such passages like that of Matthew 6:34 must be looked at without falling prey to
the eschatological concepts underlying poverty. The Kingdom of God is a place of abundance
and not lacking anything (Kanyandago, 2002:5).
Poverty in the Early Church was tackled from the concept of sharing and not accumulating
resources. There was no exploitation of the masses by the leadership elite. The ZAC is not
poor, but is converting poor due to abuses and injustices that overlook the liberation of the poor.
In the example of Jesus Christ, He directed the rich man to sell all he had and give to the poor
(Mk. 10:21; Lk. 19:21; Lk.18:22). The poor are economically and socially deprived, whom the
Church must assist generously without a backlog of payback time. The Christians of the Early
Church are pace setters of deducing the sinfulness nature of poverty as an evil element worthy
of eviction. Poverty is a mandated call to our practical Christian generosity and not as an
abstract (Mwaura, 2002:202).
Therefore, the ZAC must learn from the Early Church as pioneers in Christianity’s practical
stewardship whose inequality of resources and economic capacity created an actualization of
sealing gaps between communities and families. There must be solidarity among faithful
independent Christians, which can dismantle the perverse mechanisms of individualism, a
concept found in many Dioceses (The Catechism of The Catholic Church, 1994:559). In place of
abusive usurious financial accumulation systems, iniquitous commercial relations among
Dioceses, and selfishness, there must be a common consensus to mobilize resources towards
objectives of core values such as moral, cultural, and economic development that redefined the
priorities and hierarchies of values in ZAC to eliminate poverty among the Clergy.
4.3.2 Stewardship responsiveness to poverty in the Early Church
The stewardship responsiveness towards poverty in the Early Church according to the Acts of
the Apostles is both solidarity and communal attitudes bent to sharing with the needy and
finding financial freedom. Material goods are characteristically owned communally, thus
exhibiting Christianity singleness of community as one entity of one body where in solidarity all
are bonded. Thus; the mission of the early church was not mandated only to present a spiritual
aspect, but also a social and economic disposition with justice and love. The priorities of poverty
concerned are anchored in theological rock bed of God for redemption (Mwaura, 2002:203).
The Early Church revealed solidarity in stewardship by their distribution of goods and
remuneration for work. The assumption was respect for fundamental rights that directed and
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constrained the human dignity intrinsic. The solidarity of the Early Church fostered resolving of
socioeconomic inequalities and facilitated the urgency to eradicating sinful inequalities of
Poverty (1 Corinthians 16:1-3).
The constant tradition of love for the poor is part and parcel of the Church. This love emanates
from the Gospel’s beatitudes, Jesus’ poverty and his concern for the poor (Matthew 5: 3-12; Eph
4:28). Solidarity as an eminently Christian virtue in stewardship enables practical
responsiveness to sharing of spiritual goods superseding materials ones (The Catechism of the
Catholic Church, 1994:463).
Thus, the stewardship responsiveness to poverty in the Early Church was effective and efficient
due to the acknowledgement that the differences among human beings pertain to God’s
intention, which wills that we should be incomplete without the other. These differences are the
foundation stone to intelligibly animate charity (The Catechism of the Catholic Church,
1994:463). The ZAC‘s stewardship cannot be said to have the same solidarity and distribution
of goods and remuneration for work due to the existence of sinful inequalities. Just as the
stewardship of the Early Church was responsively planted in equal dignity as persons demands,
they strived for fairer and more humane conditions. When there are more economic and social
differences between Dioceses and individual Clergy and Lay workers than desirable, this is a
beginning of scandal and contravention against social justice, equity, human dignity and peace.

4.4

The Zambian Anglican Church’s ecclesiological perspectives on poverty

The ZAC’s ecclesiological perspectives on poverty could be attributing to a wide range of
issues. However, I shall endeavour to seek justice in the treatment of both Clergy and Laity as
created in the image and likeness of God (Komakoma, 2003:16). Motivating giving in the Parish,
multitudes to give money, should not be felt difficult at all. There are simple responsibilities that
can assist the multitudes reflect on why they should give a given amount and how it fits in our
faith. Christians must be zealous and faithful to giving away a portion of our time, skills and
money. This could be to assist our local church, assisting other charities, or to help people in
need within contextual theologies transforming and reconstructing the ZAC rather than stale
theologies of missionaries (West, 2002:89).
Allow me to define “ecclesiological” so that I may draw the hand in glove of poverty. The
Concise Oxford Dictionary (eleventh edition) states that it is the theological application to the
nature and structure of Christian Churches; in this study, the ZAC’s perspectives on poverty
stems from administration and management of its human resources and natural resources. It
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can be deduced that the ZAC is a rich Church by far, yet it is a poor Church. The
comprehension becomes obscure (Asiimwe, 2005:21). Besides, there are more practical
stewardship challenges in areas of environmental ethics and climate change, education and
schools with Christian values, policies and think tanks.
Furthermore, it is about our faith, our life events, the actualization of our faith, and incitement
deeper into prayer and worship, safe guarding our faith: Church care; community action; deeper
into God; mission theology; evangelism and discipleship; gift aid; church resources; and rural,
urban and world mission. There is need to awesome encouragement from visionary mentors of
the ZAC’s leadership (Asiimwe, 2005:200).
Let us look on how abena mumba abatanine icishiki ubwali through conduces of poverty in the
ZAC such as Clergy guidance, advice and Policy on National Human Resources, Clergy Terms
and Conditions of Employment, Recruitment Teams, Systems Teams, Clergy health and
wellbeing, Clergy Transitions Service, and life events parochial fees, to mention but a few.
4.4.1 Clergy resources: Guidance, advice and policy on National Human Resources
Department
The Clergy resources for guidance, advice and policy on National Human Resources
Department is long overdue. The human person is tormented and inflicted, body and mind,
through disgraceful working conditions, where people are treated as mere instruments of
service rather than with appreciation. The ZAC must denounce the demeaning exploitation of its
workers through low wages, and poor working conditions in which pension funds may be lacking
(Komakoma, 2003:17, 166). The right to work is a basic human right backed by Scriptures that
underscore its essence of human dignity and condemns laziness and idleness. Our Lord Jesus
Christ himself had a trade (cf. Pro. 13:4; 26:14; 31:27; 1 Thess. 4:11; 2 Thess. 3:9-11; Mk. 6:3).
Maybe it is time the Church in Zambia created a Human Resource Office to deal with human
problems in the work place.
4.4.1.1 Operations Teams
The Operations Teams is to put in place strategies for Mission and Ministry in respect with
Internal and External matters as Advisory Services to The Bishops and their Staff (Zambia
Anglican Council). They may innovatory strategize mechanisms to addressing incidents of
bullying, mental and emotional abuses, harassments, tribalism, nepotism, favoritism, and
oppression. This warrants the Operations Teams to be the watch dog or whistle blower if
discrimination of Human Resources and government of a Diocese (The Anglican Communion
Office, 2008:102).
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From the above it can be deduced that the very structure of The ZAC confirms and reveals the
poverty impart on stewardship. The loops in structure create and enable potholes of
administration of Human Resources and Church governance objectives (Heap, J. 1989: 128).
The very incidents listed above are root causes of poverty among the Laity and Clergy of The
ZAC. Issue of poverty imparting stewardship is Satan design to render the Church of God
vulnerable. And innovation is key to eliminate poverty in the Church’s Human Resource. This
innovation task ought to be executed by effective leadership of skills performance oriented
individuals, yet embracing their group cohesive input responsibility at micro status. It is possible
within The ZAC if only they can grant ‘space’ for teams personalities to work personally for
certain duration with handy equipment and liberty to investigate ideas, without command or
inclinations other than terms of reference (Heap, J. 1989:71).
This is made impossible by The ZAC Episcopal Leaders who are inclined to their taste of ‘keep
control’, trusting themselves than delegate to their subordinates, and ‘tightness’ of control of
finances not to disclose for transparency and accountability (Anglican Communion Office,
2008:47-48; 53). The development of Human Resources through delegation and corporate
teams work in transparency and accountability is transformation in the process of controlling the
impact of poverty on stewardship among the Clergy and Laity.
4.4.1.2 Clergy: Terms and conditions of service
The Clergy and Laity Workers of The ZAC’s Terms and Conditions of Employment are highly
questionable? I shall narrow my research to: remuneration: Stipends, Stipends increments and
Pensions, Health and Well-being, Illness, Funerals, Housing, Promotions and Retirement to
mention but a few. These I would argue are outdated, for Clergy and Laity recognitions of their
uniqueness of roles and current good practices and expectations for work in a modern world are
lacking. It is world – wide acknowledged that fair and transparent terms and conditions
contribute to well being at work (Komakoma, J. 2003:57).
4.4.1.2.1 Remuneration: Stipends, stipend increments and pensions
Remuneration for work should guarantee the Clergy and Lay workers an occasion to fend for
their families with dignified livelihood be it material, social, cultural, and spiritual for the common
good of society (The Catholic Catechism of the Church, 1994:559). The Terms and Conditions
of Employment must be proactive to professionalize Remuneration policies and practices to
better support Clergy and Laity in their personal thriving and ministerial flourishing. A just
stipend is the legitimate fruit of work; refusing or withhold it can be a dreadful injustice (Lev.
19:13; Deut. 24: 14 – 15; Jas. 5:4). The Remuneration for work must guarantees Clergy and
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Laity the opportunity to put food on the table. The signed Terms and Conditions of Employment
between parties does not warrant moral justification for Stipend freeze or demean amount of
stipend to be received. Yet, that is what The ZAC is doing. Is not the same action of the clan of
the soil who refuse to give food (nshima) to the stump? The worker has a right to his
maintenance (Matthew 10: 6, 9-10) (Komakoma, J. 2003:62).
Stipends increments scale must be regulated with perceived intentions for the common good
and sustainability of Clergy and Laity welfare in The ZAC community. If The ZAC, has
warranting reasons as to why it can’t give all the Clergy and Laity such stipends as would
correspond with the cost of living and empower them to fend for themselves and their families
with dignity, then they should take counsel whether ZAC must decide to dissolve, or whether
they should not make up decisions to reduce the already reduce labour force so that they can
be in the position to pay a just stipend to those who will be retained (Komakoma, J. 2003:58).
Dutiful consideration must be engaged into the current living conditions of the Clergy and Laity
especially their personal professional abilities in this wealthy ZAC to subdue stipends scales of
the human resources employed in the same religious institutions. This will bring into equilibrium
the Just stipend and the right to efficient and conscientious work both within The ZAC and
Clergy respectively.
According to Principle 91: Maintenance of ministry: stipends number one (1) states that; “ZAC
should provide for the financial maintenance of ministry, both lay and ordained without
discrimination either tribal or nepotism (my own words). The full-time Clergy have a valid reality
to hold out to a stipend or other remunerations due to them by virtue of office/s or positions. It
further stipulates that stipends funds and stipends scales can be managed and directed at
national, regional, provincial, since The ZAC’s diocesan or parishes have failed lamentably in
the past (Anglican Communion Office, 2008:86). However, this right reality obligation to Just
stipends has not yield consideration at all for the past (30) thirty years or so now from the
Episcopal benches? Even the laws of the Country in The Employment Act 268 : 48 (2) states
that wages of employee shall be paid at regular intervals later than the fifth day following the
date upon which they fall due under subsection (1). Yet, some Clergy go for years without
stipends. Is it an underground legalized or canonized policy of The ZAC to warranting poverty
impact on stewardship? Our Lord Jesus Christ directed that those who preach the Gospel must
live by the Gospel (1Corinthians 9:14).
According to the Anglican Diocese of Central Zambia: Conditions of Employment and
Service for The Clergy; 11.0 PAYMENT OF STIPEND
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11.1.1 The Clergy will normally be paid his monthly stipend net of statutory deductions on the
30th day of the month. If however, such a day falls on a Sunday or holiday or Saturday, he will
be paid on the last working day of month. This sound good! Who monitors this regulated policy
of human resource and governance in The ZAC? The second policy on stipend is dehumanizing
and defaming the family responsibilities of dignified Christian’s heads of family.
11.1.2. The rule or policy of no Quota no Stipend is applied. That is if the Parish does not pay its
quota to the Diocese, the Priest is not paid. Are the Priest services an equal embodiment of the
Parish Quota? Or is the Quota a sum total of the sacramental ministerial services rendered as
good shepherd of God’s flock in His pasture? On the other hand, The Clergy is a care taker of
Church Property and generator of the said properties, be its maintainer and developer and on
the other hand, provider of sacramental ministerial service such as The Sacrament of Penance,
Reconciliation through/and Eucharist, besides Holy Unction to mention but a few. There are sins
which eventually wound the soul more immensity and are more hazardous than those which are
perpetrated openly (The Catechism of The Catholic Church, 1994:360; 364). To say the least,
there are no Life Event Fees to warrant The Clergy’s ability to compensate the no stipend
policy? From the above, stipend is a right withdrawn from a full-time clergy. In fact, the laity are
the indispensable consecrated along sacramental ordination in the Diocese. There are Bishops’
flock canonically who walks majestically with a Shepherd’s Staff. As long as The ZAC is
Clerginized, poverty will continue to enslave Clergy especially when they are low that they can’t
be differentiated by educational qualifications dropped by Bishop Robert Selby in 1946 Synod I
have alluded to earlier. What about investments in the diocese whose responsibility is it as per
Principle 89: Responsible investment (Nsanzurwimo, M. 2003: 212; Anglican Communion
Office, 2008: 85; Lindhorst, A. 1995:28)? The spirit and wisdom of abena mumba abatanine
icishiki ubwali is an evident in the above policy!
The ZAC must provide financial support for the Clergy and Laity during their retirement
especially those on the stipend roll and mandatory make contributions as members to Clergy
and Church Workers Pension Fund. Other than making contributions to Professional Insurance
which are ever generating profits at The ZAC’s expenses, it would be prudent to establish the
Clergy Pension Fund at National or Provincial high ranks. While it’s expected that pensions
must be provide on retirement, maintenance for spouses and dependants not forgetting
disability or illness. What then, if the pensions funds of ZAC has been swept by chopping
waters? The cores values of accountability and transparency cannot be monitored by ZAC as
the trustee of such private entities are accountable only to their Board of Directors (Anglican
Communion Office, 2008: 86-87).
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According to policy 40.0 RETIREMENT BENEFITS of The Anglican Diocese of Central
Zambia: Conditions of Employment and Service of The Clergy in strictly confidential states
that; “On Retirement at the age of 65 years the Diocese shall pay to the Clergy an equivalent of
six months stipend calculated at the same rate of stipend applicable at the time of retirement.
While that of Anglican Diocese of Northern Zambia states that; the duration service age is
same, but them pays an equivalent of 12 months stipend as above with a bait expectation of 20
years unbroken service within. Can these gaps be filled in either at The ZAC or Provincial
categories respectively? And furthermore, how can the stipend be calculated when it has not be
paid frequently? Is not furtherance of The ZAC mission worthy to be given stipends for (ADCZ
2003:9; Anglican Communion Office, 2008:79)?
Whatever and whenever, one contributes to the Pension Fund is based on the stipends scale
and the wicked unrevised working conditions of employment. Hence; that contaminates The
ZAC community with Poverty, where some Clergy and Laity are considered as just tools for
service rather than as manually responsible persons of gain. Thus; those who inflict this harm
suffer more than those who suffer away their suffering (Komakoma, J. 2003:17; Lim. P.S., B.
1996:171). There is no law against doing what is right of course.
4.4.1.2.2 Health and illness
Life and physical health are as well the same for the health of The ZAC human resources
demands living these precious gifts entrusted to us by God as Stewards. Is our stewardship
about our health compromised with poverty? To attain typical concern conditions that permit
growth and maturity such as food and clothing, housing, health care, basic education,
employment and social welfare assistance must be met basically (Catechism of The Catholic
Church, 1994: 532).
On policies to do with health and illness, there are covered under 19.0.and 20.0 respectively
as Medical Discharge and Medical Services Rules. The employer in this case says; ADCZ
admits footing medical expenses of specialist treatment and allocate insignificant medical
expenses to the Parish for the Clergy and his family. But, it’s these same Parishes whose
stewardship is impacted with Poverty. If the Clergy is absent for a long time from work, he is
discharge from work and be paid two (2) months pay for every year of service for Northern
Zambia. The Diocese of Central Zambia states entitlement of three (3) months pay for every
year of service (ADCZ, 2003:4-5; ADNZ, 2003:4-5). Should stewardship on consideration of the
above different statements be overlooked to be impacted with poverty?
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It is not only the ennobling physical labour (Genesis 3:17-19), but labour of the mind as well as
for the Clergy in The ZAC whose poverty impact on stewardship means a dual evil robbing their
health and the means of earning a livelihood. We work to eat. We surely eat to stay health. Are
you, what you eat (Igino, I. 1943:322)? Human resource’s health, even their physical health are
vital important and Jesus restores health without discrimination, but with consideration for a
labourer not begging for food (Matthew 12:11 - 12). Labour of the mind must not leave Clergy
sink to the humblest level of degradation, but by their tears of pray and the sweat of their brows
they might transform their social status in which there are designated Servants of The Most
High God.
4.4.1.2.3 Funeral assistance
21.1.1 On the death of a Clergy or Wife The Diocese will provide a Coffin, firewood, one 50kg
Mealie meal bag and K500.00) cash in addition to transport on the day of burial. Here both
Dioceses of Central and Northern agree on all stipulated above. The cost price of a coffin is not
stated, quality standard is vague, amount or tonnage or cost price is not specified for the
firewood. And African Funerals is feasting as there are no such things as invitation cards; it is
free for all who are expected to be fed at the same time. This Clergy does not pay Quota so to
say; hence he does not receive any stipend. Can such working personnel manage the funeral
requirement with a K500.00? Poverty is a reality impacting The ZAC stewardship. What about
transport, without specifications either for fleeing mourners or a hearse (2003:5)?
21.1.2. While both Dioceses of ZAC namely; Central and Northern are agreeing on the Wife
and a registered dependant under the age of 21 and the items listed above, there is a gap of
amount of money of K50.00; K300.00 for Northern Diocese while that of Central stands at
K250.00 (2003:5). With increases in cost of living as per Food Basket of Jesuit Center for
Theological Reflections how can such funeral be termed?
In the Funeral Assistance policy regulatory framework, Dioceses paints a resistance stance of
poverty acceleration ratio of 20 years that is 240 months in comparison with policy 22.0
GENERAL PURPOSE LOAN in which The Clergy is granted a loan up to a maximum of the
Clergy’s six (6) months basic stipend at the discretion of The Bishop (2003:9).
The honey comb stewardship on Poverty is needed to be fuelled to lessen its impact.
4.4.1.2.4 Housing
The housing policy during the earthly ministry of Our Lord Jesus Christ was temporal; “Foxes
have holes, but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head,” can be attributes to the
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resurrection and ascension into heaven. The Employment Act CAP. 268 of The Laws of Zambia
Part VI on Housing of employees states that; (c) the general conditions of service of that
institution or organization; provide to an employee either housing, a loan or advance towards
the purchase or construction of a house, guarantee facility for mortgage or house loan on behalf
of an employee or pay housing allowance (1997.27).
According to the two Dioceses of ZAC namely Central and Northern: Conditions of
Employment and Service for The Clergy; 33.1, they categorically agree to provide
accommodation to the clergy in line with laid down terms. However, Northern Diocese stipulates
that, they will pay a housing allowance of 25% of the clergy’s monthly stipend. But Central
Diocese does not state amount or percentage, yet they will determine the rate of allowance that
won’t be considered as stipend (ADCZ, 2003:8). The Principle 82: Residential accommodation
for Clergy; policy one (1) states that Provision be made for Clergy in full – time ministry to have
appropriate accommodation. The housing regulatory framework of The ZAC is porous in terms
of stewardship. The regulatory frame work does not specify what is considered appropriate
accommodation. Some have water-borne toilets while some have pit-Latrines. Some modern
infrastructures, others dwell in accommodations that have outlived their youthfulness. Many lack
maintenance besides being an eyesore, they are death traps. This reduces the accommodation
to merely a rum shack or the ichitatalo34 as The Bishop of Central Diocese terms his Bishop
Lodge 24 Kopa Road-Town Center. According to Haynes not having; “a nice home full of nice
things” is poverty resulting from a broken covenant with God (Haynes, N. 2015:9). Are
Anglicans Clergy not blessed because of the impact of Poverty on Stewardship form The ZAC’s
indispensable laity?
The ZAC has the God’s will mandate as an icon for important moral decision maker and
Christian ethics national guidance to pave the route for proper infrastructure especially housing
as a basic human right. House Gk. Oikos, oikia; Means a building as well as a family. God is a
householder, the owner of the vineyard, where Jesus is the vine and ZAC the branches; the
faithless and fruitfulessness are cut-off while those that are faithful and fruitful are pruned for
more fruitfulness bearing. (Vorster, N., J. 2008:263, 264; Léon-Dufour, X. 1980: 233; Igino, G.
1943: 318).

34

The palace in which the Chief dies, on the burial day, one of the side walls is chiseled-out for the outlet
of the deceased body and thereafter it’s proclaimed an “abandoned house.” Usually there are home
of vagabonds, lunatics, etc.
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4.4.1.2.5 Promotions and retirements
The Clergy’s Terms and Conditions of Employment are morally unacceptable due to the fact
that there are obsolete and irrelevant to the modern times. Each Diocese has its own Terms and
Conditions of Employment. Yet, the sacrament ministrations are the same. Where is justice in
comprehension and division of The ZAC budget with regard to promotions and retirements from
our Church Leaders (Catholic Secretariat, 1990:1)? The stipend scale must be regulated with a
view to the common good and welfare of the whole Provincial Community, if not the Anglican
Communion will be allocated portion of shame (Anglican Communion Office, 2008:86). When
The ZAC cannot manage its Human Resources, it may resort to Self – Supporting or House of
Duty or merely volunteers who may eventually demand for a token of appreciation or under
hand allowances.
The promotions and recruitment of the early church was out of love of sincerity for God’s service
planted with pray, faith and joy (Acts 6:1-7). The promotions must mean equally responsibilities,
but the contrast of the equivalent of social promotion. The “servers on the table” and the
preachers of the word in the vineyard and pasture leading to growth of high potential Christians
who are faithful and fruitful; coached into giving from childhood can transform The ZAC. There is
an announcement made here that Teams Work and/with Character Transformed Matrix decisive
Leadership, God will grant the heart’s desires once more for The ZAC. Maybe the early church’s
stewardship as the innovators of The Christian Faith where not experiencing challenges of
culture, traditional and political inclination of leadership in comparison of The ZAC at the
expense of Biblical Philosophy of Servant Leadership. Promotion is service above self and not
to be hungry for authority and a face in society.
Leadership must break free within the hierarchy to execute the mandate of serving God’s
people (Morrison, E., P. 2004: 36). We should talk more in the next chapter on leadership in
The ZAC. The ZAC needs to regulate through policy guidance on Clergy Appointments
Commission of Cathedral Canons and Other eligible Canons at National or Provincial
enlistments. Thus; the impact of poverty on stewardship will be relieved due to absence of
tribalism, nepotism, favoritism or oppression and other attributes.
4.4.1.2.6 Recruitment teams
The Recruitment Teams will delivery timely and cost effective placement of Human Resource to
employ; Clergy and Laity. They are the agents of evangelization, Priests and Religious must be
first to be Self – sustainable, ahead of others, the actual on the grassroots parades a opposite
scene (Nsanzurwimo, M. 2003:210).
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The ZAC through The Recruitment Teams should enforce experience of estranged good
number of Clergy and Laity must believe that with abundant natural resources in; The ZAC
wallows in plenty of money and have sources that never dry. The concept policy, Clergy and
Laity must not be the hindrances and barricades to the actualization of financial freedom, selfsufficiency of The ZAC. The Principle 85: Financial Propriety in Ministry: (1). A Minister is
deemed to execute insurmountable degree of honesty, integrity, transparency and custody, as
professional and personal financial events. (2). the demarcations between Minister’s finances
and that of The ZAC must be observed to retarded suspicion, or impropriety, fraud or deception.
(3). Ministers are further obliged not to in any/under circumstance of inappropriately or illegally
request for or spend the money, possessions or other property of the Parishioner under his
jurisdiction . (4). Financial remuneration is not the final goal of ministry, and yet ministers are
barred to the following: (a) not receive any unauthorized advantage from the execution of
ministry; (b) refuse any gift, favour or hospitality can seduces to compromising of faith in the
present and the then. Resistance to preferential acknowledgement and (c) permission is not
granted to Minister to charge Life Event Fees for services rendered unless provision legally. (5)
The discretionary fund under the custodian of Clergy or Corporate responsibility, which may be
under consideration legally and faithfully (Anglican Communion Office, 2008:84).
Under consideration, The ZAC through The Recruitment Teams must enforce popular
programmes for Clergy complaints of oppressive decisions concerning money matters or
draconian, unilateral measures in financial matters. The deficiency of “a management and
business maturity” besides dependency syndrome sowed on the soil of thin layer during
seminary formation observed by Nigerian Spiritual Theologian, E. Uzukwu (Nsanzurwimo, M.
2003:210 - 211). Let us think, reasonably as The ZAC Scholars on the position of Poverty
impact on stewardship as wrong, for nothing is impossible with God for His gift of soil (Psalm
24:1). What is impossible is actually stating out that I’m possible. Poverty is malleable with
natural resources and prudential stewardship set it off by The Recruitment Teams of The ZAC
(Vishen Lakhiani). Even if it is impossible it can be historical from inspiration position.
4.4.1.3 Systems teams
The Systems Teams must lead The ZAC’s projects to improve data, systems and processes.
How Clergy and Laity Workers work programmes, a key standard set for Church Growth,
Renewal, Revival and Reformation innovatively.
The Systems Teams must foster impacted Diocesan actions that resonate with systems that do
not deprive Clergy of the basic rights. Hence, it follows suit that Systems Teams must constitute
systems that are Apostolic Exhortations on The ZAC in the Modern World. Can The ZAC save
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or enslave it Clergy in Poverty? Impossible! If it viciously emancipated slaves can it forget that
and now start to enslave its own? Alas! The Systems Teams social responsibility is to working
for Justice as a cardinal virtue (The Catechism of The Catholic Church, 1995:439).
All the Clergy and Laity Workers need to know something about their ministry systems being
managed and communication methods used within the structures. Clergy are thus concerned
with identifying pastoral issues and sacramental activities and ensuring that such issues are part
of the strategic, tactical or operational management process. Clergy ministry is contextual –
there is no perfect Clergy. Those Clergy and Laity who have adhered to a systematic process
and procedures must be employed in the system. Clergy’s pastoral ministry is an interactive
process involving the Clergy, those being pastured, the ministry or sacrament being ministered,
the context and the environment; Rural, Peri – Urban, Urban or Low destiny. Clergy and Lay
Workers must know something about these activities of ministries and sacraments, and apply
their own knowledge, skills and professional experience to the particular contextual and
environmental or problem under consideration (Heap, J. 1989:34).
The Systems Teams must ensure that, work serve a Clergy and Laity Workers’ humanity and
dignity into sharing God’s activity for a just wage (Komakoma, J. 2003:25). To this effect, The
Systems Teams must consider practical applications: Clergy Intelligentsia on basis of academic
equality with the corresponding section of the ‘blue eyed boys35’. Furthermore, a certain
category of Clergy and Laity could attain the same skilful and professional competence as the
blue eyed boys, these Clergy and Laity are barred from the opportunities of rising, on a
foundation to professional equality, in the same Church and a just wage (Komakoma, J.
2003:55-56).
4.4.1.4 Clergy health and wellbeing
The Clergy health and wellbeing is a very big challenge and a mammoth task for the ZAC,
whose stewardship is severely impacted by poverty. In some cases, Diocesan Bishops and
Cathedrals are incompatible, creating a vacuum to work in supporting clergy health and
wellbeing for maintenance of ministry (stipends), and care in retirement (pensions) (Anglican
Communion Office, 2008:86). Are these priorities in the moral and ethical, social and economic
life of the Clergy and Laity of the ZAC?
Wealth and health among the ZAC Clergy and Laity have a bearing on them due to the impact
of poverty on stewardship reflected by inflation and the increased cost of living (Wogaman,

35

Coded as The OBs, meaning The Office of The Bishop equal vent to the OP ‘The Office of The
President’
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1986:47). Thoughts do not create our realities, but realities stare at us in everyday
circumstances. However, if Episcopal leaders are in their comfort zones, unconscious of these
realities, we cannot alleviate or shift these ugly realities of poverty. In the midst of poverty,
health and wellbeing is compromised, while ethics assists humanity to perceive interconnected
linkages of the finalized beginning of good, termed as “centre of value” by H. Richard Niebuhr
(Wogaman, 1986:6). Hence, Clergy health and wellbeing for the ZAC should be the centre of
value, so that the impact of poverty on stewardship can be alleviated or cushioned.
Many of the Clergy who enter full-time ministry are some of the poorest of the poor. The more
years they minister, the more their poverty increases, making them feel trapped in retirement to
this curse. Their self-worth is lacking as society acknowledges them as merely dregs (Oldreive,
2009:43). They inspire/d and motivate/d congregants that joy, peace, and love are keys to
productivity and an excellent work ethic, but what about faith and self-worth in God’s servants,
servants of the Creator of all that exists (Ps. 24:1; 1 Chron. 29:10-13)? What will happen if the
Pension Fund enters chopping waters? What will become of the health and wellbeing of the
Clergy and Laity of the ZAC? The prudential of stewardship in the face of poverty impacting the
ZAC will further raise eyebrows in the midst of abundant natural resources and properties.
4.4.1.5 Clergy transitions services
The Clergy Transitions Services is cardinal in supporting the ongoing vocational journey of the
ordained in the ZAC Ministers as Georgians before. Maybe it runs in the rule of law of the
Oratory of the Good Shepherd. The Anglican Communion is seized with much questioning
prevailing about ecclesiastical structures and the very essence of the Christian Gospel can be
digested through Clergy Transitions Services as the antidote to poverty impact on stewardship
in the ZAC. The time is now for recent contextual comprehension of the Gospel, the role of the
in the global village, and innovative forms of ministry for reformate responsible for drastic
transformation (Lindhorst, 1995:47-48).
The Clergy Transitions Services as matters of principle are formed for wise counsel who
cultivates fathom devotion and an authentic concern for Clergy fraternity. This completed work
is a wonderful incubation for wider communion ministry of pastor pastorum, which cannot be
replaced by artificial intelligence for personal contact of the minister in the homes of his pasture.
This is the true interpretation of servant leadership in the light of Scripture (1 Peter 5:1-4). It can,
furthermore, wean off characteristics perceived from the political, business, and societal in
practical ways to motivate servant leadership in the ZAC and their community (Morrison,
2004:66, 92).
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In this Clergy Transitions Services, they are lead into disseminating ideas, words of inducement
and an inspiring example if supported with toolkits, principles, motivation, and returns. The
Prophet has no honour in his hometown (Luke 4:24). Christian life and faith for some is
punctured with the same attitudes, especially if they are accustomed with the Clergy’s
background, failures and feebleness. Thus, it can also be presumed as an avenue of cross
breeding for effective personnel within contexts as sowers of seeds falling on fertile soils for
fruitful and sustainable stewardship.
4.4.1.6 Life events parochial fees
The threefold ordained ministry is for the cure/care of souls’ life events in the Parishes. The life
events parochial fee/s are proposed payments made to a professional person (like the Clergy in
our case) or a professional or public body in exchange for advice or services (Concise Oxford
Dictionary, 1990:428). However, these sacramental responsibilities and duties go without costs
or fees in the ZAC. These services are considered for free or they are for charity. How can you
sell God’s services (Acts 3:1-7)? There must be a moral and ethical standard set for guidance
and information dissemination about fees for life events ministry such as is done, for example, in
the United Kingdom: Baptism = 14 Pounds, marriages = 455 Pounds, funeral and burials of
persons aged 16 years or more = varies from 162 to 406 Pounds, to mention by a few (The
Archbishop’s Council; www.gro.gov.uk/gro).
Poverty can be considered as a physical challenge from the above text that requires money to
solve it. Like the Apostles, the Clergy too have given much better services for human
transformation and development. The ZAC must praise and thank God for the problem of
poverty impact on stewardship (1 Chron. 4:9-10), He can grant release of transformative life and
assist in all areas of human endeavour, both wants and needs, without wrought and merit by the
power of the Holy Spirit and authority of Jesus Christ (Bible NTL, 2008:1820; Asiimwe,
2005:111).
How can it be that the ZAC must subsidy these sacramental services for its faithful and fruitful
Christians, groomed and weaned by hand-outs from The Church of England of UMCA’s stroke
through responsible investment (Lindhorst, 1995:29; Anglican Communion Office, 2008:85)?
The Gospel values must be adequately proclaimed within the principles of subsidiary. This
subsidiary is ZAC’s taken bit between its teeth and intentional undertaken at personal
consideration and as an institution (Komakoma, 2003:4, 23). It is the ZAC’s role and duty to
exhibit moral guidance, institutional organization in execution of power, the generation and
distribution of wealth to cushion the impact of poverty on stewardship. The service management
ascertains the degree of risks for parishioners and responsibilities of the clergy’s service go
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unpaid, for this is ‘stewardship liability’. As such, it’s evident to propose that the Supply of
Goods and Services Act of 1982 must be amended to include the services of the religious
institutions (Heap, 1989:111).
This demands further research in that the ZAC is in a constitutional declaration of “A Christian
Nation” with many denominations amounting to more than three thousand (3,000) registered
under the Register of Societies with many different versions of prosperity gospel (Haynes,
2015:5-6, 12). As such, life events parochial fees need a large spectrum presence of political
will, as a national wide policy to yield validated results.

4.5

Conclusion

The universality of sin is equally true of the universality of poverty. Poverty is just the expected
situational background of sin as God’s intended success for humanity. The disfigured shadow of
the development and transformation of development at the same time can be likened to shanty
towns all over the world. Poverty should be analysed and monitored as manufactures obtain a
higher value added than primary commodities. Not fighting wars against poverty is doing evil.
Christian ethics motivated by love of stewardship practices is true of all Christian action. Poverty
impacting stewardship requires vigilant/zealous commitment from the ZAC Bishops, Clergy, and
Laity to never conform to poverty, but be always transform unjust equalities and dehumanizing
poverty. To admit guilt is a matter of honesty and dignity to the ZAC without testimonies
manifesting, “blame shifting” and trails of mitigating factors. By so doing, the ZAC can now place
the issue of poverty centre stage in economic planning. At present, there is accumulations of
great wealth in The ZAC, in the hands of a few, and wealth concentrations in specific Dioceses
that should be ‘undone’ as the land and property were done in the name of the Church at
national level; hence, poverty brings shame to the ZAC after more than 100 years of existence.
Clergy who are consecrated Bishops still have the ugly face of poverty staring them right in the
faces. Why? The Clergy Terms and Conditions of Employment leaves much to be desired; both
by Episcopal and Provincial Synods, respectively. This cannot be challenged.
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CHAPTER 5: A PROPOSAL ON LEADERSHIP IN THE ZAMBIAN
ANGLICAN CHURCH
5.1

Introduction

What/why are struggles in The Zambian Anglican Church professional leadership functions in
equitably sharing of wealth for maintenance of ministry to alleviate poverty (ACO 2008: 86,
Lindhorst, A. 1995:28)? The research aim is to reinforce professionalism and for leadership to
equitably share the ZAC’s wealth for maintenance of ministry to alleviate poverty. The research
methods of data collection employed were questionnaires, and mostly qualitative research. The
limitations of the study will be bound by elements possessing information such as parishioners,
both households of full-time clergy and laity, including the retired. This shall be the sampling
frame to authentic results (Mathotra 2010:372). However, this research shall exclude ordinands,
non-stipendiary priests, volunteer lay-workers and lay ministers.
Thus; a proposal on Leadership in the ZAC is cardinal in that good Christian leadership is hard
to come by, besides the Bible being without an alter ego book on leadership principles (Siaki,
1993:3; Kapena, 2007:68). The wise and effective Christian leadership position of Joseph in
secular government, who benefited in the midst of poverty elimination in Egypt, is a good leaf
for the ZAC to glean from to actualize her raison d’être; vision, mission statement, objectives
and core values. The ZAC leadership must be for poverty emancipation by harnessing the ZAC’
resources through core values like that of integrity and hard work. This Christian leadership
required must be actualized from the ZAC of receiving end for a century and a decade now, to
that of self-supporting, self-empowering and self-sustaining in order to share it wealth and
mission in reverse gear. These are transformative leaders endowed with a different way of
thinking, beliefs and action due to their character matrix transformation nature in comparison of
the Abana mumba abatanine icishiki ubwali (Asiimwe, 2005:30).
If Christian ethics is built on the moral teachings of the Bible, it follows suit that Christian
leadership must not be inclined to culture, society and politics, but stem from the foundational
leadership principles of our Lord Jesus Christ and Apostle Paul as coiners of Christianity
(Vorster, 2008:2; Morrison, 2004:36). Otherwise, the poverty impact on stewardship in the ZAC
will not diminish among the Church workers if not approached from a Biblical perspective.
Hence; Christian leadership has to be developed from a Biblical consistency, intentional and
laid out master plan for teaching, ruling, equipping, counselling, modelling, rebuking,
encouraging, protecting, loving and sacrificially serving (Sper, 1988:2).
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5.2

The Biblical philosophy of Church leadership

The biblical philosophy of Church leadership cropping up currently is being diluted by selfacclaimed Church leaders as Christian Chiefs in Northern Ghana, citing P.M. John by Paul
Kohls. It is also furthermore recognized in some Church leaders who have an inclination of a
political structure with its power and authority due to misunderstanding and undermining of the
meaning of the position of a “minister” according to Zokoue’s observation. Other Church
leaderships are culture/traditional motivated to addition of charms and roots to their leadership
acumen (Asiimwe, 2005:140). It is believed that “kwimba kati kusansha na Lesa.36” If this can be
substantiated among top Church leadership involvement in ATR, what more with the lay readers
and leaders? The health and life of the Church is thus at stake (Mumba, 1992:2; Morrison,
2004:36). The roots of Church leadership are biblical, hence the challenge to reverse the trend
of such conceptions of Church leadership.
The biblical philosophy of Church leadership is modelled by Jesus Christ as our sole mentor for
life and ministry, both in His speech and example that a leader is a servant. In our human
limitations, we are called to the virtue of humility to comprehend God’s will as his vessels of clay
for God and human beings in service and sacrifice (Kapena, 2000:70). According to Mark
10:42-45; our Lord Jesus Christ changed the structure completely in an inverse proposition on
leadership innovatively. This power/authority position of the world leaders is to “lord over those
who are under them.” Can this be considered true of some of the leaders in the ZAC as lording
over their clergy and laity due to the poverty impact on stewardship?
On leadership innovation as above initiated by our Lord Jesus Christ, leadership has to be both
‘collegiate’ or ‘collaborative’ to enhance participative style based on mutual respect and trust.
This is because it could be that top leadership is only vested with managerial skills, whereas the
subordinates may possess technical and professional abilities that revolutionary can ease the
impact of poverty on stewardship. Instead of meeting head on collision with constructive
criticism from the ZAC leaders, they are more negative in answering to innovative ideas with;
how can it be surely guaranteed that it will work? Worse still if it involves spend some money –
it’s too expensive. Is there anyone else who has tried this (Heap, 1989:70)?
Due to power/authority embraced by some of the ZAC leaders in contrast with servant
leadership, the imperative controls are done without due care, undermining potentially
successful projects and awarding PhDs to those needing help to the innovative process with
negative, frustrating or isolation to rural parishes with demotion of course or both. The poverty

36

Literally meaning ‘to dig for a small herbal root is to mingle it with God’.
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impact on stewardship in the ZAC can only be eliminated among Church workers if innovation
work is done by committed individuals or by teams’ members with diversity backgrounds
composing a cohesive group. Perhaps Satan employs his power to influence the leadership into
such attitudes as he controls the world system values (Dan. 10:13, 20; O’Donovan, 1992:192).
Thus; leaders appointed to these positions of leadership must adhere to spiritual maturity and
character in accordance with the New Testament.

5.3

The Zambian Anglican Church leadership and character matrix transformation

The ZAC leadership must not be conformed to the paradigms of this world, but transformed by
the regenerating of their mind, which is conceptualized as character matrix transformation to
confirm God’s approved good and perfect will (Rom. 12:1-2). Just as we noted above that some
leaders have been dribbled by the devil to think that leadership is power/authority in contrast
with servant leadership, in the reign of power/authority, some leaders do not realize that they
are blindfolded to self-focus. It is from self-focus to servant leader that character matrix
transformation designates the indelible quality, which baptism, confirmation and ordination
imprinted upon the soul (The Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1994:294). In the character
matrix transformation from self-focus to servant leadership, there are three categories with four
phases each namely; (1) from greed to generosity; (2) from foolishness to wisdom and (3)
from pride to courage.

5.3.1 Character matrix transformation from greedy to generosity
The ZAC must be stamped with a character matrix transformation, yet it is not that simple. If a
leader/s is engrossed in greed (Gk. pleonexia) (Léon-Dufour, 1990:216) according to texts of
Jeremiah 6:13; from the least to the greatest, all are greedy for gain; prophets and priests alike,
all practice deceit. If as in Habakkuk 2:5, if the leader/s is as greedy as the grave and like death
is never satisfied, leader/s accumulates to oneself all the ZAC’s wealth and takes captive all the
clergy and laity, then they are in the self-focused zone. This sin blindfolds them and renders
them insensitive to both their stewardship and the poverty situation of the servants of God in
their jurisdiction/s. Only when they are transformed and renewed in mind can their character
matrix transformation get them to the second phase of gratitude.
The second phase of gratitude is cardinal for the poverty impact on stewardship to be
eliminated among the Church workers in the ZAC. The texts of 1 Chronicles 16:34; Psalm
118:19 and Colossians 3:16 emphasize that to lay the foundation for the ZAC demands
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consented effort of all involved by acknowledging all good gifts come from God; talents, abilities,
strength, and leadership. The ZAC must thank God for what He has done in and through its
clergy and laity! Thus; God will restore the prosperity of the ZAC to what it was in the past. The
ZAC’s thankfulness wholeheartedly opens their hearts to God’s peace and love, unlike
discontented clergy and laity who are bending on enlisting the wrongs due to poverty in their
lives (Bible NLT, 2007:726).
In order to be in a manifestation of gratitude, the ZAC must take stock of its abundant natural
resources; The Anglican Communion Family, ecumenical relationship like ECLOF, reservoirs of
abilities, and properties, whether outdated or modern. Furthermore, the ZAC must declare a
Gratitude Sunday to celebrate God’s goodness to the ZAC, and intercede for all her needs for
the year to come. These will easy the poverty impact on stewardship and release resources for
value addition to the abundant natural resources for maintenance of ministry (Bible NLT, 2007:
2035).
The third phase is wholeness. According to Psalm 71:20; although God has made clergy and
laity see troubles, many and bitter, God will restore their lives again; from the depths of the soil,
He will again bring them up. The ZAC’s wholeness only comes from God’s final word and His
comfort presence of shepherding. The presence of poverty impact on stewardship in the ZAC is
not a rejection by God, but the phase to make her retreat to Him. The repentance must be
authentic and not presumptuous. The ZAC must not only be inclined to God for material
benefits, but must consider too the spiritual and eternal possessions of serving Him faithfully
and with wholeness (Bible NLT, 2007: 866, 906, 1412).
Leadership is stewardship that is welled up in rich generosity for it is service above selfsacrifice. But alas! Some think leadership is lording over those that they lead. Generosity is the
bedrock to giving ungrudgingly, with dedication of course, and ultimately in love with and for
those that being given as God desires. This type of generosity stimulates and consolidates joy,
as well as solidifies the good and right perceptions in doing so. The generosity standard set of
the poor Macedonia Church is a mammoth challenge to the ZAC and its leadership who
struggle to inspire the Mother Churches – Cathedrals who are rich to share with the rural
parishes. Generosity wells up from the fruits of the Holy Spirit. It is a matter of the faithful heart
and not the abundant of riches (Asiimwe, 2005:127).
A transformation of paradigms is necessary, towards generating and harnessing of resources
from the rich parishes work ethics for intentional discipleship and evangelization (2 Corinthians
8:3-5). We need prayers of intercessions to break these strong holds of tightfisted and
ungenerous Mother Churches. If a Mother is greedy and ungenerous, is it possible to give birth?
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When leadership embraces character transformation matrix from self-focus of greed to
generosity, servanthood leadership, Church growth with be evident as the character matrix
transformation of Our Lord Jesus Christ depicts in pocketing his power /authority (2 Corinthians
8:9). Sin is foolishness of self – focus while servant leadership is God is infinite wisdom
(injejisha musha yachipuba).

5.3.2 Character matric transformation from foolishness to wisdom
The character matrix transformation from self-focus or foolishness to servant leadership
wisdom is the second category with its four phases for change daring in the ZAC. Self-focus is
certain in the minds of some leaders, who cannot influence the ZAC to realize the God given
abundant natural resources to actualize His mission in their jurisdictions. When self-focus is the
barrier of leadership, it becomes difficult to deploy and employ leadership traits with God’s
sufficient perception. An insufficient perception of God can confine and dilute the leadership
stewardship to foolishness. Leadership as effective stewardship can be enhanced by
eliminating self-focus as a foolish way of leadership and replacing it with servant leadership by
trusting in God’s wisdom. It is only wisdom from God that empowers a leader/s within the ZAC,
to influence it towards actualizing its objective of shared wealth (Asiimwe, 2005:43).
According to Ezekiel 13:3, leaders’ foolishness is evident when they cannot distinguish
intentional lies to amass popularity and power. The ZAC spiritual leaders must not patronize its
clergy with health and material success as though their spirits are not grieved and blind to their
poverty. It is true, God’s own son was rich, but become poor that we might be rich without an
easy life on earth (Bible NLT, 2007:1322; Philippians 4:11).
Furthermore, character matrix transformation from self-focus of foolishness to wisdom of
servant leadership can be profited from constructive criticism. In the main arena of the ZAC,
leadership advice is shunned from those perceived as canonically disobedient. They shot
themselves in the foot by refusing constructive criticism. That is why The ZAC is besieged with
poverty impact on stewardship in the midst of plenty investments of course baring inflation in
mind. This is what Proverbs 12:15, good teaching and good learning, is encouraging leaders to
make the right choice of character matrix transformation from self-focus of foolishness to
servant leadership of wisdom (Bible NLT, 2007:1021).
The second phase is faithfulness (Gk.pistos) (Léon-Dufour, 1990:190) from foolishness on the
journey to destination wisdom. In 1 Samuel 12:24 it is mandatory for leadership to embark on
reflection so that they focus all ears upon God’s goodness and enlarge their faith. The leaders
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of the ZAC must not be futuristic inclined such that they overlook to take stock of what God has
already accomplished for His Church, in spite of the poverty impact on stewardship. Recalling
what God has thus far accomplished for the ZAC is cardinal to fire up inter-generational
leadership upholding the declaration of Gratitude Sunday. “God will not do that for which He has
already given us the capacity to do.” The ZAC leadership is challenged to mobilize itself
charged within His light and vitality boldness otherwise posterity will judge (Asiimwe, 2005:127).
The text from Hebrews 11:1 drives the wedge home on faithfulness. The ZAC leaders must be
demonstrating a sum of assurance and expectation to the elimination of poverty impact on
stewardship. God will turn a leaf and the non-expectations will be certainly be possessed. That
is how certainly slave trade abolishment legacy was possessed. The point of departure for the
ZAC leadership is to believing in the noble character of God for who He says His to lacking a
better term. Then, the point of arrival is that, the ZAC leadership is to believing in God’s
unquestionable fulfilments of promises. He fulfils what He wills to do what has not materialized
yet, can confirm true faith for the ZAC leadership (Bible NLT, 2007:2105).
The third phase of descending in character matrix transformation is perseverance. The ZAC
leadership is called to embrace this vital and valuable virtue in the midst of the impact of poverty
on stewardship, leading to failure of maintenance of the Clergy especially. The smoothening
texts from Hebrews 10:36 acknowledges that for a while, the ZAC must exercise patient
endurance as the clergy and laity remain steadfast, and hold firm to the God-given mandate of
His mission. Jesus Christ facilitates this endurance and strengthens the inner man to be zealous
despite the poverty persecution in this Christian era of the ZAC. The times of trails and crises
rekindles hope and sift genuine servants not for hire from false or forfeited seasonal Christians.
The impact of poverty on stewardship is pressure exerted more than enough to warrant giving
up and retreating on Christ. However, there are benefits of holding on firm and extending the
mission of Jesus Christ as true testimony of commitment to be rewarded (Bible NLT,
2007:2105).
James commences his epistle by tabulating essential general characteristics of Christian life in
chapter one. He also teaches on perseverance in James 1:4, 12; that in Christian life, there are
trails and temptations. Successfully overcoming these adversities produces maturity and strong
character. The ZAC leadership ought to pray for wisdom to discern the impact of poverty on
stewardship and that God will supply all the needs and vitality in this adversity. Perseverance
enables faithful and loving servants to receive crowing with the wreath of victory for eternity God
and living in His bosom.
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The final phase of character matrix transformation from self-focus of foolishness is wisdom
(Gk.sophia) (Léon-Dufour, 1990:429) for servant leadership as one of the gift of the Holy Spirit
according to Psalm 111:10. Wisdom seals and concretizes the virtues of those who are given
making faithful docile leaders in readiness to obeying divine inspirations (The Catechism of the
Catholic Church, 1994:445). Wisdom is truly earned only through foundational root of reverence
to God. The ZAC leaders must not overlook this fundamental step assuming that they can do it
with only life experience and academic knowledge. God is the spring fountain of wisdom
acknowledging Him will enable leaders of the ZAC to make wise decisions and be defended
from silly mistakes and foolish alternatives (Bible NLT, 2007:965).
Furthermore, in 1 Corinthians 2:7-8, wisdom is a mystery of God unknown to mankind until its
manifestation in the sacrificial resurrection of Our Lord Jesus Christ. The intentions of God’s
wisdom can be misunderstood and rejected by leadership of the ZAC if they win recognition in
the eyes of the world as wise and powerful. The presence of poverty in the ZAC is a mammoth
leadership challenge. The leaders’ vision of integrity, which strategically plan forecasted, and
emancipate the clergy and laity from poverty must use the soil, as Joseph did in Genesis 47:2325. “When people do not accept divine guidance, they run wild. But whoever obeys the law is
joyful” Proverbs 29:18. The Divine guidance from God received by the ZAC leadership must not
be overlooked or underestimate. In order for the ZAC to work well, the clergy and laity must
know God’s ways and keep His obligation that is how profitable the scriptures magnify.
The wisdom is not to repel leaders from God, but attract them to Him as His gift at creation. God
has promised wisdom and guidance for decisions. Thus; as the ZAC leaders trust God for
wisdom and guidance in finding solutions for the impact of poverty on stewardship and the
maintenance of the Clergy and Laity. Jesus said, in Mark 11:24; “whatever you ask for in prayer,
believe that you have received it, and it will be yours” (O’Donovan, 1996:213). When the
character matrix transformation is not employed as from the above phases, good leadership is
unachievable. What then becomes evident is that fools are honoured, wicked leaders are
hazardous, the laity groans and above all the wicked leader is surrounded by wicked advisers
embodied with pride. To crown it all, having wisdom has to do with the direction your life is
pointing.

5.3.3 Character matric transformation from pride to courage
The character matrix transformation’s final category is from self-focus of pride (Gk. hypsoo)
(Léon-Dufour, 1980:335) to servant leadership with courage (Psalm 10:4). Pride is the barricade
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that leads to bragging when success comes their way that God is not involved. Could it be that
some within the the ZAC leadership have forsaken God in their accumulation of much unshared
wealth, indicated underrating God? Pride emanating from amassing wealth has a distorted
perspective on wealth. Wealth is a temporal, it is not an imperative seal of God’s approval on a
leader/s lives, and surely it is also not a seal of disapproval when clergy and laity wallow in
poverty. The ZAC leadership must not be obsessed with wealth; they ought to share the cake
equally according to needs.
The kinds of the ZAC leaders affect every area of the clergy and laity’s lives. Pride is not the
way of life because it is wickedness, trapping the ZAC’s leaders by evil ambitions and swept
away by self-focused stewardship. It is only humility that will make the ZAC leaders to stand firm
and rescue the clergy and laity by godliness leading to riches, honour and long life (Proverbs
29:23). This way some will bequeath their wealth for the sake of the ZAC’s clergy and laity.
Pride is the corrupt value of the current world paradigm engulfing Christian’s everyday lives
(O’Donovan, 1996:202).
Pride is capital sin as it engenders other sins, which it opposes distinguished by Christians
through experience. The pride in the ZAC can be both a personal and cooperate responsibility.
This impact of poverty on stewardship is by leadership participating in it directly and voluntarily.
Perhaps by not sharing the ZAC wealth, the leadership maybe ordering, advising, praising, or
approving poverty impact on its clergy and laity. Otherwise, pride can also make the ZAC
leadership not to disclose or not hindering the clergy and laity’s complaints when they have
obligations to fulfil. To crown it all, some of the ZAC leadership protects evil–doers and punishes
the innocent (The Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1994:450).
This is because pride is the root of envy, “the diabolical sin” as perceived by St. Augustine. It is
rejection of love and a form of sadness, which the ZAC leadership should overcome through
good will and humility. Furthermore, pride is contrary to love of God as it rejects goodness and
exhibits hatred for Him (The Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1994:578).
The second phase in this category is the virtue of humility (tapeions) (Léon-Dufour, 1980:234).
Humility is the opposite of pride, which is the spiritual warfare realm. According to Philippians
2:3; it cautions the ZAC leaders to embrace unselfish love with humility to consolidate unity of
purpose with mutual respect and cooperation, thus demonstrating the love of God in Christ’s
practical courtesy. If the ZAC leadership can consider the clergy and laity’s plight as more
important than they own interests, they can be joined with Christ, authentic exhibitor of humility.
This enables Church growth and the achievement of many things for the ZAC through prayers
and intentional discipleship (O’Donovan, 1996:271, 274).
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The ZAC leadership must bow down before God to acknowledge that their leadership comes
from Him alone as taught by James 4:10. They humility will incline them to His power and
guidance, hence shielding them from waywardness of independence. In the midst of poverty
impact on stewardship, the clergy and laity merits God’s favour to elevate them to status of
value and dignity, besides human deficiency. Without humility, the ZAC leadership paradigm
has facilitated positional leaders not to develop other leaders to succeed them and reverse the
poverty impact on stewardship because it is a plate to eat from (Asiimwe, 2005:162). But where
is their integrity?
The third phase of character matrix transformation proposed for the ZAC leadership is integrity.
Asiimwe, citing Clinton (1991), in his book, The Making of a Leader, indicated the transactions
that God employs to develop leaders. He wrote that, “An emerging leader becomes aware of
the importance of integrity through integrity checks.” Therefore, an integrity check is a test that
God employs to evaluate a leader’s intentions so that character matrix transformation occurs as
in 2 Chronicle 29:17. This verification is the onset of future leadership (Asiimwe, 2005:96).
Integrity is the most important core value that might facilitate the reversing of the impact of
poverty on stewardship in the ZAC by developing leaders of integrity in both private and public
arenas. The corroded integrity dilutes moral authority of leadership can be revived through
repentance. This is because integrity is the core value of light that navigates faithful leadership
on the sea of effective leadership (Proverbs 11:3). Hence; integrity is an expensive core value
that must not be allowed to crawl off from the altar. The character matrix transformation into
integrity for servant leadership is the paradigm shift of discovering good, exciting and ultimate
will of God from the standard sets of this world of leadership position being equivalent to selfish
focus of resources consumption (Asiimwe, 2005:162).
The final phase in this character matrix transformation category is how leadership thrives on
courage. When courage is lacking in and among the ZAC leadership, a grasshopper mentality
and chicken hearted decisions becomes the order of the day. They are mentally defeated and
their leadership is hampered by “self.” That is the reason why courage is defined as the mental
or moral strength (Bible NTL, 2007:2342).
The ZAC leadership must facilitate change and prepare their successors to come fulfil that
which they started. This will enable them to trust the spiritual growth and leadership maturity to
anchor upon God for such are destined leaders of victory (Deuteronomy 31:6; Rom. 8:37). They
are adamant advocators after experiencing the suffering defeat by poverty as their portion
(Joshua 7:5-9; Eph.1:11, 14). Courage will empower the ZAC leadership to revolutionize Church
workers’ lives by reorganizing a more perfect ZAC. Poverty must be drove out as an intruder in
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the ZAC (Igino, 1943: 223). God is not a failure and neglector! It is only those leaders who do
not take enough risk who are free of failures and them who lacks courage to start has already
finished (Lim, 1996: 81)
The ZAC leadership must adjust their frequency of the criteria and strategy to fighting the
poverty among their Church workers is not an easy task. In these circumstances of dire need,
the ZAC leadership must not be dismayed and overwhelmed because of the magnitude of
poverty among the Church Workers. Therefore, God’s opinion and directive is vital as Joshua
soldiered on (Joshua 1:9). The character matrix transformation of courage empowers leadership
to be consistent in their faith to continue achieving new things God has promised for His
omnipresent. It is apparent that the ZAC leadership embraces courage for “The greatest
achievement in life is to be able to rise up from the depths of failure” because their leadership is
not elitism, but to serve among the led (Reverend Zheng – Yan; Morrison, 2004:37).

5.4

The four principles of servant leadership

The four principles of servant leadership can be found in the writings of Robert K, Greenfield in
the 1970’s, Peter Duckers, and Stephen Covey. Servant Leadership stems from love of others
and unselfish focus of Servant Leader. The four principles are;
i)

Service,

ii) Collaborative Authority
iii) Mentoring
iv) Foresight
i)

Service: Leadership after service focuses on the needs of others. Service is the
strategically disposition will in servant leaders. They focus on the external; develop selfconsciousness, through observing other people’s reactions to their behaviour and realign
the same to the betterment of all. Servant leadership is a leadership philosophy in which the
paramount objective of the leader is to serve. A servant leader shares powers, prioritizes the
needs of the employees and assists them develop and perform to the best of their abilities.

ii) Collaborative Authority: Servant leaders do not delete the word ‘boss’, but it turns how the
hierarchy functions, elaborates Kent M. Keith, CEO of Greenleaf Center for Servant
Leaders. The entry point is problem solving through information sharing with all employees.
They discover the needs of friends, clients and other stake holders through interpersonal
relationships such as: interviews, discussions, surveys and mere observations. Servant
leaders also develop teams of senior individuals who contribute through proposals of
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policies change. Servant leaders resolve their conclusive decisions with due consideration
for others needs and what is warranted as the ideal most.
iii) Mentoring: Servant leaders assist friends and employees develop the natural effects of the
unselfish orientation of servant leadership. Church workers’ ratifications are as vital as laity
ratifications. Therefore; servant leaders give friends and employees a variety experience
and training. They assist employees turn into integrators within the ZAC’s mission so they
develop to their full potential. Servant leaders mentor employees rather than dictating them.
They permit others the authority to resolve decisions promptly. The promotion of employees
is also a wholly portion of the program.
iv) Foresight: Foresight is not only among the four principles of servant leadership; it is also
one of its characteristic. Thus; servant leaders must possess foresight, or it is not servant
leadership at all. According to Greenleaf, the leader predications are merely a probability,
but supposed to be, “better than average.” However, listening, and focusing on the needs of
others empowers a leader super knowledge to obtain the bearing. For example, Keith
narrates about Mohammed Yunns, who wanted to reduce poverty in Bangladesh. Yunns got
the suggestion from micro loans by interacting and in discussions with villages. Hence; he
implemented a program of small loans disbursements to myriad individuals the capital their
desired to develop their lives.

5.4.1 Characteristics of servant leadership
In order to properly understand the characteristic of the servant leadership, it is vital to give a
definition. According to Morrison, he defined “Servant Leadership as seeking to imitate Jesus in
submission to God’s will, serving others, and sacrifice which are essential character qualities for
a Christian Leader should show in his life and ministry within the Church” (Morrison, 2004:37).
The servant leadership characteristics are vital when considering and training leaders in the
ZAC. Can these characteristics be found in a good example of servant leaders who use these
abilities only to influence others positively? Servant leaders are best found among the religious
and politicians. These characteristics include active; empathy, listening, awareness, healing,
conceptualization, persuasive, stewardship, foresight, commitment to growth, and emancipation
for community building.
i)

Empathy: it empowers the servant leaders with the ability to recognize or understand
feelings and emotions that are experienced by the others in the teams so fathom. It is
such ZAC leaders who will care for the other clergy and laity, for they deeply experience
emotions that match what other clergy and laity are feeling.
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ii) Listening: actively facilitates impartial comprehension and undivided concerned to what
the other clergy and laity are saying. For servant leaders, these are opportunities for
total comprehension of all interpersonal circumstances confronting them. They employ
this listening situation for resolving conflict, counseling and imparting training.
iii) Awareness: profoundly servant leaders are not as ignorant and blissfully as those in the
corridors of power/authority about their short comings. They know of their strengths,
weakness, values, emotions and feelings. This self-awareness permits the servant
leaders to comprehend personal biases and separating them when making decisions.
iv) Healing: The ZAC clergy and laity expect leaders who are genuinely geared in fostering
their emotional and spiritual stamina. This proactive role in elevating the mental and
emotional strength of their clergy and laity, servant leaders will profoundly inspire an
original status of trust and faith from them.
v) Conceptualization: The servant leaders have the ability and capacity to conceptualize
or imagine the possibilities of the future and reconcile it with current realities. This ability
assists the servant leaders to forecast a bright future and take imperative strides to
reach the destination.
vi) Persuasive: As servant leaders, it’s easy to influence the opinions and actions of others
in the ZAC, clergy and laity, employees and stakeholders through their persuasive skills.
This quality comes handy in negotiations with business partners, clients and other
stakeholders. Since servant leaders are committed to the welfare of others; they use this
potential only to influence for positive change.
vii) Stewardship: Servant leaders are stewards in the right frame of mind. Therefore; they
are capable to act as stewards in the ZAC’s resources. They assume total
responsibilities for planning and managing resources for the betterment and prosperity of
their lofty ZAC.
viii) Foresight: In life everything is inter-generational connectedness- from the past, to the
present and into the future. Servant leaders are endowed with intuitive ability to predict
what is likely to occur in the future based on the past and the present. This
foresightedness enables these leaders to strategically plan ahead. This foresight is a
compass

for

orientation,

decision

and

actions

based

on

value

and

virtue

(Globethics.net).
ix) Commitment to growth of others: A servant leader is true to his word as it takes such
credible upon them to develop other leaders. This what Chips Colney conceptualized as
“Mutual Mentorship” (Mind valley). They are able to assist employees chart a clear road
map of career development and fund them to progress from one attainment to the other.
x) Community building: Servant leaders are shelters of refuge enabling the multitude
people to come together for the common purpose. They facilitate a common destiny,
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attracting clergy or laity to resort to fostering teams spirit culminating into a sense of
community. These servant leaders care deeply for communities they create.
There are some more characteristics of a servant leader, summarized from “The Servant as
Leader” by Robert K. Greenleaf, by The Order of the Daughters of the King. The servant leader
has the ability to put up with imperfection of self and others. They apt to applying personal
intuitive into discernment of “a hawk from a handsaw” through communicating before decisions
are made with a trek record of wise decisions. They can discern the future and ethically resolve
promptly to action when the iron is hot. Completeness in preparations for circumstances, with
faith accepts critical analysis complimenting it with in depth innovative answer. The ability to
exist on two planes of consciousness continuously: (i) in the actual world, actualize and
executing; and (ii) aloof and perceiving off – shore from the actual world, reflecting on the past
and ahead. Consciousness of life and surroundings in a peculiar personal intuitive with
abundant data to technicalogical works. The servant leader possesses an inner peace that
allows them to compose themselves in actual life stressful bouts to warrant innovative solutions.
They also believe that change is born out of persuasion than compounding. Thus; confides in
oneself personally actualizing their role. They are thick skinned and never taking-off the eyes on
their objective. Change can be conceptualized and spirit of change inculcated in those destined
to achieve change (DOK, 1885:9).
5.4.2 Advantages and disadvantages of servant leadership
The advantages of servant leadership are as follows:
i)

Involvement

ii) Productivity
iii) Ignites and rekindles a high sense of morale
iv) Loyalty
v) Diversity

The disadvantages of servant leadership are as follows:
i)

It can’t be faked

ii) It consumes time to assemble and implement
It could be deduced that, if the ZAC is to develop servant leaders who will retrieve the ZAC from
the shackles of poverty and unauthentic stewardship, she has to inculcate the laity to look up to
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God for wisdom on how to add value to natural resources and use the soil than the hand-outs
from the Mother Church.

5.5

Transformational leadership as authentic stewardship

The definition of transformational leadership is leadership with a transparent and capable
informed collective vision, that courage the ZAC’s benefit to be accepted above personal
achievement because leaders are their mentors growing them into innovative leaders (Asiimwe,
2005:37-38).
The transformational leadership is authentic stewardship because the ZAC as an institution
requires Human Resource to actualize its raison d’être: her mission, goals, and aspirations.
Thus; its cardinal for the ZAC to developing leaders to assist the ZAC actualizes her liberation
objective, that is: being a blessing to The Anglican Communion, as they share the wealth
profited from natural resources value addition, with core values at least that of integrity inclined
and productive hands. The missional paradigm shift demands a transformational mindset
(Asiimwe, 2005:28). The ZAC has been the donor infested for the past one century now, with
nearly decades on top; however, God has endowed natural resources in His Zambian Anglican
Church which was taken advantage by Church Planter, the UMCA stock of The University of
Cambridge. The ZAC with its enormous resources can be the missionary to the entire world.
The ZAC’s missional mandate demands a new stock of transformational leaders who could
actualize the Poverty Free Zones amongst Church workers for the maintenance of ministry. The
authentic stewardship from transformational leaders can only be actualized if they possess; a
unique mindset of conception, different attitudes of belief and an action oriented perceptions.
Furthermore, they must possess the compass for initiation, resolutions, and processes welling
from core values and virtues (Asiimwe, 2005:30, Globethics.net).
This authentic stewardship is possible if only transformational leaders possess the ability and
attitudes of opinions unconstrained. In the global village era, there is dare demand for the latest
crop of such type of leaders to serve and manage the certain to occur. Asiimwe, citing Bass
(1985) short lists their distinctive qualities such as; inspirational motivation which weakens their
perceptions of the laity of their expectations. These transformational leaders are inspirational
motivators of the laity to achieve objectives and actualize “beneficial permanence” that are
empowering, transforming, holistic appropriate with integrity and sustainable – for time and
eternity. Is it possible to have a sign post of failures; lasting ill consideration, evil, harmful and
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annihilations leadership history repeat itself in likes of; Amin, Mobutu and Bokasa? The leaders
transformational develop the Laity to statues of mutual contentment (Asiimwe, 2005:37).
The transformational leadership is authentic stewardship actually when publishing what is
correct, beneficial, vital, elegance, uplifting the social status of their disciples’ attainment as selfrealization, consolidates in them lofty moral growth, and finally their disciples strive for the good
of the ZAC than personal achievements. Therefore, it cannot be said that transformational
leadership’s conduct of moral and ethical obligations is questionable due to the fact that
personal achievements are subject to the ZAC, which will yield fruits eventually. If the central
theoretical argument for wealth sharing in the ZAC is effectively implemented and professional
leadership’s reinforced, the maintenance of ministry will be achieved through the rising to the
occasion of transformational leadership.

5.5.1 The characteristics of transformational leadership
The characteristics of transformational leadership hinges on four key components namely;
i)

Inspirational devotion or idealized influence which can be attributive or behavioural.

ii)

Divine influence

iii)

Mental power animators

iv)

Self-reliance thoughtfulness (Asiimwe, 2005:39, citing Bass, 1985).

5.5.2 The advantages and disadvantages of transformational leadership
The advantages:
i)

Good culture building

ii) Intellectual Stimulation
iii) Individual Support
iv) Modeling Positive behaviours
v) Vision building and togetherness consolidation
vi) High performance expectations for both the Clergy and Laity employees.
vii) Facilitates the TEAMS building and corporation
viii) Re-evaluates own values to save the ZAC for the betterment of all (Asiimwe, 2005:41).
The disadvantages
i)

Circumstance changers go unidentified, underestimated and are underrated
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ii) Change rules and values through inflicting Clergy and Laity to go beyond self –
aggrandizement for a solidarity cause
iii) They question why not
iv) Lobby and advocates for change
v) Evidence motivators
vi) Charismatic attraction
vii) Inducement
viii) Introduces paradigms innovations
ix) Reveals the comfortable Zones contrary contributing to Poverty Free Zones
x) Reprograms the concept of wealth and values corporation and solidarity
xi) Proactive
xii) Grows disciples into leaders (Asiimwe, 2005:41).
The critical analysis confirms authentically that disadvantages to transformational leadership are
distorted perceptions of maintenance of the impact of poverty on stewardship in the ZAC. This is
due to; denial of employer and employee professional standard act, inequity in the ZAC’s wealth
sharing, and underutilization of natural resources and value addition. It can be acknowledged
with emphasis that circumstance changers are deliberately allowed to slip off, dry up, and decay
(Asiimwe, 2005:25).
The ZAC leaders need to comprehend that being transformational leaders is constrained by
context and value of the laity. Asiimwe, citing Addai (1999), on “Ethno-leadership” states that
leadership is an office defining who she/he is; of the leaner, the circumstances and context
(Asiimwe, 2005:44-45). The impact of transformational leaderships permeates every structure of
the organization with; care, stimulates, inspires and motivates others. The ZAC’s top leadership
are reckoned as pace setters for direction and vision; while lower grassroots structures are
inclined to actualizing organization operations. This contexts appeal to empowerment
transformation holistic approach with integrity, competence and sustainability for without it the
ZAC will suffer a widening gap and poverty will continue to grow contrary to Professional
Standards Act. The concept of “Isambolyafwa” is not imperative, but the isambolyabumi so that
discussions are done in presence of everybody without assuming that the dead are innocent
even when they were guilty. Uwafwa alamba the common unison of defence of the deceased.

5.6

A look at the Zambian Church in a declared “Christian Nation”

Taking a look at the ZAC in a declared “Christian Nation,” is it prudent to have poor Christian
leadership controlled by the Holy Spirit? The verbal pronouncement and policy does not
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legitimatize and divinize the Nation as Christian, but by deeds. The second republican President
Chiluba’s unilaterally declaration of Zambia as a Christian Nation ended up bidding for an
unconstitutional and undemocratic third term in office. The Church leaders categorically
opposed this motion urging President Chiluba to uphold the constitutional mandate of two terms
presidency (Komakoma, 2003:264; 434).
The ZAC in the declared Christian Nation is besieged with poverty impact on stewardship is a
prelude to the confirmation that Christian principles have no bearing on the National
Development. This depicts the truth that consideration for human dignity and alignment of good
governance is still a stone throw. There are no practical strategies to indicate the role of the
church in the Nation budget besides The Ministry of Nation Guidance and Religious Affairs.
What are Christian Nation’s love and its fruits? The insistence of Deeds serves true Christian
practical experience is “divine” for its spirit released and Christ-centred in that all true Christian
Nation’s grace is made practical. God loves with His justice (Komakoma, 2003:265). Many of
the ZAC Christians are apathetic and disinterested in grasping the truths about their rights and
responsibilities in the Christian Nation. Perhaps these below can develop a sense of service to
actively be aware of their rights and responsibilities in “a Christians Nation” are that Christians
are:
i)

People of high destiny

ii) Royal Servants
iii) Heritage assurance
iv) Ministry partners
v) Multiplication of disciples
vi) Being equipped by the Holy Spirit
vii) Loved and supported by the God who call us (Adult Christian Education Foundation,
1987:4).
A Christian Nation must exhibit love and its fruits as they are insisted upon both as authentic
Christian practical experience drawn from the divine spiritual product and Christ-centred
engulfment of practical grace. They comprehensive roles of the concepts of servant and
transformational leadership, respectively, are hinges opening big doors and important for
poverty reduction among the clergy. The ZAC as Zambia Anglican Council has vigorously
participated in the National Affairs through the Ecumenical Forum under the auspices of the
ecumenical umbrella of The Council of Churches in Zambia (CCZ). But, there is no way State
and Church can be compatible, otherwise it will lose its stamina for checks and balances on
good governance as the bright beacon of Economic Justice and Development (Henriot, 2003:9).
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5.6.1 Leadership as stewardship from God to humanity
Christian leadership is a gift of stewardship from God to man, which probably can have both
anthropologically influences and directives. The good Christian leader ought to possess the
following basic characteristics to confirm separation from worldly leadership power/authority as
stated least in its acronym:
Love – love always unconditional just like Christ Jesus loves
Encouragement – be an encouragement in all situations
Attitude – provide a constant correct attitude always
Decision – must be made with God’s grace
Example – mean what you say and do, and do and say what you mean
Resourceful – use the resources wisely to correct the wrong situations
Stability – Unshaken and constantly competence (James 1:5-8)
Help – be handy to offer it at any cost and moment
Insight – reap the benefits of both spiritual and practical knowledge
Power – employ all the power God has given your tenure of office (Siaki, 1993:3).
It is evidently a big challenge that good Christian leadership is hard to come by. The position of
leadership is a gracious gift from God to man to serve humanity and therefore; one ought to be
in constant frequency with the Giver, God, as it is a spiritual responsibility powered by the Holy
Spirit. The ZAC circumstances of the poverty impact on stewardship dishonours the name
above all names of Our Lord Jesus Christ and devastated with room for a magnificent testimony
of what God can do. The faulted leadership of the ZAC and costly grace is the hope of success
in finding the diligence means to share its wealth. The redemptive aspects of the Good
Shepherd in texts of John 10:1-8 and Matthew 18:10 -14 are examples of Christian leadership
(Matthew 18:10-14).
In the text of John 10:1-6, the Good Shepherd is equivalent to a good Christian leader is
presented as a defender from thieves or robbers which is poverty or bad stewardship principles
in order to give abundant life. He does not flee, cares for the clergy and laity alike, as he is for
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not hireling. A good Christian leader is voluntary suffering saviour, walking the way of sorrows in
freedom as a gift of his Father’s love. There is criticism of failed leadership who lose their sheep
as a freely offered grace. It is a gift. The ZAC leadership must personally make costly
demonstrations of love in order to restore the helpless clergy and laity (Psalm 23; Jeremiah 23:
1-4 and Ezekiel 34: 11-16). From this OT background there are strong indicators of Christian
leaders being more than simply agents but the very presence of God himself in the midst of his
people looking for the lost clergy and laity in poverty (John 10:1-6).

5.6.2 Leadership delegation as practical sharing in stewardship from humanity to
humanity
Leadership delegation is a practical way of sharing into stewardship from man to man as hands
off and eyes on. Leadership delegation in stewardship emanates from trust and subordinate
leadership development. Delegation means a temporal lease of a piece of work, its pertained
authority, its accountability initiated by the leader to a subordinate.
Delegation is initiated due to:
i)

The leader would like off load some of the work load.

ii) It is a good policy from time to time for leaders to do so to ease subordinates’ critical
transitional problems (Kapena, 2007:48).
What it takes in order to delegate diligently:
i)

Make a decision on what to delegate.

ii) Appoint a delegate.
iii) Outline the number of responsibilities and status of assignment.
iv) Expound the delegated responsibilities.
v) Instruct the delegate the procedures of responsibilities implementation.
vi) Entrust the responsibility.
vii) Publish the delegation to the organization.
viii) Consent to liberal performance of responsibilities by the delegate.
ix) Constantly monitor and offer assistance where possible
x) When winding up the delegation, appreciate the delegate, indicate achievements and
gray areas and offer proposals for improvement in future (Kapena, 2007:48).
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In his book entitled, “Making a Team Work,” Steve Chalk gives the following acronym to assist
recall the cardinal points of delegation as cited by Kapena in his book entitled, “How to be a
wise leader:
D = Decision must be for delegation
E = Electing the personnel for delegation responsibilities
L = Listing what to execute
E = explain the duties and responsibilities
G = Giving enough orientation
A = Allowing liberate of work
T = Telling others who is delegated
E =Evaluate performance (Kapena, 2007:49).
Therefore; delegation is hands off and eyes and ears on as practical stewardship. It is a trust of
a good subordinate who is supposed to be a good leader proposed by the leader. Either to build
him up or as a scape goat to cover up dirty secrets.

5.6.3 Bishops as mentors and friends of the clergy
The Diocesan Bishop by virtue of his office is prerogative and mandatory both as a Mentor and
Friend of the clergy. This is a well-known truth that how powerful it is having a Diocesan Bishop
as a friend and mentor at work in the Priesthood fraternity. However, becoming a great mentor
and friend to the clergy can elevate their performance too! Bishop solely ordains Deacons and
in convocation fraternity and solidarity ordains priests with his priests. They are typical mentors
and friends in that they are leaders who make other leaders at the inductions of priests with
these words; “receive from me this as a cure of souls which is yours and mine.” The Bishops are
pre-eminently, “lovers of hospitality,” generously fulfilling the apostolic injunction laid on them
(James, P. 1995:145).
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5.6.1.1 Bishops as mentors of the clergy
The Bishops carry a mentoring role in their ministry, not only to their clergy, but to the laity and
those in need in the wider community. The Bishops mentors’ ministry can empower the ZAC to
assist clergy to assist themselves through sustainable stewardship, fraternal solidarity by
distributing material goods and remuneration for work (The Catechism of the Catholic Church,
1994:462).
There is need to deal with pain and trauma experienced by families of the clergy and laity in the
ZAC.
M = manage the ZAC and individuals through/with Ethical Management
E = encourage clergy and laity to transform their lives innovatively
N = nurture clergy and laity in biblical philosophy principles of Servant Leadership
T = transformation leadership proactive for poverty elimination among the Church workers
O = organization’s mission statement, vision, objectives/goals, core values and strategic
planning enables management to flow
R = reliable leadership built from servant leadership and transformational leadership
respectively
S = stewards of God’s creation
In the complexity of the ZAC situation, it makes a lot of sense for clergy and laity who have
endured much from unpaid stipends for years and are still suffering. The Bishop’s mentorship
can further introduce basic ethical management of the five Ps which are: Purpose – Ex. 6:2;
pride – Gen. 1:28; Patience – Rom. 8:8; Persistence – Rev.3:16 and Perspective (Hamukoma,
P. 1992:1).
The Bishops as mentors prove to be an effective strategy to assist the clergy in the doldrums of
poverty through recognition of gifts, strengths in leadership teams and developing capacities for
cooperative effort (Steward, 1998:4). This mentoring for transformation to eliminate poverty has
injury wounds that demands reconciliation and healing through forgiveness endowed in Bishops
understanding God’s heart.
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5.6.1.2 Bishops as friends of the clergy
Bishops as friends of the clergy should befriend and care for them. The value of friends, does it
bear fruits and shade or both? This is imperative for focusing on the ministry’s life skills, which is
why Jesus Christ selected good friends. Bishops does the same through the selection
conferences for ordinands. Do two walk together unless they have agreed to do so (Amos 3:3)?
The most amazing thing is the friends in the Bible story of Jesus meeting Zacchaeus (James,
1995:145; Luke 19:1-10). When the word FRIENDS is written vertically with a word written on
each letter:
F = faithful
R = reliable
I = integrity
E =encouraging
N = nurturing
D = dependable
S = stewards of the mysteries of God (Cook, 2013:59-60).
These above are the bonds of unity; love that makes for peace binds Bishops and clergy into
fraternal harmony. This fraternal harmony consolidates; profession of one Apostolic Faith,
common divine worship and sacraments, and Apostolic succession through Holy Orders
maintaining the fraternal agreement of God’s family (The Catechism of the Catholic Church,
1994:221). Besides, the above listed ministerial attributes, I am in total agreement with James
Glasse’s support of clergy as professionals due to characteristic trends common to other
professionals like doctors, lawyers, teachers and clergy inclusive. They are; 1) educated in a
specific knowledge, 2) vows a commitment of service, 3) composition of a fraternity, 4)
embodiment of allegiance matrix institutionally, 5) serve objectives in the name of core values
specific to the professional (Trull & Cater, 2004:38-39). Surely a priest as a professional needs
better treatment and better pay as a correct treatment from their employers.
Surely, through the forgiveness of sins we become members of one big family of the Anglican
Communion. By virtue of ordination, seeds are sown in friendship directing the disciple on how
to follow, what to follow and imitate them who have chosen them as his friends (John 15:15).
Are not the clergy of a Diocese neighbours to their Bishop? It is the only relationship where has
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no choice and say. Maybe it develops between clergy to clergy or Bishops and clergy;
friendship indicates a great good for everyone. Friendship paves way to spiritual communion
earned through God’s grace and wisdom. Hence; friendship is the fruit of obedience (The
Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1994:542; 476; Giordani, 1943:374).
Therefore; mutual friendship of the unity of the Trinity of Persons, of one God, the Father and
the Son in the Holy Spirit confirms the sacred mystery of the ZAC’s unity of Bishops, clergy and
laity. The nature of the ZAC is embedded in unity. “United we stand, divided we fall” is a beacon
of solidarity and friendship agreement. The Clergy, especially, are privileged to enjoy Bishops’
warm friendship and support during and after retirement. Bishops must be reformers and
responsible for drastic transformation in caring of the clergy and their needs. The clergy should
be able to meet with Bishops, is possible invite them for a “convivial gatherings” which can be
overwhelm appreciated (Suggit, 1995:48).

5.7

Observations

The observations appearing in The Zambian Anglican Church triggered the motivation to come
up with is title: The impact of Poverty on Stewardship in the Zambian Anglican Church. The
following are my cardinal critical observations:
i)

Some clergy, who are full-time or retired do not get their stipends or pension fund for
years in the ZAC, and upon retirement they become destitute. The Late Rev’d
Fr.Kapikila was buried in the bark; as though not enough, another Priest’s coffin was
made from behind the counter on the burial day and the wetness of the paint filled the all
Church building more than incense. It was evident on the soiled hands of pall bearers
the
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colours

misunderstandings

of

the

arouse

Coffin.

On

between

the

another

incident

related

family

members

and

to
the

funerals;
Diocesan

representatives when they were debating on the standard of the coffin and who are to
prepare the body of the deceased brother priest. The Archdeacon Julius Mwengwe lives
in the shackle. Yet, he served diligently, with full of loyalty and faithfulness. How many
are having died without a decent burial, yet they were servants of God in the ZAC?
ii) The ZAC has been considered as an organization and not as an organism, thus resisting
transformational leadership and down grading servant leadership. When a White
missionary runs the Parish, every effort is summoned to make sure he is comfortable.
Why?
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iii) There are abundant natural resources in every Diocese, which confirm the enigma that
poverty has impacted on the ZAC stewardship.
iv) The professionalism of the clergy is denied, rendering it not impassionate.
Is it professionalism to recall and recommended for scholarship at the expense of many
full-time priests in service, the suspended clergy?
v) Clergy go for years without stipends and no one is bothered about it, including the
Diocesan Bishops who are there Chief Shepherds. Are missions worth the effort to
warrant special funds for those involved in missions to be cushioned through Faith
Promise Offering (FPO)?
vi) The pension scheme under private companies have a flat rate of lump sum without
considering inflation rates, yet when some clergy wants to withdraw from such chopping
waters of the pension funds, they are refused. The Archbishop Robert Selby Taylor
managed to establish a pension fund for the clergy, which is being enjoyed to date in
RSA (Suggit, 1995:48).
vii) The current crops of Bishops were once priests in various parishes of their Dioceses,
and the problems are still there staring at them. Low stipends with irregular payments
continue.

5.8

Analysis

The organizational strategy demand knowing the landscape of decisions and activities enacted
to govern and direct the ZAC shaped by its core values and prepares it for its future. What is the
critical analysis of the poverty impact on stewardship? Stewardship must be the heart and
center of the ZAC. The ZAC and its leadership is hereby summoned to readdress and rekindle
the heart and vision of God for the clergy and laity to be higher potential faithful Anglican
stewards of the Gospel of Christ. Christian Witness and Service with an integrity heart comes
from a faithful care and an authentic soul (Psalm 78:70-72).
Shepherding is not a haphazardly vocation to stumble into. One to be an effectively care for
God’s flock, he or she must be authentic in nurturing and sustaining them, without sidestepping
the work God desires to do first in us. These inner four aspects of God’s work are demonstrated
in: (i) Call; (ii) Contentment; (iii) Character; and (iv) Craft. What are the marks of an authentic
leader? Is leadership more a matter of the head or the heart? Are there flaws that are
jeopardizing the integrity of the ZAC leadership?
The Episcopal Bishops are; Leaders, Evangelists, Teachers, and Shepherds who should call a
spade a spade, the wicked call evil, good and call good, evil. They should take time for edifying
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and directing the ZAC the Biblical philosophy truth of servant leadership. This can make and
keep the clergy and laity to walk the talk by its light and salt (Matthew 5:13-16).
The fact of human morality and ethics are an observation of negativity in some Bishops towards
emerging servant and transformational leaders. These innovative leaders attempt to actualize
their potential values through mistakes and errors. They have tried and kissed failure, they
should just recall that greatest leaders in history were off springs of courage bred in cradle of
difficulties. What atrocities are being committed in the name of God for the sake of Canonical
obedience without confronting poverty ravaging the servants of God the Most High?
Let us get into the internal and external analysis of the ZAC.
5.8.1 Internal analysis
In the internal analysis of the ZAC, attempts to look into its strengths and weakness will be
cardinal for attaining the proposed future. Internal analysis is critical in achieving the vision in
that it exposes its limitations as the ZAC looks into the resources that they possess. Apart from
skills like; (i) Technical and Functional; (ii) Problem solving and Decision making; (iii)
Interpersonal, there are other things to be considered as follows:


The Zambian Anglican Church’s core competencies



What are its financial strength; Fixed Interest Security, Debt, Stipends Arrears, Property
Equity, Collateral and Cash (Workers’ Compensation Control Board Zambia)?



Its weakness and strengths



Resources (skills, assets, liabilities, etc)



What are the capabilities of the ZAC?

The three types of complementary skills and knowledge are vital, yet lacking in the ZAC Human
Resources think tank.
i)

Technical and Functional

Since 1910 to date, can the ZAC tabulate the names of say lawyers or medical doctors to
warrant its mission within stewardship? If we can zero in theological specialization, how
many clergymen are Christian Ethics and New Testament Scholars, to mention but a few?
What are their contributions in terms of special knowledge and tithes if we have medical
doctors or lawyers among the clergy and laity? Leaders must acknowledge that one day
they will give account (Heb. 13:17). That high standard of accountability must stir the ZAC to
invest in training for leadership.
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ii) Problem solving and Decision making
The problem solving and decision making are haphazardly applied in the structures of
the ZAC. It could be that professionalism is suppressed at the expense of
volunteerisms? When it comes to fixing some clergy, it is done promptly. Adultery is a
forgivable sin, while seeking justice warrants clergy’s banishment. Why change the goal
posts? Mention finances to pay stipends, the widows or those retired, and it is snail
pace. Perhaps, this question can drive the wedge home. Why is accountability vital for
developing leaders of high caliber?
iii) Interpersonal
The relationship or communication between Bishops, clergy and laity should be
transparent. When relationships are full of hidden agendas, some inclusive and others
exclusive, the growth of the ZAC becomes retarded. Thus; learning to listen actively is
essential to sharpen our interpersonal skills.

The examination of the internal strengths and weaknesses of The ZAC are as follows:
1. Strengths:


The history of 100 years and a decade give it a wealth heritage and powerful
tradition



There is in place a divergent and innovative robust liturgical worship



Organizational structure from grassroots: Family, Small Christian Communities,
Congregations, Zones, Parishes, Archdeaconries, Dioceses, and Provinces
culminating into The Anglican Communion



Abundant and unexploited talents and gifts from both clergy and laity



Possesses properties and treks of land dotted all over the country



Capably leased land and have built the following; (i) Petrol Service Station, (ii)
Shopping Mall, (iii) Block of Flats


2. Weaknesses:


The art of self-leadership is distorted and constrained to the south pole



The Biblical servant leadership is confused with political, cultural and tradition.



Declining church planting and coupled with inverse proportional ratio of clergy to
laity



Outdated and outlived Mission Stations



Ineffective internal and external communication of information dissemination
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Inadequate management, participation and development of Human Resources
and Properties



Lacking intentional vocation to ordained ministry from formation (Georgians),
recruitment, enlisting, and retention up to retirement without post retirement



No outlined innovation programmes in various ministries like Sunday School
syllabi



Getting work done through Togetherness with Talents identification in
Encouraging Anglicans Ministries of Stewardship (TEAMS) and not committees
as per current practice.



Changing goal posts of resolutions before implementation, monitoring,
evaluation and action especially when it concerns finances


5.8.2 External analysis
The examination of the opportunities and threats as external factors to the ZAC being
encountered influence the economy wherein jurisdictions. These are:


Socio-Economic and political environment of a declared Christian Nation



The trends in the jurisdictions where the ZAC has its presence

These external factors will be bypassed using the core competencies identified in the internal
analysis are as follows:
1. Opportunities:


Establishments of New Mission Station to reaching out in other provinces without
Anglicans presences



Adding value on land through property development to actualize financial viability
and sustainability of the maintenance of ministry clergy stipend)



Development of Diocesan Farms to sustain cash flow and value addition to some
of the produces



Formulation of Family Life And Marriage Education (FLAME) to consolidate
family life and marriages with special references to scriptures (imifundile ipya mu
mbusa) (Lafollie, 2008:vii)



Development of holistic and dynamic evangelization projects approach through
social and other media



Development of Church Schools for Income Generating Activity and evangelism
with Christian Ethics Values in Education and technology
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Consolidation of ecumenism and interfaith dialogue for financial sustainability.



Develop Inter-Diocesan Tourism related with Slave Trade sites like Chitambo
Tree where David Livingstone heart was buried, Tunnel at Chipili Mission for
escape from Slave Trades like Zanzibar Diocese and other who would like to see
Victoria Falls.

2. Threats:

5.9



The growing of egocentrism and materialism among Christians



Denominational outdoing and flock indoctrination by other pastors



Lacking of trust within the ZAC



Misplacement of the virtue of obedience and declining of denominational loyalty



Resistance to transformational and servant leadership



Poverty impact on stewardship



Low turn-out of would be ordinands at selection conferences

Conclusion

Therefore, it is hoped that the ZAC leadership will promptly hearken to the voice and put to rest
personal and narrow interests and embark upon their Episcopal powers of fraternal solidarity to
harmonize and uphold wealth sharing for clergy and laity in the ZAC as professionals. Poverty
has been coined normal because it is propelled by two abusive components namely; corruption
and inequality. Poverty blindfolds the afflicted with inequality, yet they are able to see that there
are those within the ZAC leadership driving big cars while the majority of their clergy’s families
go years without stipends. Furthermore, from another perspective, there is inadequate utilization
of natural and human resources sharing and value addition is unheard off.
In Christian servant leadership, service and friendship, obedience and love are mixed originally.
By virtue of humility, any Christian elevated in social status is a servant to the fraternity
rendering authority as a service and not as a right to oppress or exploit clergy. Otherwise, it
ceases to be authority but tyrannical rule diluting the privileged position without destroying the
noble responsibility (Giordani, 1943:375). The upper hand of Faith Promise Offering (FPO)program is Much More Money!... for More projects in support of maintenance of ministry in the
ZAC for our own Missionary actions.
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Thus; to crown it all, the ZAC must depart from a male constrained leadership mentality so as to
embrace servant leadership and transformational leadership. Prayer set sail the ZAC into World
Evangelism to confess that God is at work when His Children pray.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1

Introduction

What/why are struggles in the ZAC professional leadership functions in equitably sharing of
wealth for maintenance of ministry to alleviate poverty (ACO, 2008:86, Lindhorst, 1995:28)? The
central theoretical argument of this study is that when biblical principles of stewardship with
character matrix transformation in leadership equitably share ZAC wealth for maintenance of
ministry, poverty will be alleviated (Khoon, 2007:15). The research methods of data collection
originally intended for this study was a mixture of surveys, focus groups, oral interviews and
questionnaires. Funding could not permit such an expansive empirical study, however, hence
the mostly qualitative presentation. The realization of professional functions leadership
facilitates ethical equitable wealth sharing, financial freedom and sustainable stewardship for
maintenance of ministry through advocacy for the abolition of poverty cuts the true roots of
poverty (CSTNZ, 2004:1). The population and sampling of elements possessing information I
sought and from whom information may be obtain was constrained through; parishioners,
households of Church workers in full-time ministry and those retired as authentic sampling
framework (Mathotra, 2010:372). Thus, the exclusive criteria included Ordinands, NonStipendiary Priests, Volunteer Lay Workers, and Lay Ministers.

6.2

Conclusions

Poverty is the artificial fraud of stewardship of God’s creation, an ultimate gift to humanity,
which, “the children of this world are wiser in their generation than the Children of the light”
(Giordani, 1934:296). The ZAC envisages uprooting poverty by utilizing natural resources and
value addition, as Jesus Christ did in accordance with Matthew 14:13-21 (CCZ Pastoral Letter,
2014:2).
The ethical purpose of vision stems from the vision of God. It is sustainability of stewardship,
social and solidarity economy of heart and mind, increases faith, confirms His will and open
revelation to the sleeping eyes of the soul to dare transmit deserving good beyond generations.
Blackman defines vision as, “an ecstatic experience in which new knowledge is revealed
through something seen” (Dugarova, 2015:6; Richardson, 1957:277). The vision is the reception
medium of divine communication; the declaration of God’s will for community civilization
attainment. Where there is no vision, the ZAC will perish (Prov. 29:18).
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The ethical and moral obligation of vision oscillates between leaders to inspire a shared
challenging process; envisioning the future and recruiting others whose hearts and minds are
zealous enflame personal inputs into solidarity achievements (Asiimwe, 2005:146). The
Zambian Anglican Council (ZAC)’s vision is: To carry out holistic ministry, so that each person
may have positive development, and have it abundantly (ZAC-Outreach Programmes
Brochure), in recognition of fundamental Human Rights contributions to social and economic
development of ethically corporate governance. Vision is then the constrained medium of
reception for a/the goal as implementation of God’s will for ultimate community development in
solidarity and sustainable stewardship to circumrotate poverty trends towards God’s divine
intend purpose (Liyalii, 2006:1). Vision allows persistence and focus genetic, psychic or
environmental determinism. It consolidates justification and concentrates rationality (Draft Policy
on Uranium Mining in Zambia CCZ, 2011:15).
The ethical perspective of the mission statement in management is easily understood and puts
straight a sense of purpose by defining the ZAC that you are and how you will live. It incites
one’s head and warms one’s heart as, “one’s raison d’être” by defining the purpose for having
personal contributors, philosophy or creed, competence and passion to deliver. It is a statement
of purpose, compass guide for all the ZAC’s decision making and consolidating Clergy and Laity
within the ZAC to best align decisions and task performers with the mission of the ZAC
(Asiimwe, 2005:151-152).
Poverty is an ethical concern both for and against its abolition advocacy by the ZAC on the
maintenance of ministry. Poverty is collective sin! Getting paid is economic empowerment.
Poverty creates barriers of interrelation; socially, politically, economically and spiritually,
because “monopoly over production” and “understanding power as ‘power over’ and
‘domination’” (Kotze, 2016:1). The Rev Canon Dr. Hunter calls “stewardship guardians of the
Earth” (Gen.1:26-31; Ps 24, Acts 17:24-28; Matt. 21:33-46). Poverty and power are ethically
expressed in the parable; God as the Landowner lets us His vineyard; the ZAC is a tenant who
grabs the harvest and keeps it.
The ethical definition of core values is the fundamental beliefs of the ZAC. These core values
are

accountability,

diligence,

perseverance,

discipline,

justice,

integrity,

truthfulness,

dependability, decency, reliability, loyalty, commitment, open-mindedness, consistency,
honesty, and efficiency. Core values are fundamental set-principles of ethics that guides the
ZAC’s standards of valuable or important decisions, programmes and policies. These principles
trigger constrained characters to conduct and facilitates what is right or wrong. The ethical
perspective of core values in the ZAC discerns conscience authoritative and prudent intended
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objectives. The core values as Christian virtues from the fruits of the Holy Spirit37 depart
humanity from egocentric tendencies to solidarity and sustainable stewardship. Poverty is
equivalent to slavery that was abolished to history (Anglican–Episcopal, 2007:13-14).
The transformative emancipation from colonialism and rampant capitalism are ethically
interrelated and complementary accelerates poverty in the ZAC. “For evil to flourish, it simply
takes good people to do nothing.” Poverty abolition is true stewardship of rediscovering the
community of creation” (The Seasons of Creation, 2018:2, 3, 4).
Poverty was known as a scandalous situation in the Old Testament. It requires sacrifice as in 1
Kings 17:8-24 to eliminate poverty through God’s providence and sustenance. The advent of sin
ruined God’s created “good” and became extravagant during the monarchy. Poverty is painful
experiences, traumatizes poor believers in redemptive act of God’s love within the communal
bond overlooked and blind folding noble responsibility. The covenant code declares helping the
poor. The call for consistent formulation of policy will help to alleviate poverty with financial and
economic support, legitimate social and political ownership and participation (Mwaura,
2002:195, 2001).
In the New Testament, benefitting from almsgiving and becoming heirs to the Kingdom of God
through the empowerment of the Good News is underlined. In the world, the poor are turning
the wheels of the economy with meagre wages. They are neglected and isolated in
circumstances where it becomes embarrassing to do what is right. Through the birth of Jesus
Christ, his death, and resurrection, Christianity eliminated poverty for communal fraternity and
generous wealth sharing. Without the option of the poor in deeds, rhetorical pronouncements of
Christianizing the Nation are merely political agitation. The poor are economically
disadvantaged, prevented and suffer (Mwaura, 2002:209). They lack earthly daily bread.
The ZAC acknowledges that all property is a “social mortgage.” We are One Communion, One
Body of Christ, mandated to promote and denounce the violation of Human Rights for the
development of all personnel in the ZAC irrespective of language, tribe and social status. The
rich Dioceses have responsibilities towards poor Dioceses to reflect justice. Clergy vocation is
professional works of high calling (The Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1995:153;
Komakoma, 2003:34). They serve humanity with passion and dignity in sacrificial fulfilment of
God’s mandate upon them. Therefore, they have a right to a just stipend and a right to
fraternalism organization, as the ZAC has the mandate to liberate the oppressed; socially,

37

Galatians 6:22
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economically, politically and religiously. It holistically enhances development of sustainable
stewardship.
The universality of sin is equally true of poverty. Poverty is just the expected situation of the
background to success. The disfigured shadow of development and transformation are shanty
towns in the world (Rupen & Julie, 2011:134). Poverty should be analysed and monitored to
obtain a higher value addition to primary commodities such as maize seeds, soya beans, pop
corn, cotton, groundnuts, virgin and barley tobacco through Agro processing for small, medium
and large farmers (www.cen.gov.zm/expo). Fighting the war against poverty is achieving good;
Christian ethics motivates love of stewardship practices is true Christian action. Poverty
impacting stewardship requires zealous commitment from the ZAC to never conform to poverty,
but transform unjust equalities and dehumanizing practices. Admitting guilt is honesty and
dignity to the ZAC testimonies manifesting, “blame shifting” and trails of mitigating factors. The
ZAC can now take centre stage in the issue of poverty for economic planning. If the ZAC has
accumulations of great wealth in the hands of a few and wealth concentrations in specific
Dioceses, that should be ‘undone’ as the land and property done at national, internationalDiocesan and provincial levels (ACO, 2008:85). Hence, poverty still brings shame to the ZAC
after a century. Clergy consecrated as Bishops still seeing the ugly face of poverty. Why? The
Clergy Terms and Conditions of Service leaves much to be desired; by Episcopal, provincial
and Diocesan Synods (ADNZ 2003:1; ADCZ, 2003:2).
The ZAC leadership promptly hearkens to the voice, put to rest personal and narrow interests,
embark on Episcopal powers for fraternal solidarity harmonization and wealth sharing in the
ZAC. Poverty is abnormal because of two abusive components; corruption and inequality.
Poverty blindfolds the afflicted with inequality, some within the ZAC leaderships driving big cars
while the majority of their Clergy families go years without stipends. There is inadequate
utilization of natural resources, and no common purse resources for sharing and value addition.
Christian servant leadership, service and friendship, obedience and love are compounded. The
Christian virtue of humility elevates the high social status a servant to fraternal authority as a
service and not a right to oppress or exploit. Otherwise, it stops being authority and becomes
tyrannical rule diluting a privileged position with noble responsibility (Giordani, 1943:375). The
ZAC must depart from a male constrained leadership mentality to embrace servant leadership
and transformational leadership to also facilitate gender justice.
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6.3

Recommendations

I hereby recommend that these strategic actions be considered for adoption and action. I further
state that specific timeframes for realization benchmarks should be set. This proposed
stewardship strategy could be used as a working document and commencement of stewardship
implementation plan. The adoption and commendation for study and implementation by the
ZAC Church leaders - Clergy and Laity, Church practitioners, Executives, Cathedral Canons,
and Policy Makers for institutions. This calls for fervent stewardship, crucial renewal for servant
and transformational leadership, and expanding provincial missions and stewardship. Thus; a
coordinating and implementations structure of the ZAC in the province.
This underscores the vitality of strengthening partnership throughout the Anglican Church
Communion for establishing new mission stations and renewing existing ones as Centres of
Biblical Leadership, Philosophy, and Evangelical Corporate Property Developers for profits.
These countries are Botswana, Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe in the Anglican Church Province
of Central Africa. The possibilities of collaboration in finance viability and sustainability microfinance services among each Diocese or Inter-Diocesan Institution to attain financial freedom
should be explored. The possibility of collaboration in Christian witness and service with
ecumenical partners such as ECLOF and companion denominations should be expanded
globally.
Thus; commending proposed actions to His Grace the Archbishop’s Council for Professional
Standard Act (PSA) deliberations and ZAC Presiding Bishop for strategic planning process and
implementation. The Archbishop‘s Council for PSA should consider the following: i) Code of
Conduct, ii) Understanding of Protocols, iii) Appointments of Professional Standards Teams, iv)
Appoint the Director of Professional Standards, v) Mandatory reporting, vi) Complaints of
Misconduct, vii) How investigation are conducted and concluded, viii) Convening and
deliberation of Professional Standards Board, ix) A guide to good practice appointment of
Clergy Office Holders (The Archbishop’s Council; www.gro.gov.uk.gro).
The Provincial Office ensures that Dioceses have in place a three (3) year strategic-plan,
synodical enacted with:
i). Vision Statement: Matthew 24:14 - The Vision of Jesus
ii). Mission Statement: Matthew 28:19; Mk16:15; Lk 24:47-49; John 20:21
iii). Core Values: Galatians 5:22-23, are fruits of the Holy Spirit, which are virtues for
God’s incidental living will (Bible NTL, 2007:1993).
iv). Objectives/Goals: Luke 4:18-21 - The ultimate goals of Jesus Christ’s ministry
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v). Strategic Plan: Acts 1:8 - The strategy of the Holy Spirit (Bishop Gregory, 2018:1;
Diocese of Nakuru, 2013:2).

Therefore, if the Diocesan Bishop with the above does not deliver within the specified
timeframe, elections are conducted contrarily to the current status quo.
1. Provincial, Diocesan, Archdeaconry, Parish, Congregational, Zonal, Small Christian
Communities Farms imitating Monastic Farms. The Diocese of Nakuru owns Berea
Farm of 245 acres in Nakuru County as sustainability for the liberators from poverty as
modern slavery and following the footsteps of Fr. Robert Selby Taylor at Fiwila Cattle
farm (Diocese of Nakuru, 2013:13; Stradling, 1995:27).
2. Enhancing dignified funeral undertaking for both full-time and retired Clergy and Laity
through monthly contributors to the Funeral Parlour Services. Here, investment earnings
constantly reach a threshold from unduly large deaths and disability costs in years when
they are higher than expected. The natural resources’ capital and value addition can be
testified in the manufacturing of coffins, caskets, church stalls and cathedra’s, etc.
3. The Centres of Biblical Leadership Philosophy and Evangelical Corporate Property
Developers can be developed for more profits, and the Security Department utilised for
security services as innovations in existing mission stations.
4. The Green Anglicans Movement advocates and lobbies for a prudent solid waste
management collection department, street sweepers, litter collectors for value addition
for plumbing materials, doors, chicken drinkers and feeders, toys, etc. Thus; actualizing
recycling and the water bottling industry at Fiwila Mission Station in accordance with
principle 89 (ACO, 2008:85).
5. Professional registration fees for all practicing canonically ordained clergy in the
Province at K2, 500.00 (US dollar equivalent) for the next five years paid through each
Diocese per country. There are 400 members of Clergy and 600,000 Anglicans in 250
parishes, with 10-30 congregations each, as per early 1990s figures (Anglican Cycle of
Prayer, 2003:15). The net share capital will reach above the financial glass ceiling of K1,
000,000.00. Further Community Micro finance can boast the financial viability and
sustainability of any Diocese, Archdeaconry, Parish, congregations, and small Christian
communities to be founded and managed on Christian principles (Diocese of Nakuru,
2013:18).
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6. The Church Workers Pension Fund, phase one (1) Silver Code: House empowerment
fund; and
7. The Church Workers Pension Fund: phase two (2) Golden Code: Retirement lump
sum and monthly pension payments for life with inter-generational equity beneficiaries
into eternity.
8. Development of Inter-Diocesan Slave Trade Tourism related industry through stations
such as The Chitambo Tree and other Slave Trees in the Diocese of Central Zambia,
Tunnels in Chipili Mission and those of St. Andrews in Livingstone and the Mosi-ouTunya (Victoria Falls) to mention but a few. This could be started with the Diocese of
Zanzibar, Mauritius, and South Africa, for example.
9. The ZAC could consider floating shares for off-shore investments in hotels and office
building blocks in countries like Dubai through partnership with private companies, for
example, the First Groups Company.
10. The ZAC should consider ordination of women to be sent as missionaries in
Dioceses with the approval of female clergy for intentional discipleship and church
growth with higher potential faithful Anglican stewards for prudent stewardship of
resources.
11. Dioceses could be doubled or tripled in accordance with compass directions names;
for example, Anglican Diocese of Central Zambia with Anglican Diocese of Central
Zimbabwe, etc.
12. The ZAC could consider clergy and laity to register under the registrar of societies:
“The Friends of Anglican Priests - Zambia. The “I am the other” to inspire others to
discover their own lime light, who will in turn help others do the same, who will then in
turn help others again, and so on, like a butterfly effect of personal excellence.
13. The ZAC should identify pro-poor congregations and church ministries of vulnerable
women and youths be considered for facilitating economic empowerment through microfinance and skills training centers for saving shared mobilization, credit provision and
capacity building. Women and youths are constantly compound victims of chaos, the
most vulnerable and in positions of the lowest economic and social status. There should
be programmes of empowerment.
14. The ZAC must consider the General Synod for regulating Diocesan Acts of Synods
that are binding legislations of: i) The ZAC Trust Corporation Act, ii) Appointment Act to
regulate the constitution of Parishes and the appointment and tenure of clergy and other
purposes, iii) Cathedral Act, which shall consolidate and amend the law to enact the
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constitution of Cathedral establishment, and iv) Church Fund Acts to regulate Diocesan
buildings and historic properties TEAMS, Stipends Act, Tribunal Acts, Insurance Act and
the Episcopal Standards Protocol and Regulation Acts for synodical governance to take
roots and blossom with abundant fruits of the Holy Spirit. The Canonical Fitness of
Bishopric Ordinances Acceptances Act will easy the poverty impact on stewardship in
the ZAC.

6.4 Conclusion: Take home message to the ZAC leadership
A wise Christian leader should be reliable and have concern for the flock of God – the laity in
general, and clergy in particular. The lessons to leaders; what really works or does not work is
explicitly, genuine, authentic, real, and responsibly presented in this study. It is surprising that
the vision of ZAC is; “So that each person may have positive development and have it
abundantly.” How can the ZAC be good and faithful stewards? How can money be wisely spent
when stipends for the clergy and other church workers are not paid? The leadership has the
power and its deployment in terms of resources regulating and disbursement. Therefore, power
and authority in the ZAC should be ‘with’ and ‘participatory’ and not of “power over” and for
“domination” to build a higher performance culture.
These higher potential faithful Anglicans stewards will release their greatness in clergy and laity
who have underestimated their greatness. They must decree more than ever those in greater
need to shift for just personal growth of individuals to collective growth of the ZAC into the
Anglican Communion Council. They are super performers, extraordinary in their own rights and
the best vision of them is just one part of the equation. The super performers of higher potential
faithful Anglicans stewards should stand for authentic stewardship. The ethical management
toolkit of the ZAC and individuals are sound learning clergy, confident in the execution of their
duties with deeper reflections. “Exceptional Leaders distinguish themselves because of superior
self-leadership;” as servant leaders and transformational leaders, respectively. Self-leadership
is tough work, instead of avoiding it by rather trying to inspire or control those beneath, we
should do the rigorous work of reflection; then we shall be authentic stewards who do not refuse
to give food to the stump!
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ANNEXURE A: DATA COLLECTION TOOL
SECTION A
NAME: ………………………………………….. GENDER: ……………………… AGE: ……….
PROFESSION: ..………………………………………….. DIOCESE: ………………………….
ARCHDEACONRY: ……………………………………….. PARISH: ……………………………
RURAL: ………………………… URBAN: …………………… SEMI: …………………………..
RESIDENCE: ……………………………………….. MARTIAL STATUS: ………………………
FAMILY SIZE (children) BOYS: …………………… GIRLS: ……………………………………

ACADEMIC
POSITION

QUALIFICATION

NAME

1ST
2ND
3RD
4TH
5TH
6TH
7TH
8TH
DEPENDANTS - BOYS: GIRLS:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

YOUR LEADERSHIP POSITION:
1. Do you have Donors or do you receive donations: YES/NO?
2. Do you agree that Donors make you dependency: YES/ NO?
3. Do you disagree that Donations abuse your right to hard work: YES/NO?
4. Can you define the word wealth?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
SECTION B
1. Do you consider yourself a “Faithful Anglican” YES/NO?
2. Are you a “Big Tither/s” YES/NO?
3. Are you a “Big Investor/s” YES/NO?
4. How can you consider the impact of poverty on stewardship in your Diocese?
1. Less: …………………….. 2. Greater as Survivors: ……………………..
3. Desperately: …………………..; 4. Strugglers: …………………………….
5. Middle-class/semi-skilled: ………………………………

6. Education-Technical Qualification: …………………. Degrees 1. PhD: …………………
2. Masters:…………… 3. Honours: ………………. 4. Bachelor: ……………………..
5. Diploma: …………………… 6. Certificate: ………………………
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SECTION C
1. How many months or how long have you been serving without stipends?
Non-Stipends months: 1-3: ….. 4-6: ….. 7-9: ….. 10-12: …..
Non-Stipends years: 1: ….. 2: ….. 3: ….. 4: ….. 5: ….. 6: …… and more state: ………
Non-Pension Payments months: 1-3: ….. 4-6: ….. 7-9: ….. 10-12: …..
Non-Pension Payments years: 1: …… 2: ……. 3: …… 4: ….. 5: ….. 6: ……..
2. State the amount of Arrears: …………………….
3. State the amount of Defaulted Pension: ………………………..

4. Transport during Ministry (TICK WHERE POSSIBLE)
TRANSPORT IN MINISTRY

FULL-TIME

RETIREMENT

MOTOR VEHICLE
MOTOR CYCLE
BICYCLE
WALKING
OTHERS-STATE:

5. Is your office equipped with Information Technology Communication (ICT): YES/NO?
6. Are you computer literate: YES/NO?

SECTION D
1. Who are the majority in Your Parish/Congregation? (TICK WHERE POSSIBLE)
1. MEN: ….. 2. WOMEN: ….. 3. YOUTHS- GIRLS: ….. BOYS: …..
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2. State your Leadership character matrix transformation:
(A)

1. From Greed into Gratitude and Wholeness to Generosity: ………………………
2. From Foolishness into Faithfulness and Perseverance to Wisdom: ………………
3. From Pride into Humility and Integrity to Courage: ……………………………..

(B) Stewardship attitudes of perceptions:
1. Self-Focus: ………………………………………………………………………………
2. Servant Leadership: ………………………………………………………………………..
3. Do you share with others all you have according to their needs? YES/NO
4. How do you access:
4.1. Decent clothing? …………………………………………………………………………………
4.2. Electricity for Lighting? …………………………………………………………………………
4.3. Fuel for Cooking? …………………………………………………………………………………
4.4. Fuel for Heating? …………………………………………………………………………………..
4.5. Water? 1. Piped: ….. 2. Well: …… 3. Borehole: ….. 4. River: …………….
4.6. Sanitation: 1. Water Borne: …… 2. Pit Latrine: …………… 3. Pour and Flash: ………..
4.7. Food Security: 1. Farming: ………….. 2. Garden: ………….. 3. Christians: ……………..
SECTION E
1. Home Ownership: 1. Title: ……. 2. Chiefdom: …………. 3. Unplanned Settlement:
………………..
2. Structural Type: 1. Permanent Building: ……. 2. Semi: …………… 3. Mud & Thatched:
…………………
3. Any Other Assets? ………………………………………………………………………………….
4. ZAC Revenue Collection and Budget Allocations to Dioceses:
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5. What is the ZAC’s Revenue collection per month? …………………………………………………
6.

What

is

the

ZAC

Budget

allocation

……………………………………
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to

your

Diocese

per

month?

ANNEXURE B: INFORMED CONSENT
GUIDING INTERVIEWS FOR ZAMBIA ANGLICAN COUNCIL BISHOPS
NORTH-WEST UNIVERSITY-POTCHEFSTROOM CAMPUS
FACULTY OF THEOLOGY
TITLE: The Impact of Poverty on Stewardship in The Zambian Anglican Church
SAVE THE ZAMBIAN ANGLICAN CHURCH
STUDENT: FRIDAY HENRY MALAYA STUDENT NO: 25662848
The guiding questions for The Bishops’ semi-structured interviews, as on the title above.
1. Gender: ………………
2. Age: 18-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, 61-70.
3. When did you get to know that you are the Diocesan Bishop, and what is your early
connection to the Diocese?
4. When was your Diocese established?
5. How was it established, any special reasons or circumstances for its establishment?
6. Where did the missionaries who established the Diocese came from, and any special
order or Churchmanship?
7. What is the name of the Bishop/s who established the Diocese?
8. Were there Bishop/s from other denominations in the area at the time of establishment
of your Diocese?
9. How did the Anglican Bishops get along with other Bishops and/or leaders from other
denominations in relation to stewardship and poverty?
10. How was stewardship life like in the Diocese, any special activities, was it different from
the local people’s way of life then and today?
11. What was the local peoples’ response to the Bishop’s stewardship activities, any culture
ownership on poverty?
12. What are the resources for value addition in jurisdiction area for your Diocese?
13. Is the present demarcation of the Diocese the original demarcation? If not, when was it
re-demarcated and why was it re-demarcated?
14. Where was the nearest Anglican Diocese at the establishment of the Diocese?
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15. Apart from Church Worship Services, what other services or activities are offered by the
Diocesan Bishop with special ministries of stewardship?
16. What role does the Diocese play in the poverty impact of?
1. The local Parish/community
2. The Archdeaconry
3. The Diocese
4. The Retired and their Pension Scheme
5. Education support for The Priests and their families?
17. When did the Diocese became/become impacted with poverty on stewardship?
18. What makes your Diocese unique and different from other Dioceses in terms of
stewardship and poverty impact?
19. What are the contributions of your Diocese to:
1. The Clergy?
2. Lay Church Workers?
3. Widow/Widowers?
4. Maintenance of Ministry
5. Pension Fund?
20. Are there any special programmes/projects that can be attributed to sustainable
stewardship to eliminate Poverty among the Church Workers in your Diocese?
21. How are these programmes/projects initiated?
22. Describe the following in your Diocese:
1. Aim?
2. Objectives?
3. Mission Statement?
4. Core values?
5. Strategic Plan?
23. How/what support is provided for Clergy and Lay Church Workers facing challenges
concerning their employment and conditions of service.
24. What are/is the negotiating framework regarding labour matters in your Diocese?
25. Does lack of Human Resource Management in your Diocese the cause of poverty
impact on stewardship for maintenance of ministry?
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ANNEXURE C: RECRUITMENT MATERIAL
LETTER OF CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
NORTH-WEST UNIVERSITY, POTCHEFSTROOM CAMPUS
Entitled: The Impact of Poverty on Stewardship in Zambia Anglican Church
Dear Participant,
You are asked to participate in is research study conducted by; The Rev’d Canon Friday Henry
Malaya from North-West University, Potchefstroom Campus, South Africa.
You were selected as a possible participates in the study as you are a leader within the Zambia
Anglican Council (ZAC). The aim of the study is to investigate and reinforce professional
leadership to equitably share the ZAC’s wealth for maintenance of ministry to alleviate Poverty.
If you agree to participate in this study, we ask you to take part in an in-depth key informant
instrument, Survey and Questionnaire (Mulonga, 2009:3), you may be asked to:


Share information about the history of ZAC and its principles of Canon Law on the
Maintenance of Ministry of both Ordained and Laity.



Share information about Vision, Mission Statement, Objectives, Core Values and
Strategic Plans within ZAC on Clergy and Laity retired, or working ethics for
Maintenance of Ministry of respected Senior Faithful Anglicans?



Give your opinion on challenges:
1. Of reinforcement of Professionalism Leadership functions facilitate equitable
sharing of ZAC wealth for Maintenance of Ministry.
2. Does the principle of Leadership Character Matrix Transformation signify the
nature of being (Ontological) and knowledge (Epistemological) on participation
for Poverty Free Zone/s?

The session will be conducted in English or vernacular which shall be translated. The study
findings will be made publically available through reports and/or presentations. Thus; you will,
through the study, get a clearer understanding of the role that ZAC is playing, and can play, in
contributing to and challenging to the impact of poverty on stewardship affecting ZAC; its wealth
can be redistributed for Maintenance of Ministry through advocacy/lobbying Leadership enact
Laws to abolish Poverty to resolve future Church Workers’ plight (18th Ordinary Synod 2013:8).
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You may remain anonymous in the reporting process. Not your name, your position, nor
identification information will then be included in the report. You will not receive any payments
for taking part in this study.
Confidentiality will be maintained by mean of names of using codes instead of names, keeping
paper documentation under locked cupboard all offices, and study data on password protected
computers. Only the researcher will have access to any notes that are taken.
The session will be in writing or recording. You will have the right to review/edit the recording
after the session. If you withdraw from the research, the recoding and interview notes will be
deleted. Only the researcher will have access to the writings and when the study is done, these
recordings will be erased. The transcriber will sign a confidentially agreement.
If it is possible that during the interview or questionnaire answering, may make you remember
events, or think thoughts, that are unexpected. If you feel sad, or emotional, after or during the
interview or questionnaire answering (Mulonga, 2009:9), contact the researcher for connection
to the counsellor.
This research proposal shall be submitted in fulfilment of requirement for the degree Masters in
Theology. The final report that will be prepared based on the data will be shared with both the
ZAC and North-West University, Potchefstroom Campus.
You can choose to be part of this study or not. If you volunteer to be in this study, you may
withdraw at any time without ant consequences of any kind. You may also refuse to answer any
questions you do not want to answer, and still remain in the study. The researcher may
withdraw you from this research if circumstances arise which warrant doing so.
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact the
Researcher; The Rev’d Canon Friday Henry Malaya, +260 977 365254, St. Christopher’s
Anglican Church Rectory, Masansa, Mkushi. Zambia.
You may withdraw your consent at any time and discontinue participation without any penalty.
You are not waiving any legal claims, rights or remedies because of your participation in the
research study.
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Signature of research Subject
Subject
The information here onto attached was given by me and I am hereby consent voluntary to
participate in this study. I have been given a copy of this consent form.

…………………………….. ……………………………… ………………….
Name of Participate Signature of Participate Date

Signature of Investigator
I declare that I explained the information given in this document to ………………………………..
He/ She has encouraged and given a right time to ask me any questions. This was conducted in
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………… ………………………………
Signature of Investigator Date
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ANNEXURE D: LIST OF INFORMANTS
1 CLERGY
1. Anglican Diocese of Central Zambia (ADCZ)
Full-Time: The Rev’d Fr. Anthony Munena Mulenga
Retired: The Venerable Julius Mwengwe
2. Anglican Diocese of Lusaka
Full-Time: The Venerable Canon Jackson Katete
Retired: The Venerable Canon Justin Emmanuel Lungu-OGS
3. Anglican Diocese of Northern Zambia
Full-Time: The Very Rev’d Japhet Ponda
Retired: The Rev’d Fr. Levi Mumba
4. Anglican Diocese of Eastern Zambia
Full – Time: The Rev’d Canon George Mwanza
Retired: The Rev’d Fr. Fasten Y. Tembo
5. Anglican Diocese of Luapula
Full-Time: The Venerable Teddy Sichinga Retired: Fr. Isaiah Chabala

2. LAITY
S.No

NAME

GENDER

NRC NUMBER

1.

MUSONDA BELINA

F

10823/13/1

2.

CHIKUDULA JENNIPHER

F

107193/13/1

3.

KALUNGA ELKANA

F

107540/13/1

4.

MUTWEMWA MELA

F

131771/13/1

5.

CHISENGA REBBECA

F

240899/13/1

6.

MPULA IDAH

F

115883/64/1

7.

BWALYA MARGET

F

8.

MAYAYA EMELE

F

9.

MWAPEPAULINE

F

135437/13/1

10.

MISUKA HARRIET

F

128129/68/1

11.

KUNDA KALAYENI

F

131477/13/1

12.

CHIPUNDA MARIANA

F

13.

NSHILA DORIS

F

14.

CHISHA ALICE

F

108079/13/1

15.

MALATA CECILIA

F

134593/13/1
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16.

MUSONDA ANNA

F

131863/68/1

17.

CHABALA JOYCE

F

146240/68/1

18.

MWANSA J, MWAMBA

F

146880/68/1

19.

MOFYA DORISY

F

123801/13/1

20.

MWAPE INESS

F

131659/13/1

21.

MULOMO MARY

F

164203/13/1

22.

SENTI JOSEPH

M

172456/13/1

23.

CHINUNDA BONIFACE

M

174398/13/1

24.

KASAKI MANDALENA

F

25.

KUNDA ELIZABETH

F

26.

SILUNGWE JEAN

F

27.

TOLA EMILY

F

28.

KANKOYO BEATRICE

F

29.

CHISENGA JEANIE

F

30.

SAMPA MUDOLO

F

31.

KAPANDE EDITH

F

32.

KONGE EINIFA

F

33.

MUNSHYA RONALD

M

34.

CHIKANI. D

F

35.

CHIKANI .A

F

36.

CHISENGA. R

M

37.

NSELAULA

F

38.

KABAMBA

F

39.

KASANKA LOVENESS

F

40.

CHIBWANA

F

41.

NKOYA EDITH

F

42.

MULINDWA PURITY

F

43.

KAPENDA MATHEWS

M

44.

MUTAKASHA MRS.

F

45.

MUTAKASHA PRICILLA

F
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46.

MRS. ZULU

F

47.

SANDWICH IREEN

F

48.

KUNDA ABIGAL

F

49.

BANDA CHRISTINE

F

50.

MASENDEKELA LITA

F

51.

KAYUMBU CHRISTINE

F

52.

MAKANYA RACHEL

F

53.

KASHEMPA SINILO

M

54.

MAIMBA GETRUDE

F

55.

CHITAMBO ROYD

M

56.

BOKWE IREEN

F

57.

CHITAMBO FENA

F

58.

SALUPENI C. RACHEL

F

59.

NDASHE LOYDA

F

60.

NDASHE SILVA

F

61.

CHINDALO JULIUS

M

62.

MAIMBA R. FARLINGTON

M

63.

NSAMU ROBINA

F

64.

CHIKWETE KEPHAS

M

65.

CHISENGA ENELESS

F

66.

MOFYA LOVENESS

F

67.

MUKOSHA LOINESS

F

68.

NDASHE DAVID

M

69.

KAPAFU MRS

F

70.

BWALE DOROTHY

F

71.

MOFYA GRACE

F

72.

MWAPE FELISTERS

F

73.

KALEMBO AGNESS

F

74.

BWALYA JOYCE

F

75.

CHIPABILA VIOLET

F
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76.

MASENDEKELA JOYCE

F

77.

SHAI BANA

F

78.

KUNDA JOYCE

F

79.

MWALE GEORGE

M

80.

LUWAILE A

M

81.

CHISENGA JENNIPHER

F

82.

MULAISHO RACHAEL

F

83.

KUNDA MELA

F

84.

MWELWA ASA

F

85.

NDASHE ALBERT

M

86.

NAMBEYA CHRISTERBEL

F

87.

CHISENGA LUCIA

F

88.

MALAMA JULIETY

F

89.

CHISENGA CONSTANCE

F

90.

KOTONI ANTHONY

M

MALE =16 GIVING 17.7% ROUNDING OFF IS
18%

WOMEN= 74 GIVING 82.2% ROUNDING OFF IS
82%
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